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Building TL1 Agents  
 
Overview  
 
The TL1 protocol is the backbone of network management in the telecommunications domain. Although 
TL1 is simple and easy to use, complex application development becomes very difficult. The AdventNet 
Agent Toolkit Java Edition provides intuitive and innovative tools for rapid development of robust TL1 
agents with much ease. 
 
The Agent Toolkit uses the concept of XML driven TCS files (TL1 Command Set file), which defines the 
management information for the TL1 Agent. The TCS file is the equivalent of the MIB in an SNMP Agent. 
 
Steps to build TL1 Agents  
 
Following are the steps to build TL1 Agents using the AdventNet Agent Toolkit:  

1. Create a TL1 Command Set (TCS) file using TL1MessageBuilder. 
2. Create the Data Set (dat) file corresponding to the TCS file using TL1MessageBuilder. 
3. Generate Code for the TCS file using TL1 Compiler  
4. Compile the Code using TL1 Compiler  
5. Test the TL1 agent using TL1 Browser   

The guide also explains the features implemented by the TL1 agent apart from building the agent using 
the tools. The FAQ section provides solution to the queries related to TLI agent and its features. The user 
can refer to the Troubleshooting manual to know how to encounter any error or problem while working 
with the TL1 agent. The Tutorial demonstrates the complete implementation of the TL1 agent with other 
applications. 
 
 
Java, JMX and all Java-based marks are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
in the U.S. or other countries 
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TL1 Agent Architecture  
 
This chapter explains the Standalone TL1 Agent architecture in the Agent Toolkit Java Edition.  
 
The following architecture image explains the various modules in the Standalone TL1 agent. 

 

 
 
Transport Provider Interface: Transport Provider is responsible for all communications between 
the Agent and the Manager. It uses the configured protocol for this purpose. It acts as a bridge between 
the Session layer and the underlying transport protocol. The advantage of using this approach is that the 
Session layer need not be aware of the underlying protocol used. For using a particular protocol, the user 
has to implement that protocol and plug in (or register) the protocol with the Transport Provider.  
TCP/IP : TCP/IP is the default transport protocol for the TL1 Agent  for managing remotely. 
 
Message Processing: This module is responsible for processing the input message received from 
the client. This module is responsible for parsing and processing the input message received by the TL1 
Engine. This module is also responsible for sending the output response messages and autonomous 
messages back to the NEs. 
 

o TL1 Parser: TL1 Parser package is the default parser provided by this AdventNet TL1 
Agent Toolkit. The parser is built as per the Bellcore standards. It can parse all TL1 
messages like Input, Response, Autonomous, and Acknowledgement. Some options are 
also provided to set the parsing levels for each session. These methods can be called 
from the TL1Session. Apart from this, you can write your own parser and plug it into the 
TL1Session.  
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o Acknowledgement Message Originator: TL1 acknowledgement messages will be sent 
to the managers , for instance, when the request processing takes time (In Progress 
acknowledgment. message). This component in the TL1 adaptor facilitates to send all 
type of acknowledgement messages.  

o Output Formatter: It takes care of formatting and sending the response message to the 
TL1 Manager.  

o Autonomous Message Originator: TL1 agents are most preferred for fault 
management. And it becomes utmost important for efficiently sending autonomous 
messages. This component in TL1 adaptor is used to create and send the autonomous 
message to the TL1 Manager. The stub files can invoke methods in this component to 
send  autonomous messages. 

Built-in Commands: This module contains all the Built-in Commands that are implemented in the 
TL1 Agent. Built-in Commands are provisioning input commands common to all OS/NE interfaces. They 
are commonly used input commands that have already been implemented in the AdventNet TL1 Agent. 
Some general Built-in Commands as well as Built-in Commands for Delayed Activation have already 
been implemented in the TL1 Agent.  
Security: This module contains the various Security Views associated with the Security implemented in 
the TL1 Agent. Security Validation such as User Authentication, Channel Authentication, Command 
Authentication, etc., takes place in the Security Module. 
  
Instrumentation (TL1 Stubs Instrumentation ) 
 
The instrumentation files are the generated stub files for a given TL1 Command Set (.tcs) file. User or 
application/device-specific instrumentation can be done on these files.  
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3.0 Standards Compliance 
 
AdventNet TL1 Agent conforms to all the major Telcordia (Bellcore) standards for TL1. AdventNet TL1 
Agent complies with the following standards.  
 

S.No. Standard Benefit/Use 
1. GR 831 Defines the syntax for the TL1 Messages 
2. GR 815 Generic security features required of a total NE/NS environment

3. GR 833 
Contains a detailed description of the messages exchanged 
between the Operations System (OSs) Elements (NEs) to 
accomplish the network maintenance and surveillance. 

4. TR 835 

Describe Bellcore's view of message structures and data 
elements for Network Element and Network Administration 
(NESSA) functions that are related to the generic requirements 
for Network Element (NE)/Network System (NS) security 
Described in GR 815. 

5. GR 199 Provisioning Messages 
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4.0 Defining a TCS file 
 

 
4.1 What is a TCS file? 
4.2 Creating a New TCS file in TL1 Message Builder  
4.3 Creating an Input Message 

4.3.1 Adding a Verb 
4.3.2 Adding Modifier1  
4.3.3 Adding Modifier2  
4.3.4 Adding Staging Parameter Block  
4.3.5 Adding Message Payload Block  
4.3.6 Adding Response Block  

4.4 Creating an Autonomous Message  
4.4.1 Adding a Verb  
4.4.2 Adding Modifier1  
4.4.3 Adding Modifier2  
4.4.4 Adding Response Block  

4.5 Saving the created TCS file 
 

 
4.1 What is a TCS file? 
 
TL1 Command Set file contains input message ,output message, and autonomous message definitions, 
which are to be implemented in the agent for managing an NE. The input message and the autonomous 
message definitions are stored  in XML format in TCS file. 
 
Defining a TL1 Command Set (TCS) file is the first step toward building a TL1 Agent. The TCS is the 
source for TL1Compiler for generating code for the TL1 Agent for instrumentation, and also the TCS file  
will be used in TL1Browser to query the agent. TCS file can be created using the TL1 MessageBuilder 
provided with the toolkit. TL1 Message builder helps to define input message, output message,  and 
autonomous message as per GR831 specification. 
 
In this chapter, you learn how to create a new TCS file with two TL1 Messages - one an input message 
and the other an autonomous message. 
 
4.2 Creating a New TCS File in TL1 Message Builder 
 
Follow the steps given below to create a new file in the TL1 MessageBuilder.  

1. Open the TL1 MessageBuilder from the <Agent Toolkit Home>/bin directory using the 
TL1MessageBuilder.bat/sh file. You can also open it from the Launcher.  

2. Choose New option from the File Menu.  
3. Choose Command Set Editor from the dialog box.  
4. Enter the filename and the name of the directory where you would like to save the TCS file and 

select OK.  
Now, you will see the Parent Node (your TCS file name) added under the TL1 Tree in the left frame.  
 
Now, you can start adding the commands for the TCS file as explained in the following sections.  
 

 

Note: You can also load any existing TCS file and modify it from the TL1 MessageBuilder.  
Choose Load option from the File Menu to load an already existing TCS file.  
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4.3 Creating an Input Message 
 
This section explains you how to add a new input message to the TCS file. Let us consider an example 
where the data in the memory between two given addresses is to be read. The syntax of the command is 
as follows: 
 
Syntax: RD-MEM-DATA:<TID>:MemDevType:<CTag>:<General Block>:StartAddr, EndAddr; 
 
Refer to TL1 basics for details about the input message syntax. 
 
Here RD-MEM-DATA is the command code and MemDevType is the Access Identifier (AID) of the 
device, which is to be accessed for reading the memory details. MemDevType can either be ROM or 
RAM. RD is the Verb, MEM is the Modifier1, and DATA is the Modifier2 in the command code. The 
following sections will teach you to add the above command and its parameters in the TCS file using the 
TL1 MessageBuilder. 
 

4.3.1 Adding a Verb 
 

Verb identifies the action to be taken at the NE on receiving a TL-1 message from an OS. To 
add the Verb "RD" for the input message, follow the steps given below.  

1. Select the Parent Node (Your TCS file name) under the TL1 Tree in the left frame of the 
tool.  

2. Right-click and choose the Add Verb Option. It can also be added by selecting Edit-
>Add Verb option in the menu bar.  

3. The wizard interface for verb will be opened on the right frame. Enter the following details  

• Message Type : Input Message 

• Verb :  In this example, the action to be taken by the input command is reading 
the data from the specified memory device. Hence, we can give the verb name 
as "RD". 

• Command Code: Select NO in the Command Code option. In this command, 
RD-MEM-DATA is the command code; hence, Command Code for the verb RD 
alone is selected as NO. 

After entering the above details, click the OK button. Now the Verb will be added successfully to 
the TCS file tree.  
 

 

Note: For this Command,  we shall define AID, MPB, Response Block, 
and Description in Modifier2. They need to be defined only when 
Command Code option is selected as Yes.  

 
4.3.2 Adding Modifier1 

 
The first Modifier identifies where the action is to be applied in the NE. To add the Modifier1 
"MEM" for the input message, follow the steps given below. MEM is the memory from which the 
data is to be read and sent to the TL1 Manager.  

1. Right-click on the VERB "RD" in the TCS file tree for which Modifier1 has to be added.  
2. Choose "Add Modifier1" from the pop-up menu. The wizard interface for Modifier1 opens 

in the right frame.  
3. Enter the following details:  

• Modifier : Because we will be getting the memory details ofom the device let us 
name the Modifier1 as "MEM". 
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• Command Code: Select NO  in the Command Code option. 

• Inherit Option: Select NO as the Inherit option, because there are  no details from 
the Verb that is needed to be inherited by the modifier 1. 

 

Note: For this Command,  we shall define AID, MPB, Response Block, 
and description in Modifier2. AID, MPB, Response Block, and 
Description need to be defined only when Command Code option is 
selected as Yes. 

 
4.3.3 Adding Modifier2                         
   
The second modifier may be used to further define the identity of the object upon which the 
action is to be taken. Modifier Data is the actual data that is to be read from the memory device. 
To add the Modifier2 "DATA" for the input message, follow the steps given below.  

1. Right-click on the Modifier1 "MEM" in the TCS file tree for which Modifier2 has to be 
added.  

2. Choose "Add Modifier2" from the pop-up menu. The wizard interface for Modifier2 opens 
in the right frame.  

3. Enter the following details: 
 Modifier : Because we will be reading the data from the memory specified,  let us name 

the Modifier2 as "DATA"   
 Command Code: Select YES in the Command Code option. 
 Inherit Option: Select NO as the Inherit option, because there are  no details from the 

Modifier1  that is needed to be inherited by the Modifier2.   
 Description: Add the required description in this block. For example, add the below text 

in the block     "This command reads the data between the two given memory addresses 
from the specified memory device" .   

 
Adding AID, MPB, Resp Block, and description  for the input message are dealt with in the next 
three sections. 
 
4.3.4 Adding Staging Parameter Block 

 
Access Identifier Block(AID): AID is used to uniquely identify the entity, within the target NE, to 
be acted upon by the input message to the NE. In this example, The data can be read from 
either of the two memory devices ROM or RAM. Hence, we can name the AID as 
"MemDevType".  
 

 

Note: AID will be added in the Modifer2 in this example as mentioned 
earlier. 

 
Follow the steps given below to add the parameter MemDevType in the AID Block. 

1. Click the "..." button next to the AID Block.  
2. Enter the first parameter Name of the Response Block as "MemDevType".  
3. Choose parameter Type as "String".  
4. Choose Seperator as " "(An empty space).  
5. After entering the above details, click the "Add" button.You will find the new parameter 

added to the AID Block.   
6. Click the OK button to finish adding the AID block. 
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4.3.5 Adding Message Payload Block 
 

Message Payload Block indicates the subject matter of the message. In this example, we will be 
entering the starting address and the ending address of the memory, between which we will be 
requiring the data to read from, in the Message Payload Block. Hence, the Message Payload 
Block Parameters are "StartAddr" and "EndAddr". Follow the steps given below to add the 
parameters to the Message Payload Block. 

1. Click the "..." button next to the Message Payload Block.  
2. Click Add Block button.  
3. Enter the first parameter Name of the Response Block as "StartAddr".  
4. Choose parameter Type as "Integer".  
5. Select EQ_VAL as "false". If true is selected , the parameter should be given as 

name=value in input message.  
6. Click the "Add" button.  

You will find the new parameter added to the Message Payload Block. The other parameter 
"EndAddr" can be added to the Message Payload Block in a similar manner.  

 
4.3.6 Adding Response Block 

 
When RD-MEM-DATA command is sent to the TL1 Agent, the Agent must respond with the data 
between the given memory address for the device given in the AID block. Hence, the response 
block has to be defined. The response block has the following information. 

• addr 
• memdata 

The syntax of the response is as follows: 
 

<cr><lf><lf>  
^^^<rsphdr><cr><lf>  
M^^<ctag>^COMPLD<cr><lf>  
^^^"<addr>,<memdata>"<cr><lf>  
; 

 

 
Note: ^ represents Blank Space 

 
Following are the steps involved in adding the Response Block. 

1. Click the "..." button next to the Response block.  
2. Choose response type as Quote and click on  Add Block.  
3. Enter the first parameter Name of the Response Block as "addr".  
4. Choose parameter Type as "String".  
5. Select EQ_VAL as "True". If true is selected, the response will be displayed in 

Name=Value format.   
6. Choose Delimiter as ",". This will enable more parameters to be added to the Response 

Block.  
7. Click the "Add" button.  

You will find the new parameter added to the Response Block. The other parameter "memdata" 
can be added to the Response Block in a similar manner.  

 
After entering all the above explained details for Verb, Modifier1, and Modifier2, click the OK button. The 
new command code will be created successfully in the TCS file. 
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4.4 Creating an Autonomous Message 
 
This section explains how to add an Autonomous Message to the TCS file. Let us consider an example 
where an alarm message will be sent by the NE/NS to the Agent, indicating the administrator the 
occurrence of a particular event. 
 
The syntax of the autonomous message is as follows: 
 

<cr><lf><lf>  
^^^<rsphdr><cr><lf>  
<almcode>^<atag>^REPT^ALM^SECU<cr><lf>  
^^^"<AID>,<NOTICODE>,<SECUALMTYPE>"<cr><lf>  
;  

 
Here, REPT-ALM-SECU is the autonomous message code. REPT is the Verb that reports the event, 
ALM is the Modifier1 indicating that an Alarm is being sent, and SECU is the Modifier2 in the command 
code that stands for security. The following sections will teach you to add the above command and its 
parameters in the TCS file using the TL1 MessageBuilder.  
 

4.4.1 Adding a Verb 
 

To add the Verb "REPT" for the Autonomous Message, follow the steps given below.  
1. Select the Parent Node (Your TCS filename) under the TL1 Tree in the left frame of the 

tool. 
2. Right-click and choose the Add Verb Option.  
3. The wizard interface for verb will be opened on the right frame.   
4. Enter the following details:  

• Message Type : "Autonomous Message" 

• Verb :  Give the verb name as "REPT" that stands for REPORT.  

• Command Code: Select NO in the Command Code option. In this autonomous 
message, REPT^MEM^DATA is the message code; hence, Command Code for 
the verb REPT alone is selected as NO 

After entering the above details, click the OK button. Now, the Verb will be added successfully to 
the TCS file tree. 
 

 

Note: For this Command,  we shall define the Response Block and 
description in Modifier1. Response Block is to be defined only when 
Command Code option is selected as Yes. 

 
4.4.2 Adding Modifier1 

 
To add the Modifier1 "ALM" for the autonomous message, follow the steps given below.  

1. Right-click on the Verb "REPT" in the TCS file tree for which Modifier1 has to be added. 
2. Choose "Add Modifier1" from the pop-up menu. The wizard interface for Modifier1 opens 

in the right frame.  
3. Enter the following details: 

• Modifier : Because we will be reporting an alarm message, enter the Modifier1 as 
"ALM". 
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• Command Code: Select YES in the Command Code option. 

• Inherit Option: Select NO as the Inherit option, because there are  no details from 
the Verb that is needed to be inherited by the Modifier1. 

 

Note: For this Command,  we have to define the Response Block and 
description in Modifier1 since Command Code option is YES. Adding 
Response Block for this example Autonomous message is explained 
in chapter 4.4.4. 

 
4.4.3 Adding Modifier2  

 
To add the Modifier2 "SECU" for the Autonomous Message, follow the steps given below.  

1. Right-click on the Modifier1 "ALM" in the TCS file tree for which Modifier2 has to be 
added.  

2. Choose "Add Modifier2" from the pop-up menu. The wizard interface for Modifier1 
opens in the right frame.  

3. Enter the following details: 

• Modifier : Enter the name of the Modifier2 as "SECU". 
• Command Code: Select NO in the Command Code option. 

• Inherit Option: Select YES as the Inherit option. This will inherit the Response 
Block details from the Modifier1. 

Adding Response Block for the autonomous  message is dealt with in the following section. 
 

4.4.4 Adding Response Block 
 

The response block has the following information. 

• AID: It is the AID of the NE from where the Autonomous message originated. 

• NOTICODE: This is the actual information of the Autonomous Message 

• SECUALMTYPE: This is the type of the security-related alarm. It can be minor, major, or 
critical. 

Following are the steps involved in adding the Response Block 
1. Click the "..." button next to the Response block 
2. Choose response type as Quote and click Add Block. > 
3. Enter the first parameter Name of the Response Block as "SECUALMTYPE".  
4. Choose parameter Type as "String".  
5. Select EQ_VAL as "True". If true is selected the response will be displayed in 

Name=Value format. 
6. Choose <span style="font-weight: bold;">Delimiter as ",". This will enable more 

parameters to be added to the Response Block.  
7. After entering the above details, click the "Add" button. 

You will find the new parameter added to the Response Block. The other parameters AID and 
NOTICODE  can be added to the Response Block in a similar manner. 

 
After entering all the above explained details for Verb, Modifier1, and Modifier2, click the OK 
button. The new autonomous message will be created successfully in the TCS file. 
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4.5 Saving the Created TCS File 
 
After adding the two command codes: one Input message and one Autonomous message, save the file 
using the File>>Save option in the Menu Bar or press CNTRL+S. The New TCS file is created and can 
be used in the TL1 Compiler for code generation and compilation as explained in the next topics. 
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5.0 Defining Data Set File 
 

 
5.1 What is a Data Set File? 
5.2 Creating a New Data Set File Using TL1 Message Builder 
5.3 Selecting Command Code for Adding Data 
5.4 Adding Staging Parameter Block 
5.5 Adding General Block 
5.6 Adding Message Payload Block 
5.7 Saving the File 

 
 
5.1 What is a Data Set File? 
 
Data Set File will be useful when more than one set of values for a particular Command Code are to be 
sent to the TL1 Agent. Data set will be used in the manager side for querying the agent. The possible set 
of values for a particular command can be defined in the Data Set file. This eliminates the need to type in 
the values each time for querying during run time. 
 
Data Set file has to be loaded in the TL1 Browser along with its TL1 Command Set file. When you load 
the Data Set file for a particular Command Set file in the TL1 Browser, the values given in the Data Set 
will get automatically filled up in the respective block of the Command Set file.  
 
Data Set File for a particular TCS file can easily be defined using the Data Set Editor in the TL1 
MessageBuilder bundled with the Agent Toolkit. 
 
5.2 Creating a New Data Set File Using TL1 Message Builder  
 
Follow the steps given below to create the new Data Set file:  

1. Open the TL1 Message Builder using TL1MessageBuilder.sh/ TL1MessageBuilder.bat file 
available in  the <Agent Toolkit Home>/bin Directory. You can also open the TL1 Message 
Builder from the Launcher  

2. Select New option from the File Menu.  
3. Select Data Set Editor from the dialog box that appears.  
4. Load the created Command Set file for which the Data Set file is to be created. Let us load the 

TCS created in the previous topic for explanation in this chapter.  
5. Enter the name of the Data Set file and click OK.  

Now, you will see the Parent Node (your Data Set file name) added under the Data Set tree in the left 
frame. Only the Input Message Nodes will be displayed in the Data Set Editor and not the autonomous 
messages. 
 
Now, you can start adding the data for the command codes as explained in the following sections. 
 
5.3 Selecting Command Code for Adding Data Set  
 
Follow the steps given below to set up the command code for which the data set values are to be added.  

1. Expand the file tree of the data set file.  
2. Select the Modifier2 "DATA" in the input message RD-MEM-DATA  
3. Right-Click on the Modifier2 "DATA" and choose the "Add" option.  
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The wizard interface  will be enabled on the right frame where you can begin adding the Data Set values 
for various blocks. Also the Data Set values Can be added only for the nodes which has "COMMAND-
CODE=YES" in the TCS file.  
   
5.4 Adding Staging Parameter Block 
 
For the selected Command Code, new data for the Staging Parameter Block can be added or existing 
data can be modified. Each Staging Parameter Block contains a Target-Id, Access-Id, C-tag and a 
User-defined data as input. You can add either single entry or multiple entries in the Staging Parameter 
Block. The next two chapters teaches you how to add single and multiple entries in the Staging 
Parameter Block. 
 

5.4.1 Adding Single Entry - No Index Option 
 

When the No Index option (situated above the Staging Parameter Block) is enabled, only one 
block of data set can be added for the particular Command Code in the Staging Parameter 
Block. Follow the steps given below to add a single entry to the Staging Parameter Block for the 
Command Code RD-MEM-DATA. The Entry will have Target-Id as "Target1", Access-Id as 
"RamDevice", and C-Tag as "1".  

1. Choose the No Index from the Index Block on the right frame of the Data Set Editor 
after selecting the Command Code as explained in 5.3.  

2. Click the Add button from the Staging Parameter Block.  A dialog box for adding the 
data for the Staging Parameter Block will pop up.  

3. Enter the following details in the dialog box.  

• Target Id: Target1 
• Acces Id: RamDevice 
• CTag: 1 

4. Click OK.  
You will find the new entry added to the Staging Parameter Block. If you try to add another block 
to the Staging Parameter Block by clicking the Add button, an error message "Second block is 
not allowed" will be displayed.  
 

 

Note: Target Identifier (TID): An input message associated with the 
management of a particular object may be directly addressed to an NE 
or it may be routed to or through one or more intermediate NEs. The 
Target Identification code ( TID ) parameter block provides the 
capability within the TL1 message format to perform network routing 
tasks. 

 
5.4.2 Adding Multiple Entries - Using Index Option 

 
In situations when you need more than one Staging Parameter Block for a single command 
code, you can use the Index option. This facilitates having more than one Staging Parameter 
Block for the same command code. Multiple blocks created for a single command code will be 
added to the table under the staging parameter. The index can be any one of the staging 
parameters, e.g., Access-Id, Target-Id, C-Tag, or you can set your own ID for the node.  

 
Follow the steps given below to add multiple entries to the Staging Parameter Block for the 
Command Code RD-MEM-DATA 

1. Choose the C-Tag as the Index option from the Index Block on the right frame of the 
Data Set Editor after selecting the Command Code as explained in 5.3.  
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2. Click the Add button from the Staging Parameter Block. A dialog box for adding the data 
for the Staging Parameter Block will pop up. 

3. Enter the following details in the dialog box.  

• Target-Id: Target1 

• Acces-Id: ROMDevice 

• CTag: 1 
4. Click OK. You will find the new entry added to the Staging Parameter Block. 
5. Now add the second entry to the Staging Parameter Block by clicking the Add button 

again. 
6. Enter the following second block details in the pop up dialog  box. 

• Target-Id: Target2 

• Acces-Id: RAMDevice 

• CTag: 2 
7. Click OK  

You will find the second entry added to the Staging Parameter Block. Any number of entries can 
be added to the Staging Parameter Block following the steps given above 

 
5.5 Adding General Block 
 
The General Block affect the way in which the input command is to be executed in the NE.  
 
Parameters OrderNo, Date, and Time enable Delayed Activation function. The date and time, when the 
input command is to be executed, is mentioned in the parameters Date and Time respectively. The Order 
Number will uniquely identify the particular input command  for which the activation is delayed. 
 
IDR Indicator (Indirect Data Retrieval Indicator)  is a functional capability by which information can be 
retrieved from more than one linked administrative view by a single RTRV command.  
 
C-Flag (Contingency flag), If set to False, partial completion of the records in a multiunit input message 
gets completed with a report sent to the OS listing the operations that were not successfully completed. If 
set to True, partial completion of the records in a multi unit input message will not be completed.  
 
For this example, let us add the following details in the General Block.  

1. Order No: 2  
2. IDR Indicator: 1  
3. C-Flag: True  
4. Date: 02-08-04(yy-mm-dd)  
5. Time: 06-50-40(hh-mm-ss) 

5.6 Adding Message Payload Block 
 
Follow the steps given below to add data for the parameters in the Message Payload Block.  

1. Select the block in the Message Payload Block for which Data Set is to be added. 
2. Click the "Modify" button. 
3. Enter the value for each parameter of that particular block in dialog box that appears. Enter the 

following details.  
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StartAddr: 102345  
EndAddr  :  102800 

4. Click OK. 
Values for the parameters in the Message Payload block has been successfully added now.  You can 
also modify the values of already existing Message Payload Block parameters. 
 
5.7 Saving the File  
 
After adding the values for the parameters of the command codes in the data set file, save the file using 
the File>>Save option in the Menu Bar or press CTRL+S. The new data set file created can be used in 
the TL1 Browser while querying the Agent. 
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6.0 Creating a Simple TL1 Agent 
 

 
6.1 Creating a New Project and Loading the TCS in TL1 Compiler.  
6.2 Configuring the Project.  
6.3 Generating Code for the TCS Using TL1 Compiler  
6.4 Compiling the Generated Code  
6.5 Starting and Stopping the Agent  
6.6 Saving the Project  

 
 
6.0 Creating Simple TL1 Agent- An Overview  
 
Following are the steps involved in building a TL1 Agent using the AdventNet Agent Toolkit. 

1. Creating a TL1 Command Set (TCS) file and the corresponding Data Set (dat) file using 
TL1MessageBuilder 

2. Generating Code for the TCS file using TL1 Compiler 
3. Compiling the Code using TL1 Compiler 
4. Testing the TL1 agent using TL1 Browser 

6.1 Creating a New Project and Loading the TCS  
 
Follow the steps given below to create a new project for a standalone TL1 Agent.  

1. Start the TL1 Compiler by executing the TL1Compiler.bat/ TL1Compiler.sh file available inside 
the <Agent Toolkit Home>/bin directory. 

2. Choose the File>>New Project option from the File Menu or using the shortcut key 
CTRL+SHIFT+N  

3. Enter the details of the Workspace, Project Name, and the directory of the project in the Project 
Settings Dialog Box. 

4. Click OK after entering the details. 
A new project is now created. 
 

 

Note: You can either add to Existing workspace or Create New workspace. Adding 
a project in existing workspace lists all the previously created projects in that particular 
workspace on the left frame.  

 
Follow the steps given below to load a TCS for the project created above. 

1. Choose TCS>>Load TCS File from the Menu Bar. 
2. Choose the tl1sample.tcs file from the<Agent Toolkit Home>/tcs directory. 
3. Click the Load TCS button after selecting the TCS file. The TCS file will be loaded to the TL1 

Compiler. You can view the TCS file tree in the TCS View of the Workspace panel. 

 

Note:You can also load multiple TCS in the TL1 Compiler following the above steps. 
You can generate code for all the loaded TCS using the TL1 Compiler. 
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6.2  Configuring the Project 
 
You can configure the various project settings such as the General settings, Code Generation Settings 
and Security Settings, from the TL1 Compiler UI as explained in the following sections. These settings 
have to be configured according to your requirements before code generation. 
 

 

Note:You can skip this section and go to "Generating Code for the TCS Using TL1 
Compiler"section if you wish to build the Agent with default settings. 

 
6.2.1 Configuring General Settings 

 
Follow the steps below to configure the General Settings of the project 

1. Choose Project >> Settings from the Menu Bar or using the shortcut key 
CNTRL+SHIFT+S. A Dialog Box will appear with Settings tree on the left frame of the 
box. 

2. Choose the node General from the Settings tree. Here, the various General settings can 
be configured. 

Following options are available in the General settings. 
1. Craft Interface: TL1 managed devices can be managed both locally by craft interface 

and remotely over any transportation protocol by an OSS. Craft enables the user to have 
contact with the agent through STD I/O methodology and it follows TL1 Transport 
provider framework.  

2. TCP/IP Interface: If this option is selected, then the TL1 agent has TCP/IP interface on 
startup. This option is selected by default  

3. Self-Monitoring: Selecting this option enables the self monitoring feature in the TL1 
Agent. 

4. Built-In-Commands: Selecting this option adds the Built-in Commands support in the 
TL1Agent.  

5. TCP Port Number: The TCP Port option is used to specify the port at which the TL1 
agent is running. By default, the TL1 agent runs at default port number 9099. Users can 
specify the port number where they want the agent to be started.  

6. Keep Alive Timeout: Specify the keep alive time for the TL1 Agent in seconds. The 
default value specified is 900 seconds.  

7. Debug Level: When the agent is running, it will generate debug information to know 
about the agent processing. There are seven levels of debug statements provided in the 
debug options of the TL1 Compiler.  Each of these option is explained below:  
 
Disabled (0) : The log messages do not get stored in the text file when this option is 
chosen. 
 
Fatal (1) : Fatal level indicates that the application has encountered a severe error that 
may make the system unstable. These errors need to be attended to immediately. When 
this level is chosen, only critical messages such as details on Agent crash, Authentication 
errors, Agent already open in another session,  etc., get stored in the log file. 
 
Error (2) : Error level indicates that an error has occurred and the application cannot 
handle the request as designed. This may be automatically corrected during execution or 
the application should be capable of handling those situations when a similar request 
comes again. Selecting this level will store all the Error and Exception messages in the 
log file along with the fatal messages. 
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Warn (3) : Warning messages indicate that the application has met with an expected 
error. All Warning messages get stored in the log file when debug level is Warn. Log 
messages corresponding to log levels 1 and 2 are also stored in the log file. 
 
Info (4) : The Info level does not signify the occurrence of any error but logs all important 
events. Any information that might be required for reference gets stored in the log file 
under this info level. 
 
Debug (5) : On choosing this log level, the application moves into the debug mode. It is 
used for generating debugging information and should not be used in general cases. 
 
Trace (6) : In this mode, the application logs every activity from entering a method to 
exiting and thus selecting this level may affect performance. The Trace level should be 
used only to solve any complex problem. 
Default Debug level is 5(Debug). 

8. Asynchronous Message Processing: The TL1 Agent usually handles one request at a 
time. Selecting this option of Asynchronous Message Processing mode allows the agent 
to handle more than one request simultaneously using multiple threads. 
 
Number of Threads: This option is enabled only when the Asynchronous mode is 
selected. It specifies the number of messages an agent can handle simultaneously in this 
mode. By default, the number of threads is configured as 5. You  can specify any other 
value. The maximum  number of requests the agent can handle is 20. 

6.2.2 Configuring Code Generation Settings 
 

Before configuring Code Generation Settings, add the TCS or the Node for which code is to be 
generated by Right-Clicking on any node of the TCS in the TL1 Tree of the TCS view panel. You 
will find the following options.  

 
i. Add Whole Node: Selecting this option adds the whole TCS for code generation code will be 
generated for all the nodes in the TCS. 
ii.Add Selected Node: By default, code will be generated for the whole TCS file. Selecting this 
option, generates code only for the selected nodes displayed in the "Selected nodes" panel of  
the TCS View tab.  For example,  if AGENT-SAMPLE-MIB.tcs  is loaded and the GET command 
is added to the selected nodes list, this option generates code only for the GET command of the 
AGENT-SAMPLE-MIB.tcs file. 
 

 

Note: To remove a node from the selected nodes panel, select the 
node to be removed and right-click it. Then choose the Remove Node  
from the pop-up menu. It is also possible to generate source for 
more than one TCS file using the selected node option. 

 
After selecting and adding the Nodes for which code is to be generated, follow the steps below 
to configure the Code Generation Settings of the project.  

1. Choose Project >> Settings from the Menu Bar or using the shortcut key 
CNTRL+SHIFT+S. A Dialog Box appears with Settings tree on the left frame of the box. 

2. Choose the node Code Generation from the Settings tree. Here, the various Code 
Generation settings can be configured. 

Following options are available in the Code Generation Settings.  
1. Generate Source  

Merge with previous stub files: On regenerating the code, new stub files are created. 
Thus the instrumentation added to the stub files gets overwritten. In order to avoid this, 
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select the Merge with previous stub files option. Now, the new stub files are generated 
with the instrumentation from the previous stub files.  

2. Agent Name  
The Agent Name provided in the Code Generation panel of Project >> Settings option 
refers to the Main File Name. The default name is AdventNetTL1Agent.java. You can 
specify any other name other than the default name provided.  

3. Package Name: The Package Name option provided in the Code Generation panel of 
Project >> Settings menu is taken as the package name for the generated Java files. 
The default package name provided is com.myCompany.myPackage. You can specify 
any other name other than the default name provided.  

6.2.3 Configuring Security Settings 
 

The various security views and their details can be configured in the Security Settings. Follow 
the steps below to configure the TL1 Security-related Settings of the project.  

1. Choose Project >> Settings from the Menu Bar or type CNTRL+SHIFT+S. A Dialog 
Box will appear with Settings tree on the left frame of the box. 

2. Choose the node Security  from the Settings tree. Here, the various Security-related 
settings can be configured. 

Following options are available in the Security settings. 
1. Enable Security: If you do not require security for your project, do not enable this option. 

If this option is enabled, User Security gets enabled by default. It is mandatory, if security 
is enabled. The other securities namely Command, Channel, Operation, and resource 
can be enabled here if required. By default Security is enabled.  

2. Log File Size: This is the size of the log file in Number of Records which logs the 
security-related information. Default Log File size is 60. 

3. Security View: For the securities enabled in the Security Block, the corresponding 
security view can be selected here, and the values for its parameters can be added and 
modified from the table below the Security View. By default User Security View is 
enabled. 

6.3  Generating Code for the TCS Using TL1 Compiler  
 
Please follow the steps given below to generate the code for any  loaded TCS. Before following the steps 
given below, load the tl1sample.tcs  with the default project settings.  

1. After loading the TCS file and configuring the Project, generate the code by choosing the Build 
>> Generate Source option in the Menu Bar. You can also use the Generate Source icon from 
the Toolbar.  
 
This generates the stub files in the destination project directory <Agent Toolkit 
Home>/tl1projects/<Your Project>/agent /src/com/myCompany/myPackage. The status of 
code generation can be seen in the bottom most part of the tool. The message "Code 
generation succeeded" means that the code has been generated successfully without any 
errors. If the message "Code generation failed" is received, it means that some errors have 
occurred during code generation.  The generated files can be viewed in the FileView tab. The 
stub files that are generated during the code generation will be listed in the Debug Window.  

6.4  Compiling the Generated Code 
 
After generating the code for the loaded TCS file(s), the next stage in agent development is compiling the 
source code. You can instrument the source code according to your requirements before compilation. 
This example shows how to compile the source code without any instrumentation. You can compile your 
project either from the UI or from the Command prompt as explained in the following sections. 
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6.4.1 Compiling the Code from the TL1 Compiler UI 

 
Follow the steps given below to compile the generated code using the TL1 Compiler UI.  

1. After generating the source code, compile the code by choosing the Build >> Compile 
Source from the File Menu or click Compile source icon in the toolbar. You can also use 
the CTRL + M shortcut key to compile the project. 

This compiles the source files and puts them in the  <Agent Toolkit Home>/tl1projects/<Your 
Project>/agent 
/bin/com/myCompany/myPackage directory. On successful compilation, the status "Compilation 
Succeeded" can be seen in the bottom most part of the tool.  

 
6.4.2 Compiling the Code from the Command Line. 

 
You can also compile the source from the command prompt. Please follow the steps given below 
to compile the source files from the command prompt. 

1. Open a command prompt/terminal.  

2. Go to the <Agent Toolkit Home>/tl1projetcs/<YourProject>/ agent/bin 

3. Set the class path. For this run.sh/run.bat can be used. If linux execute ". run.sh" if 
Windows "run.bat"  

4. Then, execute the following command  
javac -d . ../src/*.java --> Linux  
javac -d . ..\src\*.java --> Windows  
 
The above command will compile all the files under src directory and if the compilation is 
successful, the compiled class files can be found under 
tl1projects/<Yourproject>/agent/bin/com/myCompany/myPackage directory.  Now all 
the files have been compiled and the Agent can be started. 

Please note that you can also compile individual files, if any modification is done on a particular 
file. 

 
6.5 Starting and Stopping the Agent 
 
After successfully compiling the Agent, you can start the Agent either from the TL1 Compiler UI or from 
the Command prompt as explained in the following sections.  
 

6.5.1 Starting and Stopping from the TL1 Compiler UI 
 

You can start and stop the Agent from the TL1 Compiler UI by clicking the Buid >> Start Agent 
andBuild>> Stop Agent option in the menu bar 

 
6.5.2 Starting and Stopping from the Commmand Line  

 
Follow the steps given below to start and stop the Agent from the command prompt.  

1. Open a command prompt/ terminal. 

2. Go to the <Agent Toolkit Home>/tl1projetcs/<YourProject>/agent/bin/ 
com/myCompany/myPackage directory where the compiled files are available. 
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3. Execute the Run.bat/Run.sh command. In the console it can be seen that TL1 Server is 
started on 9099. You will find the following details at the end of the execution of the 
above command TL1 Server started on 9099 This means that the Agent has been 
successfully started on port 9099.  

 

Note: For Testing the TL1 Agent created in this chapter, please refer 
to the next chapter on "Testing the TL1 Agent". 

 
6.6 Saving the Project 
 
To save the Project, select Save Project option from the File menu or use the shortcut key  
CTRL+SHIFT+V.  
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7.0 Testing the TL1 Agent 
 

 
7.1 Testing a TL1 Agent Using TL1 Browser  
7.2 Configuring TL1 Browser Settings  
7.3.Debugging and Decoding in TL1 Browser 

 
 
7.1 Testing a TL1 Agent Using TL1 Browser 
 
Follow the steps given below to test the TL1 Agent created in the previous chapter. It is assumed that a 
Standalone TL1 Agent created using tl1sample.tcs is running on port 9099.  

1. Start the TL1 Browser Application using the TL1Browser.bat or TL1Browser.sh file from 
the <Agent Toolkit Home>/bin directory. It can also be started from the launcher. 

2. Load the tl1sample.tcs and tl1security.tcs files using the File>>Load option in the menu bar. Also 
load the tl1sample.dat file. 

3. Choose Operations>>Connect option in the MenuBar.  
4. Enter the Host Name and Port Number where the agent is running in the dialog box that appears. 

Default values are "localhost" and "9099" respectively. 
5. Click OK. Now you will be connected to the Agent. 
6. Authenticate into the TL1 Agent by sending the Input command "ACT-USER::root:1::public;" by 

choosing Operations>>Send in the menu bar or using the shortcut key CTRL+N. Here root is the 
default Administrator and public is the default password.  
 
The Agent will respond by sending the following Autonomous Message. This can be viewed in the 
Autonomous Message Block. This means that you have successfully authenticated into the TL1 
Agent.  
 
Autonomous Message Received From :localhost 
<CR> 
<LF><LF>   rajeshm 2002-04-11 12:22:25<CR> 
<LF> ** 1 REPT EVT SESSION<CR> 
<LF>   "rajeshm:NO"<CR> 
<LF>   /*NOTICE:This is a private computer system. <LF>  Unauthorized access or use 
may lead to prosecution*/<CR> 
<LF>; 
 
Please note that a Response Message will also be sent for the ACT-USER command. You can 
view the Response Message in the Response Message Block of the TL1 Browser  

7. Now expand the TCS tree of tl1sample.tcs.   
8. Choose the command code RD-MEM  
9. Send the input message RD-MEM:::1::; by choosing Operations>>Send option in the menu bar  

or using the shortcut key CTRL+N.   
 
The Agent will send the following response message.   
Response Message Received From :localhost 
<CR> 
<LF><LF> rajeshm 2002-04-11 12:40:55<CR> 
<LF>M  3 COMPLD<CR> 
<LF>   "0,1"<CR> 
<LF>;  
 
This means that your simple TL1 Agent works! 
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7.2 Configuring TL1 Browser Settings  
 
From the menu bar select Edit >> Settings. Here you will find different functions that can be enabled or 
disabled in the TL1 Browser Application. 
 
The configuration settings for TL1Browser can classified into two parts based on their functionality. 

1. General Options. 
2. Parser Options. 

 
General Options 
 

 
 
 
Enable Keep Alive : TL1 Browser provides the facility to check for the health status of the TL1 device by 
sending TL1 messages at regular time intervals to the device. You have the option to change the input 
message to be sent and the time interval between subsequent messages. The time interval is calculated 
in seconds.  
 
Enable Log : This is an option from the TL1 Browser to create log files (session log and bin files) that can 
be used for debugging purposes. The bin file can be opened in the debug window of the TL1 Browser to 
check for the messages exchanged between the TL1 Browser and the TL1 agent.  
 
Connection Listener: If this is enabled, you will be notified as soon as the connection with the TL1 Agent 
breaks after opening a session with it from the TL1 Browser.  
 
Timeout and Retries : Here you can set the timeout time for receiving the response for an input 
message. If the  response for an input message is not received before the timeout value, an error is 
displayed. Number of retries can also be specified here.  
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Parser Options  
 

 
 
Appending CR/LF : TL1 Browser has the option of appending CR/LF in the output message received. 
 
Text Block Parsing : If this flag is enabled the browser will parse the text block in the TL1 message. If 
the flag is disabled, the browser will parse all fields in the response message other than the text block. 
The text block will be printed as a raw data.  
 
Message Parsing : If this flag is enabled, the browser will parse the whole TL1 message. If disabled, the 
browser does not parse the TL1 message and prints the raw data received from the agent.  
 
Accumulate Partial Messages : If this flag is enabled, partial messages received from the device will be 
accumulated and complete TL1 message will be printed on the arrival of last TL1 message (terminated by 
semicolon) with the same C-Tag. By disabling this flag, we can receive partial messages (terminated by 
>) in the TL1 Browser.  
 
7.3 Debugging  and Decoding in TL1 Browser 
 
Debug window can be used to check the messages exchanged between the TL1 Browser and agent. To 
check for messages exchanged, you  have to open the debug window before sending messages in order 
to view the messages in binary format. There is an option of saving the messages in a file. The user also 
has the facility to decode the messages. Clear button is provided to clear the results.  
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To decode the binary messages, one has to copy the message and paste it in the text area of the 
decoder window. Clicking the decode button will print the TL1 message in the text area. There is a option 
of saving the results in a file.  
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8.0 Instrumenting Generated Code 
 

 
8.1  Instrumentation overview  
8.2 Generated Code Structure  

8.2.1 TL1 Agent Main File  
8.2.2 Source Files  
8.2.3 Conf Files  
8.2.4 Handler Files  

8.3 Instrumenting the Generated Code  
8.4 Code Merging  

 
 
8.1 Instrumentation Overview 
 
Instrumentation is done in the TL1Agent to get the actual values from your device/ application .This 
chapter explains the process of adding the actual functionality to the generated code, so that the agent 
responds with the desired information .  Upon Instrumentation, the agent will send the appropriate 
response to the manager for the incoming message.  
 
8.2 Generated Code Structure  
 
The TL1 Compiler expects a TCS file in XML format as the input. For an input TCS, following files will be 
generated  

• TL1 Agent Main File 

• Source Files 

• Conf Files 

• Handler Files 

8.2.1 TL1 Agent Main File  
 

The default name of the main file is AdventNetTL1Agent.java.  This file can be found inside 
the <Agent Toolkit Home>/tl1projects/<Your Project>/agent/src directory.  

 
This file is the main file for the TL1 Agent. This file takes care of registering all the commands 
with the command Registry. This file contains methods that initialize the TL1Agent and take care 
of registering the command codes in the Command Registry and returning their instances.  

 
Also, you can enable/disable and configure the settings of TL1 Agent features Self Monitoring, 
Built-in-Commands, Asynchronous Message processing, and Security  from the 
AdventNetTL1Agent.java file. 

 
8.2.2 Source (src) Files 

 
Two types of source files are generated when code is generated for any TCS file from the TL1 
Compiler:  

• The source files for Input  Messages and 

• The source  files for Autonomous messages.  
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They are explained in following sections  
 

Input Message Source Files: These are src files generated for the input message type 
command codes. The Input Message type src Files contain two methods - getAck() and 
DoAction()  

 
getAck():This method will be called from the TL1Engine before processing the TL1 input 
message. You can instrument the getAck() method to receive appropriate Acknowldgement 
Messages. You can return appropriate Acknowledgement codes codes based on your 
requirement by using the static variables defined in the com.adventnet.tl1.message. 
TL1AckMessage class. If "null" is returned, then no acknowledgement is sent by the TL1 agent.  

 
Following Code snippet shows a sample getAck() method 
 

public String getAck(TL1AgentRequestInfo reqInfo) { 
/** Return a meaningful ack-code to send acknowlegement 
For e.g: ack = 
com.adventnet.tl1.message.TL1AckMessage.IN_PROGRESS; */ 
String ack = null; 
return ack; 
} 

 
doAction(): This method will be called by the TL1Engine for processing the input Message. This 
method will return a TL1Agent ResponseInfo, which contains the response values, the line 
types, and all the required information to form the response. You can write your code here to 
instrument and get the desired response. Following information will be useful for instrumenting 
the doaction() method to process the input message. A sample doAction() method is available in 
chapter 8.3 of this section  

 
a. Parameter for Getting the Input Message Information  

 
The incoming request information can be retrieved from the TL1AgentRequestInfo(), which is 
passed as a parameter to the doAction() method. All the major parameters of the Input Message 
such as the verb, modifiers, AID, C-Tag, MPB, etc., can be retrieved. You can refer to the 
JavaDocs for the information that can be retrieved from the TL1AgentRequestInfo().  

 
<TL1AgentRequestInfo>.getMessagePayload() will return a Vector array.  Each element in 
the array represents a Block and each element in the Vector represents the parameters.  

 
b. Getting the Access Identifier Information  

 
The generated code also gives the incoming AccessID in the form of a 
<verb>_<modifier1>_AID class object. The <verb>_<modifier1>_AID.java also gets 
generated if an AID is defined for that command code. TL1 Agent supports all the valid AID 
syntaxes. The valid syntaxes are:  

x  
x, y  
x-y-z-....  
x&y&z&...  
x&&y  
x-y-z-...&-a&-b&-...  
x-y-z-...&&-a  

 
Based on the syntax of the Access ID, code is generated. The AID object is defined as public.  
public AUD_EQPT_AID[] accessId = null;  
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For example, if the Command code is AUD-EQPT and the AID syntax is "x,y", then the code will 
be generated as follows:  
 

accessId = new AUD_EQPT_AID[1];   
accessId[0] = new AUD_EQPT_AID(aidVector); 

 
The AUD_EQPT_AID contains 2 variables with the names as defined in the tcs. In this case - x 
and y.  

 
The incoming AID values can be retreived from this AUD_EQPT_AID object reference. 

 
For example, if the incoming AID is 10,12 then accessId[0].x will be 10 and accessId[0].y will be 
12.  

 
Suppose if the AID syntax is x-y&-z, then the code generated would be as follows. 
 

int nos = 2;   
int position = 1;   
String[] temp = new String[nos];   
for (int j=0; j<nos; j++) {   
temp[j] = aidVector.elementAt(position).toString();   
if(j != nos-1)   
aidVector.removeElementAt(position);   
}   
accessId = new AUD_EQPT_AID[nos];   
for(int j=0; j<nos; j++) {   
aidVector.setElementAt(temp[j], position);   
accessId[j] = new AUD_EQPT_AID(aidVector);   
} 
 

 
In the AUD_EQPT_AID, only x and y are defined because,  y and z should be of the same type 
for this AID. If the incoming AID is phase 25 & 30 then the individual values can be retrieved as 
follows :  
 

for(int i=0; i<accessId.length; i++) {   
System.out.println(accessId[i].x+"   "+accessId[i].y);  
} 

 
The output for the above code will be as follows:  

 
phase 25  
phase 30  

 
c. Forming the Request Block Information :The doAction() method returns a 
TL1AgentResponseInfoobject. This contains the necessary information to form and send the 
Response message. A sample code of forming the TL1AgentResponseInfo would be as 
follows:  
 

String[] responseKeys = null; 
boolean[] nameEqVal = null; 
Object[] defaultRespValues = null; 
String[] delimiters = null; 
TL1Line line = null; 
Vector responseVector = new Vector(); 
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responseKeys = respKeys[0]; 
//defaultRespValues = defaultValues[0]; 
/* Instrumentation */ 
defaultRespValues = new Object[3]; 
defaultRespValues[0] = System.getProperty("java.home"); 
defaultRespValues[1] = 
System.getProperty("java.vm.name"); 
defaultRespValues[2] = 
System.getProperty("java.vm.info"); 
delimiters = respDelimiters[0]; 
nameEqVal = nameEqualsValue[0]; 
line = TL1MessageFormatter.createTL1Line(responseKeys, 
defaultRespValues,delimiters,lineTypes[0],nameEqVal); 
responseVector.add(line); 
TL1AgentResponseInfo responseInfo = new 
TL1AgentResponseInfo(); 
responseInfo.setResponseLinesVector(responseVector); 
return responseInfo; 

 
Similar code is generated by default in the Response src  files. You can instrument those to 
send the appropriate response.   

 
The completion code can also be set in the TL1AgentResponseInfo as follows:  
 

responseInfo.setCompletionCode(com.adventnet.tl1.message. 
TL1ResponseMessage.DENIED); 

 
Thus, the static variables defined in the com.adventnet.tl1.message.TL1ResponseMessage 
class could be used for sending the Completion Code. If no Completion Code is specified in the 
responseTable, then the default completion code will be taken as 
com.adventnet.tl1.message.TL1ResponseMessage.COMPLETED 

 
Also, a TL1AgentException can be thrown from within the doAction() method (Note that the 
doAction() throws TL1AgentException). This is converted to an error message as the response. 
The completion code will automatically be set to DENY. The error code has to be specified while 
throwing an exception. Static variables are defined in Class TL1Errors for specifying the error 
code. The code for throwing a sample exception would be as follows.  
 

throw new TL1AgentException("Invalid AID", 
TL1Errors.IIAC); 

 
This throws an INVALID ACCESS IDENTIFIER error message with the completion code as 
DENY. Further explanation on error messages can be found in the troubleshooting section.  
 
Autonomous type Source Files: Autonomous src files are generated for the output codes 
defined in the TCS file. The Autonomous message type src file contains the below method.  

 
public void sendAutonomous ( )  

 
This method can be called from the application code which is interested in sending alarm to TL1 
NE.   The TL1AgentResponseInfo passed as a parameter in this method will be set as the User 
Data in the autonomous message. This autonomous message  will be caught and converted to 
TL1 autonomous message by the TL1Engine.  Please refer to Java Docs for more information.  

 
Please refer to section 9.0 on Sending Autonomous Messages for more details. 
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The static variables defined in the com.adventnet.tl1.message.TL1AutonomousMessage 
class could be used for sending the Alarm Code. If no Alarm Code specified in the userData 
table is set in the autonomous message, then the default alarm code will be taken as 
com.adventnet.tl1.message.TL1AutonomousMessage.MAJOR_ALARM 

 
8.2.3 Conf Files  

 
Conf files for all the security views are available in the 
AdventNet\JavaAgent\tl1projects\<Your Project>\agent\bin\conf directory.  Also a text file for 
logging security related information namely SecurityLog.txt file will be available in this directory. 
Following are the text files that are available in the directory.  

• UserSecurity.txt 

• CommandSecurity.txt  

• ChannelSecurity.txt  

• OperationsSecurity.txt  

• ResourceSecurity.txt  

• SecurityLog.txt 
These files are generated depending on the security configuration in the TL1 Compiler settings. 
The conf files will be in text format.  
 

 

Note: These files should NOT be altered by the user. These are 
provided for persistence 
storage and not for reconfiguring the settings.  

 
8.2.4  Handler Files  

 
When Resource and/or Operations-Related security is enabled in the TL1 Compiler before code 
generation, the respective handler files will be generated in the JavaAgent\tl1projects\<Your 
Project>\agent\handler directory. i.e. ResourceSecurityHandler.java file will be generated 
when resource security is enabled and OperationSecurityHandler.java file will be generated 
when Operations-Related security is enabled.  

 
You can instrument these handler files to make the Operations security view and Resource view 
to respond in a way that you require.  

 
You can use these files to check the necessary conditions to be satisfied for the respective 
security.  
 
When Resource security and Operation security are  selected, the methods 
CheckPostForResourceSecurity() and CheckPostForOperationSecurity() are called 
respectively. If other security views are selected along with User Security, the corresponding set 
methods with corresponding information are called. So, these information can be obtained using 
getters.  

 
You have to instrument the checkPostFor<Resource/Operation>Security() method in the same 
way security restrictions are achieved for resource security. By default the checkPost method 
returns true.  

 
If you wish to send any error message when the security restrictions are violated, an exception 
can be thrown as follows.  

 
throw new TL1AgentException("Error occured",TL1Errors.ICNV)  
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Here, the key is the resource name, and the value is TL1ResourceSecurity object. The Resource 
security related information can be obtained from that.  

 
8.3  Instrumenting the Generated Code  
 
After generating the src files and testing any prototype agent, the next step would be to instrument those 
files to communicate with the device and perform the necessary operations. The appropriate response to 
be sent to the manager for the incoming message needs to be filled in the generated Response src files. 
 
The doAction() of a sample Response src file looks like as follows :  
 

/** 
* This method will be invoked by the TL1 NE for processing the 
input Message. 
* User can do his instrumentation here as how he needs to have the 
response. 
* If the user needs to send any autonomous messages defined here he 
can just 
* call the method sendAutonomous() for the corresponding autonomous 
messages 
* using the get method for it's reference in the main file. 
* @return A TL1AgentResponseInfo which contains the response 
values, the line 
* types and all the required information to form the response. 
*/ 
public TL1AgentResponseInfo doAction(TL1AgentRequestInfo reqInfo) 
throws TL1AgentException { 
/** Default Response **/ 
/** Implementation for selected types **/ 
String[] responseKeys = null; 
boolean[] nameEqVal = null; 
Object[] defaultRespValues = null; 
String[] delimiters = null; 
TL1Line line = null; 
Vector responseVector = new Vector(); 
responseKeys = respKeys[0]; 
//defaultRespValues = defaultValues[0]; 
/* Implementation for QUOTED type */ 
defaultRespValues = new Object[2]; 
defaultRespValues[0] = System.getProperty("os.name"); 
defaultRespValues[1] = System.getProperty("os.version"); 
delimiters = respDelimiters[0]; 
nameEqVal = nameEqualsValue[0]; 
line = 
TL1MessageFormatter.createTL1Line(responseKeys,defaultRespValues, 
delimiters,lineTypes[0],nameEqVal); 
responseVector.add(line); 
responseKeys = respKeys[1]; 
//defaultRespValues = defaultValues[1]; 
/* Implementation for UNQUOTED type */ 
defaultRespValues = new Object[1]; 
defaultRespValues[0] = System.getProperty("user.name"); 
delimiters = respDelimiters[1]; 
nameEqVal = nameEqualsValue[1]; 
line = 
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TL1MessageFormatter.createTL1Line(responseKeys,defaultRespValues, 
delimiters,lineTypes[1],nameEqVal); 
responseVector.add(line); 
responseKeys = respKeys[2]; 
//defaultRespValues = defaultValues[2]; 
/* Implementation for COMMENT */ 
defaultRespValues = new Object[1]; 
defaultRespValues[0] = "These informations are taken from the 
machine where agent 
runs "; 
delimiters = respDelimiters[2]; 
nameEqVal = nameEqualsValue[2]; 
line = 
TL1MessageFormatter.createTL1Line(responseKeys,defaultRespValues, 
delimiters,lineTypes[2],nameEqVal); 
responseVector.add(line); 
TL1AgentResponseInfo responseInfo = new TL1AgentResponseInfo(); 
responseInfo.setResponseLinesVector(responseVector); 
return responseInfo; 
} 

 
As seen from the above code, by default (i.e., without any instrumentation) the agent will send some 
default values as per the type in the response message.  
 
You can add your own code below the comment ,  
 
  *   Add your code below this comment for doing the         *  
  *   necessary action and form the TL1AgentResponseInfo. *  
 
and fill the response values in the responseLines Hashtable.  
 
Also, you can send multiple lines in the Response Message. For more information, please refer to the 
examples under the <Agent Toolkit Home>/examples/tl1 directory. 
 
8.4  Code Merging  
 
Code merging, is an option provided for users who prefer to shift between releases. It is mainly used for 
migration purposes. Say, if a developer using 4.0 version of Agent Toolkit decides to migrate to the 4.2 
version, then he can make use of this Merging option wherein the manually added code (using the tags) 
is merged with the code, present in the file generated by the new version of the toolkit, to attain the 
functions available in the old version.  
 
The user code is normally  added to the generated files using the following tags. 
 
// User code starts here 
//Add your code here.... 
// User code ends here  
 
OR  
 
/* User code starts here */ 
Add your code here 
/* User code ends here */  
 
OR  
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// AdventNet code ends here 
// Your code can be added here 
// AdventNet code starts here  
 
These are the custom tags which can be used anywhere in the generated code. The user has to just 
include his code in the file with these tags. When regenerated, the MibCompiler looks for these tags and 
preserves the changes in the newly generated code. If  either of the tags are not given merging will not be 
proper. Please note that the last tags are also supported and when these get generated in certain files, 
the user has to just include the codes between these tags which is generated, by default. Thus code 
merging is supported on all generated java files.  
 
In our earlier releases, when regenerating the source code,  the existing src files will be overwritten or will 
remain untouched based on the option selected by the user in the MibCompiler UI. And this was totally 
based on string comparison. Normally we take the user codes by identifying the user code tags. The line 
prior to the "starting user tag" is taken as the reference string. The number of occurrences of the 
reference string in that file from the beginning is taken into account. This reference string (and 
occurrence) has to be located in the new file. It is added below the reference string in the new file as per 
the reference string count. If we are not able to locate the reference string in the new file, it will be added 
at the end of the file. This type of merging has the following constraints :-  

• Since the entire line (prior line to the user tag) is taken as the reference string any space added 
within the line is not considered and hence the reference string in the new file is not available 
when trying to locate it. Thus the merging will not be proper.  

• This method  is also time consuming.  

• There is also a possibility of adding the user codes in between different methods. The below 
example explains the problems faced, in detail. Consider this as the block of code available in the 
old file. 

.... 

.... 
void method1() 
{ 
int i=0; 
i=i+10; 
} 
 
void method2() 
{ 
int j=0; 
for(int i=0; i<10; i++) 
{  
j=j+i; 
} 
 
//User code starts here 
int k=10; 
//User code ends here 
..... 
..... 

 
As said in the old file, the code within the tags should be present in the second method [void method2()] 
of the new file, after merging. The reference line for the user code is "}" and the number of occurrences of 
this character is 2 in the whole 
file. After regenerating, though it should be added in the 2nd method, considering the count of references 
specified in the old version , the method is erroneously added before the 2nd method. And, the new file 
appears as below, after regeneration. 
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.... 
.... 
void method1() 
{  
for(int k=0; k<15; k++) 
System.out.println("k value is + 
"+k); 
 
for (int i=0; i<0; i++)  
{ 
System.out.println("I value is +" 
+i); 
} 
 
int i=0; 
i=i + 10 ; 
} 
 
//User code starts here 
int k=10; 
//User code ends here 
 
void method2() 
{ 
int i=0; 
for (int i=0; i<0 ; i++) 
{ 
j=j+i; 
}  
The user code should have been added here  
.... 
.... 

 
 
Enhancements in Code Merging  
 
To overcome all these problems a much better merging has been used. As per this option, the entire java 
file is converted into a sequence of tokens. This  sequence of tokens exists for both the old file and the 
new file. 
 
A set of "Productions" is defined while parsing the java file and each production contains reference tokens 
called as the starting token and ending token. Each production might be like package, imports, classInfo, 
methods, variables and so on. Using this Production concept the entire java file is split into a number of 
parts as Package part, Import Part, ClassInfo Part, Methods part, etc.,. While merging option is chosen, 
the respective part alone is taken for checking and the method or variable is added in its exact place or at 
the end of that section (if reference string is not available). Hence merging is based on method level 
merging. This saves a lot of time also. 
 
When merging option is chosen the entire java file is not searched for the reference token, instead the 
respective methods in which the reference token is present is considered. In case, the user tags are not 
available in the old file then the code is added just below that method and not at the end of the file. 
 
Also, please note that, each token contains some special tokens which denotes the comments, spaces 
and empty lines available above the tokens.  For merging purposes, these special tokens in each token of 
the old file is considered and there after it searches for the user code starting tag. If it is available, then 
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the following sequence of tokens is taken as user code tokens, up to the token which contains user code 
end tag in its special token. Then the following sequence of token's value is taken as reference string up 
to the token which contains new line character in its special token. 
 
Now the reference string in the new file is searched for, by getting the information from tokens. After 
locating the proper place in the new file, the tokens are inserted (which are the user codes) above the 
starting reference token in new file. Please note, from this release the last line is considered as the 
reference line for code merging. 
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9.0 Sending Autonomous Messages 
 

 
9.1 What are Autonomous Messages?  
9.2 Generated Code for Autonomous Messages  
9.3 Instrumenting and Sending Autonomous Messages 
9.4 Running the Example 

 
 
9.1 What are Autonomous Messages? 
 
Autonomous Messages are unsolicited messages emanating from the TL1 Agent to notify the client or the 
manager of some event that might be of importance. Autonomous messages are sent from the NE to the 
appropriate OS without having an explicit input message associated with it.  
 
9.2 Generated Code for Autonomous Messages  
 
When code is generated for a TCS file with Autonomous message defined in it, the corresponding source 
files will be generated under the <Agent Toolkit Home>/tl1projects/<Your 
project>/agent/src/com/myCompany/myPackage directory.  
 
For example, when code is generated for tl1sample.tcs file, the stub file REPT-LOS.java for the 
Autonomous Message "REPT-LOS" gets generated under the above mentioned directory.  
 
The stub file generated for an Autonomous Message has the sendAutonomous() method in it. You can 
do your own instrumentation in this method and call it from any other stub files when a specified action 
takes place. The prototype of the method is given below.  
 
public void sendAutonomous(/**User can send any parameters and can instrument it*/)  
 
This method can be called from the application code, which is interested in sending an alarm to the TL1 
NE.  
 
The following code snippet shows the  sendAutonomous() method from a sample autonomous type 
source file. 
 

public void sendAutonomous(/**User can send any parameters and 
instrument it*/){ 
Object[] defValues = null; 
String[] keys = null; 
String[] delimiters = null; 
String lineType = null; 
boolean[] nameEqValue = null; 
Vector sessList = mainAgent.tl1Agent.getAllSession(); 
/** Default implementation for autonomous **/ 
Vector responseVector = new Vector(); 
keys = alarmKeys[0]; 
defValues = defaultValues[0]; 
delimiters = respDelimiters[0]; 
nameEqValue =nameEqualsValue[0]; 
lineType = lineTypes[0]; 
TL1Line line = null; 
line = TL1MessageFormatter.createTL1Line(keys,defValues,delimiters, 
lineType,nameEqValue); 
responseVector.add(line); 
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TL1AgentResponseInfo autoInfo = new TL1AgentResponseInfo(); 
autoInfo.setResponseLinesVector(responseVector); 
autoInfo.setSessionList(sessList); 
autoInfo.setAlarmCode(com.adventnet.tl1.message. 
TL1AutonomousMessage.CRITICAL_ALARM); 
mainAgent.tl1Agent.sendAutonomousMessage(autoInfo); 
} 

 
9.3 Instrumenting and Sending Autonomous Messages  
 
You can Instrument the TL1 Agent to generate Autonomous Messages for some specific action. The 
Instrumentation must be done in the sendAutonomous()in the Autonomous essage stub file. This 
method must  be called from any other response file in which the action is defined.  
 
While calling the sendAutonomous()  from the response type stub files, you can pass any parameters 
and do the instrumentation. Depending on the instrumentation code you add in the response stub file, 
Autonomous Message gets generated with default or instrumented values on the occurrence of any 
event.  
 
Following code snippet shows the instrumented sendAutonomous() method from a sample autonomous 
type source file 
 

public void sendAutonomous(String alert) 
{ 
Object[] defValues = null; 
String[] keys = null; 
String[] delimiters = null; 
String lineType = null; 
boolean[] nameEqValue = null; 
Vector sessList = mainAgent.tl1Agent.getAllSession(); 
/** Default implementation for autonomous **/ 
Vector responseVector = new Vector(); 
keys = alarmKeys[0]; 
defValues = defaultValues[0]; 
delimiters = respDelimiters[0]; 
nameEqValue =nameEqualsValue[0]; 
lineType = lineTypes[0]; 
TL1Line line = null; 
/** Instrumentation */ 
defValues = new Object[1]; 
defValues[0] = alert; 
line = TL1MessageFormatter.createTL1Line(keys,defValues, 
delimiters,lineType,nameEqValue); 
responseVector.add(line); 
TL1AgentResponseInfo autoInfo = new TL1AgentResponseInfo(); 
autoInfo.setResponseLinesVector(responseVector); 
autoInfo.setSessionList(sessList); 
autoInfo.setAlarmCode(com.adventnet.tl1.message. 
TL1AutonomousMessage.CRITICAL_ALARM); 
mainAgent.tl1Agent.sendAutonomousMessage(autoInfo); 
} 
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9.4 Running the Example  
 
An example is available in the <Agent Toolkit Home>/examples/tl1/autonomous directory, which 
explains how to send a Non-Alarm type autonomous message, containing performance data, to the 
manager periodically, for every one minute. The following Readme.html file explains the steps involved in 
sending the autonomous message.  
 
Readme.html 
 
The instrumented files are available in the  <Agent Toolkit Home>/examples/tl1/autonomous 
/src/com/myCompany/myPackage directory by default. Details about running the example are available 
in the Readme.html file mentioned above. 
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10.0 Using Delayed Activation 
 

 
10.1 What is Delayed Activation?  
10.2 Delayed Activation Parameters in Input Message 
10.3 Types of Delayed Activation  
10.4 Testing Delayed Activation  
10.5 Examples for Delayed Activation 

 
 
10.1 What is Delayed Activation? 
 
Using the Delayed Activation feature, an input message can be stored in a Message Pending buffer at the 
NE for final execution at some later time. The input message in the Message Pending buffer at the NE 
can be executed either automatically (Timed Delayed Activation) or by a subsequent message from the 
OS (Manual Activation). 
 
For each delayed activation message, first agent will send DELAY response then it will send the actual 
response. 
 
10.2 Delayed Activation Parameters in Input Message 
 
The Delayed Activation function is provided by a set of parameters within the GB of an input message 
and is of the form shown below.  
 

[ON=]<order no>,[DATE=]<date>,[TIME=]<time> 
 
Here, 
 
ON parameter value is an activation order number assigned by you. This number is used by the NE to 
internally identify the delayed input message. 
DATE parameter value is the date when the delayed activation is scheduled to occur and is of the form as 
shown below : 
 

<yy>- <mm > - <dd>  
 
Here, 
 
<yy>  is the last two characters of the year.  
<mm> is a value in the range from 01 to 12 identifying the month.  
<dd> is the day of the month in the range from 01 to 31. 
 
The TIME parameter value is the time within the specified date when the delayed activation is scheduled 
to occur and is of the form as shown below :  
 

<hh> - <mm> - <ss> 
 
Here, 
 
<hh>  is a value from 00 to 23 identifying the hour. 
<mm> is a value in the range from 00 to 59 identifying the minute within the specified hour. 
 <ss> is a value in the range from 00 to 59 identifying the second within the specified minute.  
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10.3 Types of Delayed Activation  
 
There are three ways in which the input command can specify its action to be executed 
at the NE. They are as follows:  

1. An input command can be specified to be immediately executed following parsing and 
interpretation of the message. This is considered to be the default situation. 

2. It can be specified to be held in a pending buffer at the NE and executed at some later date and 
time. This is called Timed Delayed Activation or Automatic Delayed Activation. 

3. It can be specified to be held in a pending buffer in the NE until another input command is 
received to execute the command. This is called Delayed Manual Activation. 

For each delayed activation message (whether it is manual or timed ), first agent will send DELAY 
response then it will send the actual response.  
 
Delayed Activation Truth Table  
 
S.No. OrderNo Date Time Activation Definition 
1. NULL NULL NULL Immediate Activation 
2. DATA NULL NULL Delayed Manual Activation 
3. DATA NULL DATA Activation at the next occurrence of the time specified 
4. DATA DATA NULL Activation on the Specified Data 
5. DATA DATA DATA Activation at the specified date ad time. 

 
10.4 Testing Delayed Activation  
 
Before testing the examples for Delayed Activation function, make sure you do the following.  

1. Run a simple TL1 Agent at a specified Port.  
2. Connect to the Agent using the TL1Browser.  
3. Load the TCS for which the Agent was created say  tl1sample.tcs, tl1security.tcs, and 

tl1builtincommands.tcs in the TL1Browser.  
4. Deselect the Edit->Setting ->Parser Option -> Enable parsing of entire message option to 

receive response messages for the delayed input message in the TL1 Browser .  
5. Expand the tl1security.tcs tree and select ACT-USER command.  
6. Authenticate into the TL1 Agent by sending the  Input command "ACT-USER::root:1::public;". 

Here the user is the "root" ( the administrator) and the password is "public". For more 
information about Authentication please refer to "Testing the TL1 Agent" Chapter 

7. Expand the tl1sample.tcs file and choose the ALW-LPBK command for which you will be 
running the Delayed Activation examples.  

10.5 Examples for Delayed Activation  
 
Following are the some examples for using the Delayed Activation function. Please note that Delayed 
Activation is session specific. Once the user terminates the session, the Delayed Activation will be 
deactivated.  
 
1. Immediate Activation  
ALW-LPBK: : : 1 : : ; 
 
This command will be executed and the response will be sent immediately.  
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2. Delayed Manual Activation  
ALW-LPBK: : : 2 : 1, , , : ;  
 
You will receive the following response : 
 

Response Message Received From :localhost  
<CR>  
<LF><LF>   rajeshm 2002-04-12 10:53:37<CR>  
<LF>M  3 DELAY<CR>  
<LF>; 

 
This command with Order Number as 1 has been delayed its activation and can be manually activated by 
following the steps below:  

1. Expand the tl1builtincommands.tcs file tree.  
2. Choose ACT-DA command  
3. Send the command with AID as 1. For example ACT-DA::1:2::;. Here, 1 given as AID is the 

order number.  
4. You will find the command executed and the Agent will send a response as "COMPLD". 

3. Activation at the Next Occurrence of the Specified  Time  (11-22-40 in the same day)  
ALW-LPBK: : : 2 : 1, , 11-22-40, : ;  
 
This command will automatically get processed at the specified time and the appropriate response will be 
sent to the TL1Browser.  
 
4. Activation on the Specified Date (2002- March - 17) 
ALW-LPBK: : : 2 : 1,01-03-17 ,, : ; 
 
This command will automatically get processed at the specified date and the appropriate response will be 
sent to the TL1Browser.  
 
5. Activation at the Specified Date ( 2002 - March - 17) and Time(11-22-40)  
ALW-LPBK: : : 2 : 1,01-03-17 , 11-22-40, : ;  
 
This command will automatically get processed at the specified date and time and the appropriate 
response will be sent to the TL1Browser. 
 
6. Retrieving Delayed Activation Commands. 
 
By using the command RTRV-DA which is also available in the tl1builtincommands.tcs file all or any of 
the Delayed Activation messages pending at NE can be retrieved. 
RTRV-DA::ALL:2::; 
 
This command will retrieve all the Delayed Activation commands from the message pending buffer. 
You can also cancel any delayed activation messages from the message pending buffer using the CANC-
DA command (Explained in Chapter 11.). This command is also available in the 
tl1builtincommands.tcs. 
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11.0 Using Build-in-Commands 
 

 
11.1  What are Built-in Commands?  
11.2  Enabling Built-in Commands  
11.3  Built-in Commands in AdventNet TL1 Agent  
11.4  Using General Built-in Commands  
11.5  Using Delayed Activation Built-in Commands  

 
   
11.1 What are Built-in Commands?  
 
Built-in Commands are provisioning input commands common to all OS/NE interfaces. They are 
commonly used input commands that have already been implemented in the AdventNet TL1 Agent. 
 
Some General Built-in Commands as well as Built-in Commands for Delayed Activation have already 
been implemented in the TL1 Agent and are available in the tl1builtincommand.tcs file. This file can be 
loaded from the TL1 Browser to query any running agent. Please note that since the commands in the 
TCS file has already been implemented, it should not be loaded in the TL1 Compiler for code generation.  
 
11.2 Enabling Built-in Commands  
 
Follow the steps below to enable Built-in Commands support in the TL1 Agent. Please note that you have 
to enable Built-in Commands support before code generation.  

1. In the TL1Compiler, choose Project>>Settings from the menu bar or using the shortcut key 
CNTRL+SHIFT+S. A Dialog Box appears with Settings tree on the left frame of the box.   

2. Choose the node General from the Settings tree.  Here, you can enable or disable Built-in 
Commands support. 

11.3 Built-in Commands in AdventNet TL1 Agent 
 
The TL1 Agent supports six general Built-in Commands and three Built-in Commands for Delayed 
Activation. You can use these commands to query the TL1 Agent both from the TL1 Browser and from 
the Craft or telnet terminal.  
The TL1 Agent supports the following Built-in Commands for Delayed Activation feature. 

• Activate Delay Activation 

• Cancel Delay Activation 

• Retrieve Delay Activation 
The TL1 Agent supports the following general Built-in Commands.  

• Inhibiting Autonomous Messages 

• Allowing Autonomous Messages 

• Clearing Autonomous Messages 

• Setting Source Identification. 

• Getting List Of Built-in commands 

• Getting all registered Commands 
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11.4 Using General Built-in Commands 
 
Following are the general Built-in commands that are available in the TL1 Agent. These commands are 
available in the tl1builtincommands.tcs file. Before testing the examples for Built-in commands, make 
sure you do the following.  

1. Run a simple TL1 Agent at a specified Port.  
2. Connect to the Agent using the TL1Browser.  
3. Load the TCS for which the Agent was created, tl1security.tcs, and tl1builtincommands.tcs in the 

TL1Browser.  
4. Expand the tl1security.tcs tree and select ACT-USER command.  
5. Authenticate into the TL1 Agent by sending the Input command "ACT-USER::root:1::public;". 

Here, the user is the "root" ( the administrator) and the password is "public". For more information 
on Authentication, refer to "Testing the TL1 Agent" (Chapter 7). 

6. After executing the above command successfully, you can start using the general Built-in 
commands that are available in the tl1builtincommands.tcs as explained in the following 
sections.  

1. Command To Inhibit Autonomous Message  
 
The syntax for this Built-in Command is as follows:  
INH-AUTMSG:::<ctag>::;  
 
When this Built in Command is executed, the agent stops sending Autonomous messages. All the 
Autonomous Messages generated after executing this command will be stored in the memory and will not 
be displayed.  
E.g.: INH-AUTMSG:::4::;  
 
2. Command To Allow Autonomous Messages  
 
The syntax for this built-in command is as follows:  
ALW-AUTMSG:::<ctag>::;  
 
This Command generally follows Inhibit Autonomous Message Command. After execution of this 
command, the agent will start sending Autonomous Messages that were initially stopped using the Inhibit 
Autonomous Message Command.  
E.g.: ALW-AUTMSG:::5::;  
 
3. Command To Clear Autonomous Messages  
 
The syntax for this built-in command is as follows:  
CLR-ALARM:::<ctag>::;  
 
This Command is used to clear all the Autonomous messages that are collected in the memory as a 
result of execution of Inhibit Autonomous Message Command. The execution of this command usually 
follows Inhibit Command.  
 
For example, you  may initially want to stop receiving Autonomous Messages, for which you may execute 
the Inhibit Autonomous Message Command. Then after a while, you may want to view only the 
Autonomous Messages  from a given time, i.e., you may not need the previously generated Autonomous 
Messages. Under such circumstances, you can execute the Clear Autonomous Message command 
followed by Allow Autonomous Message Command. 
E.g.: CLR-ALARM:::6::;  
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4. Command To Set the Source Identification String  
 
The syntax for this built-in command is as follows:  
SET-SID:::<ctag>::<INPUT SOURCE ID STRING>;>  
 
This Built-in Command is used for setting the source identification string. The default value "machine 
name" can be replaced by a string of your choice using this string. Source identifier resets output and 
autonomous message header. It identifies the NE from where output and autonomous messages are 
coming.  
E.g.: SET-SID:::7::System;  
 
The above example  sets "System" as the source identification string. 
 
5. Command To Get the List of Built-in Commands  
 
The syntax for this built-in command is as follows: 
GET-CMD-BLTIN:::<ctag>::;  
 
This Command lists all the available Built-in Commands. 
Example Request:  
GET-CMD-BLTIN:::1::;  
 
Example Response:  
 

Request Sent = GET-CMD-BLTIN:::1::;  
Response Message Received From :localhost  
<CR>  
<LF><LF>   system 02-01-08 19:39:35<CR>  
<LF>M  67 COMPLD<CR>  
<LF>   "ALW-AUTMSG"<CR>  
<LF>   "CLR-ALARM"<CR>  
<LF>   "INH-AUTMSG"<CR>  
<LF>   "SET-SID"<CR>  
<LF>   "GET-CMD"<CR>  
<LF>   "ACT-DA"<CR>  
<LF>   "CANC-DA"<CR>  
<LF>   "RTRV-DA"<CR>  
<LF>; 

 
6. Command To Get the List of All Registered Commands.  
 
The syntax for this built-in command is as follows:  
GET-CMD-REG:::<ctag>::;  
 
This Command Lists all the Commands that are registered with the agent. This includes the registered 
Built-in Commands as well as the Commands that are specific to the TCS file. 
 
11.5 Using Delayed Activation Built-in Commands 
 
Following the Built-in commands for Delayed Activation feature are available in the TL1 Agent. These 
commands are available in the tl1builtincommands.tcs file. Before testing the examples for Built-in 
commands, make sure you do the following.  

1. Run a simple TL1 Agent at a specified Port. 
2. Connect to the Agent using the TL1Browser. 
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3. Load the TCS for which the Agent was created, tl1security.tcs, and tl1builtincommands.tcs in 
the TL1Browser.  

4. Expand the tl1security.tcs tree and select ACT-USER command. 
5. Authenticate into the TL1 Agent by sending the  Input command "ACT-USER::root:1::public;". 

Here, the user is the "root" ( the administrator) and the password is "public". Please refer to 
Chapter 7 on "Testing the TL1 Agent" for more information on Authentication. 

6. After executing the above command successfully, you can start using the Built-in commands that 
are available in the tl1builtincommands.tcs as explained in the following sections. 

Please note that Delay Activation of messages are session specific. Retrieving, Activating and Canceling 
of Delayed Activation of Messages are also session specific. 
 
1.Command To Activate Delayed Activation  
 
The syntax for this command is as follows:  
ACT-DA::[ALL|ORDNUM]:<ctag>::;  
 
This command executes the input message, which is stored in a message pending buffer for manual 
activation. This can also be called as Delayed Manual Activation. 
 
By specifying ALL in the AID part of the command, all the pending messages in the buffer will be 
executed and corresponding responses will be sent immediately.  
E.g.:ACT-DA::all:26::;  
 
The above example activates all commands that were delayed activation and sends the processed 
response.  
When ORDNUM, i.e., order number is specified in the AID part of the command, the input message for 
the corresponding order number alone will be executed and response will be sent.  
E.g.: ACT-DA::3:26::;  
 
The above example activates the command with Order Number as 3 that was delayed activation and 
sends the processed response.  
 
2. Command To Cancel Delayed Activation  
 
The syntax for this command is as follows:  
CANC-DA::[ALL|ORDNUM]:<ctag>::;  
 
Using this Command, the Delayed activation of the input message that was initially stored in a Message 
Pending buffer for execution at a later time can be canceled. This input command deletes the input 
message from the message pending buffer.  
 
By specifying ALL in the AID part of the command, all the pending messages in the buffer are deleted.  
E.g.:CANC-DA::all:26::;  
 
The above example cancels the execution of all commands that were delayed activation. 
 
When ORDNUM, i.e., order number is specified in the AID part of the command,  the input message for 
the corresponding order number alone will be deleted from the message pending buffer. 
E.g.:CANC-DA::3:26::;  
 
The above example cancels the execution of the command with Order Number as 3 that was delayed 
activation.  
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3. Command To Retrieve Delayed Activation  
 
The syntax for this command is as follows:  
RTRV-DA::[ALL|ORDNUM]:<ctag>::TTYPE=TIME/MANUAL,TTIMEGE=yy-mm-dd-hh-mm, TTIMELE=yy-
mm-dd-hh-mm;  
 
Execution of this command lists the pending input messages in the buffer for Delayed Activation. 
The AID part of the command is compulsory.  
 
By specifying ALL in the AID part of the command, all the pending messages for Delayed Activation in the 
buffer gets retrieved and listed. The MPB list is keyword defined.  
E.g., Request Sent:  
RTRV-DA::all:::;  
 
E.g., Response:  
 

Response Message Received From :localhost   
<CR>   
<LF><LF>   Source 02-01-08 17:14:07<CR>   
<LF>M  16 COMPLD<CR>   
<LF>   "ORDERNUMBER=2:GB=,18-0-0:OR_MESG=RTRV-PM"<CR>   
<LF>   ":GB=2-1-8,18-0-0:OR_MESG=ALW-LPBK"<CR>   
<LF>   "ORDERNUMBER=3:GB=2-1-9:OR_MESG=RD-MEM"<CR>   
<LF>   "ORDERNUMBER=4:GB=2-1-9,18-30-0:OR_MESG=OPR-SYNCNSW"<CR>   
<LF>;  

 
The above examples retrieves the all the commands that were Delayed activation. 
 
When ORDNUM, i.e., order number is specified in the AID part of the command,  the input message for 
the corresponding order number alone gets retrieved from the message pending buffer and listed.  
E.g., Request Sent  
RTRV-DA::1:23::;  
 
E.g., Response  
 

Response Message Received From : localhost   
<CR>   
<LF><LF>   Source 02-01-09 22:51:49<CR>   
<LF>M  23 COMPLD<CR>   
<LF>   "ORDERNUMBER=1:OR_MESG=RD-MEM"<CR>   
<LF>; 

 
The above examples retrieves the Delay activation command with OrderNumber 1. 
 
TTYPE, TTIMEGE, and TTIMELE are the Message Payload block parameters for which values can be 
passed. These are optional inputs. One, two, or all the three MPB parameters can be passed as input 
along with any one of the AIDs. This helps in retrieving the required Input message quickly. 
 
TTYPE is the target type, which can be Manual Delayed Activation input message or Automatic Delayed 
Activation input message. TTYPE can be MANUAL, or TIME, or BOTH. 
 
TTIMEGE is the equal to or greater than time for which pending input message is to be retrieved and 
listed.  
 
TTIMELE is the equal to or lesser than time for which pending input message is to be retrieved and listed. 
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TTIMEGE and TTIMELE are applicable only when  TTYPE is specified as TIME. 
E.g., Request  
 
RTRV-DA::all:25::TTYPE=TIME, TTIMEGE=02-01-08, TTIMELE=02-01-09;  
E.g., Response  
 

Response Message Received From :localhost   
<CR>   
<LF><LF>   Source 02-01-08 17:21:58<CR>   
<LF>M  25 COMPLD<CR>   
<LF>   "ORDERNUMBER=2:GB=,18-0-0:OR_MESG=RTRV-PM"<CR>   
<LF>   "ORDERNUMBER=0:GB=2-1-8,18-0-0:OR_MESG=ALW-LPBK"<CR>   
<LF>   "ORDERNUMBER=3:GB=2-1-9:OR_MESG=RD-MEM"<CR>   
<LF>; 
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12.0 Using Self-Monitoring 
 

 
12.1 What is Self-Monitoring? 
12.2 Enabling Self-Monitoring  
12.3 arameters that can be Monitored  
12.4 Using Self-Monitoring Commands 

 
 
12.1 What is Self-Monitoring? 
 
Self-Monitoring enables the TL1 Agent to monitor the Agent details such as the number of requests 
received, number of responses and autonomous messages sent, etc. The Agent details are automatically 
updated and monitored by the TL1 Agent and their values can be retrieved whenever you require by 
sending the appropriate input  messages.  
 
12.2 Enabling Self-Monitoring 
 
Follow the steps given below to enable the Self-Monitoring. Please note that you have to enable Self-
Monitoring before code generation.  

1. In the TL1Compiler, choose Project >> Settings from the Menu Bar or using the shortcut key 
CNTRL+SHIFT+S. A Dialog Box will appear with Settings tree on the left frame of the box.  

2. Choose the node General from the Settings tree. Here, you can enable or disable Self 
Monitoring support. 

12.3 Parameters That Can Be Monitored 
 
The Self Monitoring feature allows the TL1 Agent to monitor the following agent parameter details:  

• Input Request Received 
• Autonomous Messages Sent 
• Acknowledgement Messages Sent 
• Delayed Activation Messages 
• Output Responses 

These parameters are automatically updated and monitored by the TL1 Agent and their values can be 
retrieved whenever you require by sending the appropriate input command messages.  
 
12.4 Using Self-Monitoring Commands  
 
Following are the commands that are available for Self-Monitoring of the TL1 Agent. These commands 
are available in the tl1builtincommands.tcs file. Before testing the examples for Self-Monitoring 
commands, make sure you do the following. 

1. Run a simple TL1 Agent at a specified Port. 
2. Connect to the Agent using the TL1Browser. 
3. Load the TCS for which the Agent was created, tl1security.tcs, and tl1builtincommands.tcs in 

the TL1Browser.  
4. Expand the tl1security.tcs tree and select ACT-USER command.  
5. Authenticate into the TL1 Agent by sending the  Input command "ACT-USER::root:1::public;". 

Here, the user is the "root" ( the administrator) and the password is "public". Please refer to 
Chapter 7 on "Testing the TL1 Agent" for more information on Authentication. 

6. After executing the above command successfully, you can start using the Self Monitoring 
commands that are available in the tl1builtincommands.tcs as explained in the following 
sections. 
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1. Command for Getting Count of Input Requests Received  
 
This Self-Monitoring command gets the count of the number of Input Request messages that were 
received by  the Agent from the Clients.  
 
The Syntax of the Input Command is as follows  
GET-SM-MSGIN:::<CTAG>::; 
e.g. Request: GET-SM-MSGIN:::11::;  
 
The Response Message for the above input command will appear as shown below. 
 

Response Message Received From :localhost  
<CR>  
<LF><LF>   Source 02-02-14 16:20:58<CR>  
<LF>M  11 COMPLD<CR>  
<LF>   "COUNT=4"<CR>  
<LF>; 

 
2. Command for Getting the Count of Autonomous Messages Sent  
 
This Self-Monitoring command gets the count of the number of Autonomous Messages sent by the Agent.  
 
The Syntax of the Input Command is as follows  
GET-SM-ALRMSENT:::<CTAG>::;  
e.g. Request:  
GET-SM-ALRMSENT:::12::; 
 
The Response Message for the above input command will appear as shown below.  
 

Response Message Received From :localhost  
<CR>  
<LF><LF>   Source 02-02-14 16:20:58<CR>  
<LF>M  12 COMPLD<CR>  
<LF>   "COUNT=1"<CR>  
<LF>; 

 
3. Acknowledgement Messages Sent  
 
This Self-Monitoring command gets the count of the number of  Acknowledgement Messages sent by the 
Agent for the request messages received from the Clients.  
 
The Syntax of the Input Command is as follows:  
GET-SM-MSGACK:::<CTAG>::;  
e.g. Request: GET-SM-MSGACK:::13::;  
 
The Response Message for the above input command will appear as shown below.  
 

Response Message Received From :localhost  
<CR>  
<LF><LF>   Source 02-02-14 16:20:58<CR>  
<LF>M  13 COMPLD<CR>  
<LF>   "COUNT=0"<CR>  
<LF>; 
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4. Delayed Activation Messages  
 
This Self-Monitoring command gets the count of the number of the number of input request messages 
that are pending (i.e. delayed activation messages) which requires processing to send responses at a 
later stage. In other words This Self-Monitoring command gets the count of the number of Delay 
activation messages that are to be processed and responded to the Client at a later stage. 
 
The Syntax of the Input Command is as follows 
GET-SM-MSGDA:::<CTAG>::;  
e.g.Request: GET-SM-MSGDA:::14::;  
 
The Response Message for the above input command will appear as shown below. 
 

Response Message Received From :localhost  
<CR>  
<LF><LF>   Source 02-02-14 16:20:58<CR>  
<LF>M  14 COMPLD<CR>  
<LF>   "COUNT=7"<CR>  
<LF>; 

 
5. Output Responses.  
 
This Self-Monitoring command gets the count of the number of number of Output Response Messages 
that have been sent by the Agent. 
 
The Syntax of the Input Command for getting the value of this parameter is as follows 
GET-SM-MSGOUT::<CommandcompletionCode>:<CTAG>::;  
e.g.Request: GET-SM-MSGOUT::COMPLD:15::;  
 
The Response Message for the above input command will appear as shown below. 
 

Response Message Received From :localhost  
<CR>  
<LF><LF>   Source 02-02-14 16:20:58<CR>  
<LF>M  15 COMPLD<CR>  
<LF>   "COUNT=6"<CR>  
<LF>; 

 
The above input command gets and displays the count of the number of Output Response Messages that 
were processed and sent successfully.  
 
The following is the syntax for the Input Command for getting and displaying the count of the number of 
Output Messages for the input messages that were partially completed. 
GET-SM-MSGOUT::PRTL:<CTAG>::;  
e.g.Request: GET-SM-MSGOUT::PRTL:17::;  
 
The Response Message for the above input command will appear as shown below. 
 

Response Message Received From :localhost  
<CR>  
<LF><LF>   Source 02-02-14 16:20:58<CR>  
<LF>M  17 COMPLD<CR>  
<LF>   "COUNT=2"<CR>  
<LF>; 
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The following is the syntax for the Input Command for getting and displaying the count of the number of 
Input Messages that were denied  successful execution. 
GET-SM-MSGOUT::DENY:<CTAG>::;  
e.g.Request: GET-SM-MSGOUT::DENY:17::;  
 
The Response Message for the above input command will appear as shown below.  
 

Response Message Received From :localhost   
<CR>  
<LF><LF>   Source 02-02-14 16:20:58<CR>  
<LF>M  17 COMPLD<CR>  
<LF>   "COUNT=0"<CR>  
<LF>; 

 
The following is the syntax for the Input Command for getting and displaying the count of the number of 
Output Messages that were sent for the input retrieve commands that were sent to retrieve from the NE.  
GET-SM-MSGOUT::RTRV:<CTAG>::;  
e.g. Request: GET-SM-MSGOUT::RTRV:20::;. 
 
The Response Message for the above input command will appear as shown below.  
 

Response Message Received From :localhost   
<CR>   
<LF><LF>  Source 02-02-14 16:20:58<CR>   
<LF>M  20 COMPLD<CR>   
<LF>   "COUNT=6"<CR>   
<LF>; 

 
The following is the syntax for the Input Command for getting and displaying the count of the number of 
Output Messages that were delayed  processing and queued up in the processing queue.  
GET-SM-MSGOUT::DELAY:<CTAG>::;  
e.g. Request: GET-SM-MSGOUT::DELAY:11::;  
 
The Response Message for the above input command will appear as shown below.  
 

Response Message Received From :localhost   
<CR>   
<LF><LF>   Source 02-02-14 16:20:58<CR>   
<LF>M  11 COMPLD<CR>   
<LF>   "COUNT=3"<CR>   
<LF>; 
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13.0 Enabling Asynchronous Message Processing 
 

 
13.1 What is Asynchronous Message Processing? 
13.2 Enabling Asynchronous Message Processing 
13.3 Setting Maximum number of threads 

 
 
13.1 What is Asynchronous Message Processing? 
 
Asynchronous Message Processing enables the client to send many requests simultaneously to the TL1 
Agent without having to wait for the previously sent message to be processed by it and send the 
response message. Also, using the Asynchronous Message processing, more than one client can access 
the TL1 Agent and get the processes done in parallel.  
 
Without the Asynchronous Message processing support, the TL1 Agent will have to wait for the Output 
response message to be sent before taking up the next Input Message for processing. This will consume 
a lot of time when many requests are sent to the Agent simultaneously.  
 
Asynchronous Message processing is achieved by using Multi-Threading. 
 
13.2 Enabling Asynchronous Message Processing 
 
Follow the steps below to enable Asynchronous Message Processing support in the TL1 Agent from the 
TL1 Compiler. By default  Asynchronous Message Processing is enabled before code generation. 

1. In the TL1Compiler, choose Project>>Settings from the MenuBar or using the shortcut key 
CNTRL+SHIFT+S.  

2. A Dialog Box will appear with Settings tree on the left frame of the box.  
3. Choose the node General from the Settings tree.  
4. Here you can enable or disable Asynchronous Message Processing support from the Mode 

Block.  

13.3 Setting Maximum number of threads 
 
Number of Threads: You can configure the  number of threads that you require in the TL1 Agent for 
Asynchronous Message Processing from the TL1 Compiler. After enabling the Asynchronous Message 
processing as explained in the above section, the combo box for configuring the number of threads gets 
activated. Here you can increase or decrease the number of threads.  
 
The default no. of threads is 5 and the maximum number of threads that are permitted is 20. 
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14.0 Customizing Error Codes 
 

 
14.1 What is Error Code Customization?  
14.2 Sending Error Responses  

 
   
14.1 What is Error Code Customization? 
 
Using this feature of the TL1 Agent, you can customize the error codes and their descriptions that are 
received by the manager as response. This feature is available only in Standalone TL1 Agents.  
 
You can send standard error codes defined in TL1Errors.java  or your own error codes.  
 
14.2 Sending Error Codes 
 
If you want to send an error response to the manager, you can throw a TL1AgentException from within 
the doAction() method of the generated stub files. 
 
There are two constructors provided for this.  
 

14.2.1 Sending Standard Error Codes 
 

Using the first constructor, standard errors defined in the class TL1Errors.java  can be sent as 
error codes. Refer to the JavaDocs for the static codes defined and their description.  
E.g.,  throw new TL1AgentException("Invalid Access Identifier", TL1Errors.IIAC);  

 
The error message received appears as follows:  
 

localhost 2001-07-19 16:37:35  
M  3 DENY  
IIAC  
"INVALID ACCESS IDENTIFIER"  
; 

 
14.2.2 Sending Your Own Error Code 

 
Using the second constructor, you can send your own error code and description.  
E.g., throw new TL1AgentException("Unable to proceed further", "AUTP", "UNABLE TO 
PROCEED");  

 
The received error message looks like the following: 
 

localhost 2001-07-19 16:37:35  
M  3 DENY  
AUTP  
"UNABLE TO PROCEED"  
;  
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15.0 Configuring Automatic Acknowledgement 
 

 
15.1 What is Automatic Acknowledgement? 
15.2 Enabling Automatic Acknowledgement. 
15.3 Configuring Automatic Acknowledgement  

 
 
15.1 What is Automatic Acknowledgement? 
 
When the NE takes more than two seconds to send the response for an input message, an 
acknowledgement message is sent to the manager automatically. The TL1 Agent takes care of this 
automatic acknowledgement. When the response is not sent within two seconds, then the agent sends an 
acknowledgement of type "IN PROGRESS.  
 
Automatic Acknowledgement feature is available in both standalone and Multi Protocol TL1 Agents. 
 
15.2 Enabling Automatic Acknowledgment. 
 
This feature can be enabled or disabled using the following method in the AdventNetTL1Agent.java.  (or 
AgentName specified in the Compiler Code Generation Settings)  
 
For Standalone TL1 Agent:  
 
tl1Agent.setAutoAckEnabled(true); 
 
This should be added in initialize() method in AdventNetTL1Agent.java. By default, Automatic 
Acknowledgment is enabled in the Standalone TL1 Agent. To Cancel the Automatic Acknowledgement, 
following should be added in initialize() method in AdventNetTL1Agent.java  
 
tl1Agent.setAutoAckEnabled(false);  
 
For JMX TL1 Agent: 
 
tl1adaptor.setAutoAckEnabled(true) ; 
 
This should be added in registerAdventNetAdaptors() method in AdventNetJMXAgent.java. By 
default, Automatic Acknowledgement is enabled in the Standalone TL1 Agent 
 
15.3 Setting Automatic Acknowledgement Time 
 
The default time, two seconds, for receiving the Automatic Acknowledgement is configurable by the user. 
The following methods can be used.  
 
For Standalone TL1 Agents  
 
tl1Agent.setAckTime(3000)  
 
This should be added in initialize() method in AdventNetTL1Agent.java.  
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For JMX Agents  
 
tl1adaptor.setAckTime(3000);  
 
This should be added in registerAdventNetAdaptors() method in AdventNetJMXAgent.java. 
 
Here, 3000 represents milliseconds after which acknowledgement needs to be sent.  
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16.0 Enabling Craft Interface 
 

 
16.1 What is Craft Terminal Interface?  
16.2 Enabling Craft Terminal Interface Support  
16.3 Using Craft Interface Support 

 
 
16.1 What is Craft Terminal Interface? 
 
Craft Interface is the local interface to the TL1 Agent from where the agent can be managed. It receives 
input message from user on console and  passes it to TL1 Engine. The TL1 Agent of the Agent Toolkit 
supports Craft Interface, from where input messages can be sent to the TL1 Agent for processing. The 
input commands can be typed on the console. Also, the Autonomous Messages sent by the agent will be 
received by the Craft Interface and displayed on the console.  
Craft Channel has been plugged into the TL1 Agent by using Transport Provider Framework. 
 
16.2 Enabling Craft Interface 
 
Follow the steps given below to enable Craft Interface support  

1. Choose Project -> Settings from the menu bar or using the shortcut key CNTRL+SHIFT+S. A 
Dialog Box appears with Settings on the left frame of the box. 

2. Choose the node General from the Settings tree. Here, you can enable Craft Interface support.   

TL1 managed devices can be managed both locally by craft interface and remotely over any 
transportation protocol by an OSS.  
 
16.3 Using Craft Interface 
 
After starting the TL1 Agent  from the command line/console using run.bat/run.sh,  the Craft Interface 
is created where input commands can be typed.  
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Following is the screen shot of a Craft Interface in Windows environment with the command "act-
user::root:1:public;" executed successfully. 
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17.0 Security in TL1 Agent 
 
17.1 Overview of Security in TL1 Agent 
 
To prevent the possibility of  deliberate or accidental attack (intrusion) on a TL1 NE, Security is provided 
in the TL1 Agent. Security in the TL1 Agent has been implemented as per the specifications in GR 815 & 
TR 835.  
 
Security enables authentication, that helps an administrator to prevent unauthorized access to a particular 
resource. Without authentication on the users accessing a particular resource or using any particular 
command etc., the NE/NS is at risk of intrusion. Any manager application can access the TL1 NE/NS and 
perform any operation on any resource which is not desirable. Confidential data may be accessed by 
anyone and the NE/NS can be easily misused. 
 
The following sections explains in depth about all the Security features in TL1 Agent. 
 
17.2 TL1 Security Features Overview 
 
Following are the Security related features available in the TL1 Agent.  

1. System access control: It authorizes the establishment of a session (i.e., login) and its 
continuation until logoff.  

2. Resource access control: This feature provides the capability of denying access to the NE/NS 
resources in the absence of proper authorization (e.g., user privilege, channel privilege, etc.)  

3. Security log: It provides tools to establish an audit trail.  If a security breach is suspected, an 
audit trail may be used to investigate whether/how the breach has occurred.  

4. Autonomous Message: The  TL1 Agent supports to generate Autonomous messages when 
some Security related Events takes place in the TL1 Agent.  
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17.3 System Access Control  
 

 
17.3.0 What is System Access Control  
17.3.1 User-Related Security View  
17.3.2 Channel-Related Security View  

 
 
17.3.0 What is System Access Control  
 
System Access Control authorizes the establishment of a session (i.e., login) and its continuation until 
logoff.  Before granting a session, the TL1 Agent will validate and authenticate the session requester. In 
addition, the NE/NS also ensures that the communication path between the NE/NS and the session 
requester is trusted so that no intruder can enter the channel.  
 
The main objective of System Access Control feature is to reduce the risk of unauthorized access to the 
NE/NS.  User-Related Security View and Channel-Related Security View, help in achieving system 
access control. Commands that are available for System Access Control are explained in User-Related 
Security View and Channel-Related Security View.  
 
17.3.1 User-Related Security View  
 
User-Related Security View is essential for identification and authentication of the users accessing the 
TL1 Agent. The User-Related Security View contains the security parameters and its values associated 
with all the users authorized to access the TL1 Agent.  
 
Using the User-Related Security View system access control is possible. The user details and various 
other privileges associated with the user are entered in the User related Security View.  
 

17.3.1.1 Enabling User-Related Security View 
 

Follow the steps given below to enable User Security view in TL1 Agent 
1. In the TL1Compiler, choose Project>>Settings from the Menu Bar or using the shortcut 

key CNTRL+SHIFT+S. A Dialog Box will appear with Settings tree on the left frame of the 
box.  

2. Choose the node Security from the Settings tree.  
3. Here enable Security Option. Now you can choose any of the five security views 

available. User Security is enabled by default  

17.3.1.2 User Security Related Parameters  
 

The following are the user detail parameters that are available in the User Related Security 
View.  

 
User Name (UID): This parameter contains the User Name of the user. User Name can be a 
maximum of 10 Alpha Numeric characters.  
Password (PID): This parameter contains the password for the corresponding user name. 
password will be present in encrypted format. MD5 Algorithm is used for encryption.  
User Status (STATE): This parameter determines if the particular user name is functioning i.e. 
in service (IS) or not functioning i.e. out of service (OS).  
Password Aging Time (PAGE): This is the expiry duration for the password. When an user logs 
in after the page period, he/she will be intimated with the details of the PCNN and PCND. The 
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user has to change the password before the PCND or the PCNN period. The password aging 
time is in days. Default value is 60. Range is between 0 to 999 days.  
Early warning on imminent password aging (PCND): This is the time period in number of 
days after the PAGE, which is allowed for the user to change his password. The unit of PCND is 
in days. Default value is 7. Range is between 0 to 999 days  
Early warning on imminent password aging (PCNN): This is the number of times that a user 
can log in after PAGE limit was reached and before which the user has to change his password. 
Default value 3. . Range is between 0 to 999 times  
Time of Last Log in (LastLoginTimeStamp): This is the last recorded Login time of a user. 
This time will be displayed every time a user logs in.  
Password Obsolescence Interval (POINT): This is the minimum time interval that is required if 
the User wishes to use a password that was already used. Unit of POINT is in days. Please note 
that POINT has not been implemented in this release. Default value 180. Range is between 0 to 
999 days  
User ID Aging Interval (UOUT): This parameter specifies the aging or expiry interval of a 
particular User Id. At the end of this interval, the UID is disabled if during this interval it has never 
been used to setup a session. Default value is 90. Range is between 0 to 999 days.  
Channel Identifier List (CID) : This is the list of channels (like TCP UDP etc) through which a 
particular user has access. Default value is TCP.  
User Access Privilege (UAP): This parameter contains information about the access privileges. 
UAP is alphanumeric. By default the TL1 compiler takes the UAP value of "priv1".  
List of Ports (LSTOI): This is the list of objects or ports (or directory numbers) that a particular 
user is authorized to access. The user needs to handle this parameter.  

 
17.3.1.3 User Related Security View Commands for Authentication  

 
1. Command for User Authentication  

 
Following is the input message format for User Authentication.  
ACT-USER::<UID>:<CTag>::<PID>;  
The User Name (or User ID) has to be entered in the Access Identifier Block and the Password 
is to be entered in the Message payload block  
e.g. Input Message.:- ACT-USER::root:1::public;  
The above example Logs in the user with UID "root" and PID "public" from the TL1Agent  

 
2. Command for logging out of the TL1 Agent  

 
Following is the input message format for logging out.  
CANC-USER::<UID>:<CTag>::;  
CANC-USER just closes the connection of the user with the TL1 Agent, but the session will not 
be closed. UID is the Username of the user who wishes to log out.  
e.g. Input Message:- CANC-USER::root:2::;  
The above example Logs out the user with UID "root" from the TL1Agent  

 
3. Command for Editing the Password  

 
Using the below command any user can edit his/her password  
ED-PID::<UID>:<CTag>::a,b;  
where "a" is the old Password (PID) and "b" is the new Password (PID ). UID is the Username of 
the user who wishes to change the PID.  
e.g.:- ED-PID::root:3::public,secret;  
The above example changes the password of the user "root" from "public" to "secret"  
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4. Command for Retrieving the User Security Parameters.  
 

This command can be used by a user to retrieve the Security Parameters associated with that 
said user (except password, which cannot be retrieved).  
Following is the input message format for the command for retrieving the User Security 
Parameter details.  
RTRV-USER-SECU:<TID>:<UID>:<CTag>::;  
UID is the User ID of the user who is retrieving the security-related parameters related to that 
UID.  
e.g. Input Message: RTRV-USER-SECU::root:12::;  

 
The above Input command example retrieves the User Security Details of the user "root" as 
shown below in the Output Response 
 

Response Message Received From :localhost 
<CR> 
<LF><LF> Source 02-01-09 20:25:02<CR> 
<LF>M 12 RTRV<CR> 
<LF>  
<LF>;  

 
17.3.1.4 User-Related Security View Commands for System Administration  

 
The following commands are administrator commands. Only the root user can use the following 
commands. The default user name and password for the administrator are "root" and "public" 
respectively. The administrator cannot change the user name but can change the password 
using the ED-USER-SECU (Edit) command which is explained in the proceeding sections.  

 
1. Entering New User Details into the User Security View.  

 
Following is the input message format for entering user details in the User Security View.  
 
ENT-USER-SECU ::<UID>:<CTag>: PID,CID,UAP : PCND,PCNN,POINT,UOUT,LSTOILIST;  
 
Using this command, a new user and his details can be added to the User Security View. The 
first list in the MPB namely PID,CID and UAP are position defined and their values have to be 
entered in that order. The next list namely PCND, PCNN, POINT, UOUT, LSTOILIST, is keyword 
defined and can be entered in any sequence provided the right values are assigned to the 
appropriate parameters. Also please remember that only either of the two values PCNN and 
PCND should be given.  
e.g.:-  
ENT-USER-SECU::user1:13::user1,TCP,2:page=56,pcnd=8,uout=30,point=87,  
lstoi=file;  

 
The above Input command example creates a new user "user1" with User Security Parameter 
values shown in it.  

 
2. Editing Existing User Details in the User Security View.  

 
Following is the input message format for editing the user details in the User Security View.  
 
ED-USER-SECU::<UID>:<CTag>: UID,PID,CID,UAP : 
PCND,PCNN,POINT,UOUT,LSTOILIST;  
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Using the above command, the administrator can edit and modify the details of any user in the 
User Security View. The first list in the MPB namely UID, PID, CID and UAP are position defined 
and their values have to be entered in that order. The next list in the MPB is Keyword defined 
and can be entered in any sequence provided the right values are assigned to the appropriate 
parameters.  
e.g.  
ED-USER-SECU::user1:13::user1,pswd,TCP,2:page=56,pcnd=4,uout=32,  
point=84,lstoi=file;  

 
The above input command example edits the User Security details of the User quot;user1" with 
new User Security parameter values shown in it. Please note that it is not mandatory that during 
editing all the MPB values should be given. Only the parameter which is to be changed can be 
given.  

 
3.Deleting a User from the User Security View.  

 
Following is the input message format for deleting a user from the User Security View.  
 
DLT-USER-SECU ::<UID>:<CTag>::;  
 
Using the above command, any user can be permanently removed from the User Security View 
by the administrator.  
The User Name (UID) of the user to be removed is entered in the Access IDentifier (AID) block  
e.g.:- DLT-USER-SECU::user1:14::;  

 
The above Input command example deletes the user "user1" from the User Security view.  

 
4. Retrieving User-Related Security View Details  

 
The following command is used by the administrator to retrieve the User-Related Security View 
details of a particular user.  

 
Following is the input message format for terminating the session of the user from the User 
Security View.  
 
RTRV-USER-SECU :<TID>:<UID>:<CTag>:<GB>:;  
 
UID s the User ID of the user whose user security details are to be retrieved.  
e.g. RTRV-USER-SECU::user1:4::;  

 
The above example retrieves the user security details of the user with User ID"user1".  
 

 

Note: After adding, editing or deleting an entry in the security view, the 
respective security entry will be updated in the corresponding text file 
available under the <Your Project>/agent/bin/conf directory. 

 
17.3.1.5 Using User-Related Security View  

 
This section will teach you how to use the User-Related Security View and add a new user to it.  

 
17.3.1.5.1 Logging in and Logging Out 

 
Logging in and Logging out can otherwise be called as Authentication. Follow the steps 
given below to login and logout of the TL1 Agent. Here we will be logging in as the 
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administrator whose default user name and password are "root" and "public" 
respectively.  

1. Create a Simple TL1 Agent for the TCS tl1sample.tcs as explained in 
section 6.0 "Creating a simple TL1 Agent"<. 

2. Start the Agent at a specified port, say 9099, as explained in section 6.0 
"Creating a Simple TL1 Agent".  

3. Start the TL1Browser by selecting the Tools >> TL1Browser option 
from the Menu Bar of the TL1 Compiler. Please note that if the 
TL1Compiler is started from the Launcher, then the TL1Browser cannot 
be started from the TL1Compiler.  

4. Load the tl1sample.tcs and tl1security.tcs file using the File>>Load 
option in the Menu Bar.  

5. Choose Operations>>Connect option in the Menu Bar.  
6. Enter the Host Name and Port Number where the agent is running in 

the dialog box that appears.  

7. Click OK. Now you will be connected to the TL1 Agent. 

8. Authenticate into the TL1 Agent by using the Input message "ACT-
USER::root:1::public;". After typing the message, choose 
Operations>>Send in the Menu Bar or using the shortcut key CTRL+N.  
 
The Agent will respond by sending the following Autonomous Message 
which can be viewed in the Autonomous Message Block.  
 
Autonomous Message Received From :localhost  
<CR>  
<LF><LF> rajeshm 2002-04-11 12:22:25<CR>  
<LF>** 1 REPT EVT SESSION<CR>  
<LF> "rajeshm:NO"<CR>  
<LF> /*NOTICE:This is a private computer system. <LF> 
Unauthorised access or use may lead to prosecution*/<CR> 
<LF>;  
 
The Agent will also send the following response message which can be 
viewed in the Response Message Block.  
 
Request Sent = <CR> 
ACT-USER::root:1::public; 
Response Message Received From :localhost 
<CR> 
<LF><LF> rajeshm 2002-04-11 12:22:25<CR> 
<LF>M 1 COMPLD<CR> 
<LF> "root:\"2002-6-8 14:48:25\",0"<CR> 
<LF>;  
 
This means that you have successfully authenticated into the TL1 Agent.  

9. You can logout of the TL1 Agent anytime using the CANC-USER 
command shown below  
CANC-USER::root:2::; 
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17.3.1.5.2 Adding User-Related Security Parameter Values  
 

Values for the User-Related Security Parameters can be added or modified in the 
following two ways:  

1. From the TL1 Compiler Security Settings before code generation  
2. From the TL1 Browser using the commands related to User Security 

View. This can be done only during runtime.  
1. From the TL1 Compiler 

 
Follow the steps given below to add the values for User Security View parameters. In 
this chapter we will be taking an example of adding a new user with user name 
"User1" and password "pswd" to the User Security View.  

1. In the TL1Compiler, choose Project>>Settings from the MenuBar or 
using the shortcut key CNTRL+SHIFT+S. A Dialog Box will appear with 
Settings tree on the left frame of the box.  

2. Choose the node Security from the Settings tree.  
3. Here enable Security Option. Now you can choose any of the five 

security views available. User Security is enabled by default.  
4. Choose User Security from the Security View option. Now the new 

User Security entries and values can be added or modified from the table 
below the "Security View" option.  

5. Click the Add button below the table to add a new entry to the User 
Security View. A "Security Settings" dialog box will appear, where you 
will have to enter the new user details as shown below.  
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Please note that by default PCND is enabled in the TL1Compiler. This is achieved by 
giving negative value to PCNN. However the user can enable PCNN just by giving any 
positive value less than 999.  

6. After adding the new entry details as shown above click the OK button. The new 
entry for the User Security View will be added to the table as shown below.  

 
 

7. Now Generate and Compile the code for the loaded TCS and Start the TL1 
Agent  

8. The newly added user (User1) can now authenticate into the TL1 Agent as 
explained in the Logging in and Logging out section. The User Id to be passed 
in the AID block will be User1 and the Password will be pswd. Please remember 
the agent should be started from the console and the login should be done in the 
same console as the CID is "craft".  

 

Note: The values of the parameters of an existing users can 
also be modified from this configuration table. 

 
2. From the TL1 Browser  

 
New user and his/her details can also be added or the values of the parameters of the 
existing users can be modified from the TL1 Browser. This can be done using the 
Commands related to User Security View available in the tl1security.tcs file. Please 
follow the steps given below.  

1. Start a Simple TL1 Agent at a specified port and connect to the Agent from the 
TL1 Browser.  

2. Login as the administrator as explained in the Logging in and Logging out 
section. Only the Administrator has the authority to add a new user or modify the 
existing values of the user parameters of that user (Except PID)  

3. To Add a new user with user name "User1" and password "pswd" type the 
following input message in the input message block  
ENT-USER-SECU :: User1:3::pswd,craft, priv1:Page=65,PCND=8,PCNN=-
3,180,91,2;  
ENT-USER-SECU can also be selected from the tl1security.tcs file tree.  

4. Now send the input message by selecting Operations >> Send from the Menu 
Bar or pressing the shortcut key CTRL+N.  

5. You will find the following message in the Response Message block in the TL1 
browser.  
 
Request Sent = ENT-USER-SECU :: User1:3::pswd,craft, 
priv1:Page=65,PCND=8,PCNN=-3,180,91,2; 
Response Message Received From :localhost 
<CR> 
<LF><LF> Source 02-01-10 13:55:46<CR> 
<LF>M 3 COMPLD<CR> 
<LF>;  
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The above response message means that the new user "User1" and his details 
have been added to the User Security View.  

6. The newly added user (User1) can now authenticate into the TL1 Agent as 
explained in the Logging in and Logging out section. The User Id to be passed 
in the AID block will be User1 and the Password will be pswd  

Similarly all the other User Security Related commands such as ED-USER-SECU, 
DLT-USER-SECU, RTRV-USER-SECU can be used from the TL1 Browser.  

 
17.3.2 Channel-Related Security View  
 
The channel related security view contains details related to security for each of the protocols. Using the 
Channel related Security View System Access control is possible. Using this view the administrator can 
restrict certain channels to certain users or certain resource of a system can be made accessible only 
through certain channels.  
 
The Channel-Related Security View contains the security parameters associated with all channels. 
Channels dealt with here are the Transport Protocols like the TCP, Craft Interface etc.  
 

17.3.2.1 Enabling Channel Security View 
 

Follow the steps given below to enable Channel Security View in TL1 Agent 
1. In the TL1Compiler, choose Project>>Settings from the Menu Bar or using the shortcut 

key CNTRL+SHIFT+S. A Dialog Box will appear with Settings tree on the left frame of the 
box.  

2. Choose the node Security from the Settings tree.  
3. Here enable the Security Option (Which is enabled. Now you can choose any of the 

security views available. User Security is enabled by default.  
4. Enable the Channel Security Option. 
5. Now you will find the Channel Security listed in the Security View Table. You can modify 

the values of the Channel Security View parameters from this table. The default channel 
entry TCP will be listed in the table. Also if craft is selected, it will be listed in the channel 
security view table.  

If Channel security is not enabled then session will be expired if kept idle for the duration 
"Session timeout". As soon as Channel security is enabled session expiry is calculated only as 
per TMOUT of the channel.  

 
17.3.2.2 Channel Security Related Parameters  

1. Channel Identity (CID): This is the key parameter that is used to identify the channel. 
CID can be any of the transport protocols such as TCP, UDP, Craft Interface etc. If only 
User security and Channel security are enabled then the user access through a channel 
is only with the channels specified with his CID List.  

2. Channel Status (STATUS): This parameter determines if the particular Channel is 
functioning (inservice) or not functioning (outofservice).  

3. Maximum Invalid Sessions (MXINV): This is the maximum number of invalid username 
& password entries that is allowed while trying to access to a particular channel. Once 
this value is reached, the agent will be in a state of alert. The unit of MXINV is count in 
the number of times. Default value is 5 and the range of MAXINV is 1 to 9.  

4. Duration of Alert (DURAL): This is the duration in time for which the TL1 Agent will be in 
a state of alert after MAXINV value is reached. During this period any messages received 
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from that particular client will not be processed till the DURAL period expires. Unit of 
DURAL is in minutes. While entering the values through the TL1 Browser, DURAL will 
have to be specified in HH-MM-SS format. Default value is one minute (00-01-00). The 
range of DURAL is 00-00-01 to 99-59-59.  

5. Time Out Interval (TMOUT): This is the maximum time for which a user who is logged in 
through a particular channel can stay idle. After the time out value is reached, the user 
will be automatically logged off. TMOUT is in minutes. While entering the values through 
the TL1 Browser, TMOUT will have to be specified in HH-MM-SS format. If channel 
TMOUT is reached then Autonomous will be sent to that session specifying canceling the 
session "CANC". TMOUT has to be specified in HH-MM-SS format. Default value is 15 
minutes and the range is upto 99 minutes.  

6. Channel Access Privilege (CHAP): This parameter contains the set of privileges that 
the user of a particular channel has. The privileges include list of commands, ports etc. 
CHAP will have to be specified in levels of 1, 2 etc. default privilege is priv1.The privilege 
values can be upto 8 AN characters long with a maximum of 25 characters  

17.3.2.3 Channel-Related Security View Commands  
 

Following are the Channel-Related Security view commands that have been implemented in the 
TL1 Agent.  

 
Administrator Commands  

 
The following commands are administrator commands in Command Security View. Only the 
"root" User can use the following commands. The default User Name and Password for the 
administrator are "root" and "public" respectively.  

 
1.Command for Entering a New Channel  

 
This command is used by the administrator to enter the Security Parameters associated with the 
Channel Identifiers  

 
The Format of the Input Command is as follows  

 
ENT-CID-SECU : <TID> : <CID>: <CTag>:<GB>:CHAP:DURAL,MXINV,TMOUT;  

 
The Channel ID is entered in the AID block. The first list in the MPB namely CHAP is a position 
defined parameter. The next list in the MPB namely DURAL, MXINV, TMOUT are Keyword 
defined and can be entered in any sequence provided the right values are assigned to the 
appropriate parameters.  
e.g. 
ENT-CID-SECU::craft:10::2,MXINV=5,DURAL=00-13-23,TMOUT=26;  

 
The above example adds a new channel "craft" with privilege as 2 to the Channel Security View.  

 
2. Command for Editing Channel-Related Security Details.  

 
Using the following command, the administrator can edit and modify the details of any Security 
Parameters associated with the Channel Identifiers  

 
The Format of the Input Command is as follows  
ED-CID-SECU:<TID>:<CID>:<CTag>:<GB>:CHAP:DURAL,MXINV,TMOUT;  
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All parameter blocks are position defined, except DURAL, MXINV and TMOUT which are 
keyword defined. Only those Data Parameters that are to be edited are entered. Those that 
remain unaffected are omitted from the command.  
e.g.  
ED-CID-SECU::craft:10::1&2,MXINV=7,DURAL=00-13-23,TMOUT=26;  

 
The above example changes the Channel Access Privilege (CHAP) and MAXINV values of the 
channel "craft".  

 
3. Command for Deleting Channel Related Security Parameters.  

 
Using the following command, the administrator can delete the Security Parameters associated 
with any channel identifier in the Channel Security View.  

 
The Format of the Input Command is as follows  
DLT-CID-SECU:<TID>:<CID>:<CTag>:<GB>:;  
e.g. DLT-CID-SECU::craft:10::;  

 
The above example input command deletes the Channel Craft from the Channel Security View  

 
The Channel ID (CID) of the Channel whose security parameters are to be deleted is entered in 
the Access IDentifier (AID) block  

 
4. Command for Retrieving Channel Security Parameters  

 
This command is to retrieve the Security Parameters associated with any and all channel 
identifiers. (These identifiers may signify the user system interface ports of the NE/NS, or 
directory numbers of users authorized to have access to the NE/NS operations database.) This 
command al though is a administrator related command any user can retrieve the details of the 
cid mentioned in his cidList.  

 
The Format of the Input Command is as follows  
RTRV-CID-SECU:<TID>:<CID>:<CTag>:<GB>:;  
CID is the channel identifier which may be a single CID or a block of CIDS, where the block may 
include all CIDS.  
e.g. RTRV-CID-SECU::tcp:2:: 

 
The above example retrieves the Channel Related Security details of the channel "tcp" as shown 
in the response below. 

 
Response Message Received From :localhost 
<CR> 
<LF><LF> Source 02-01-12 16:41:50<CR> 
<LF>M 2 RTRV<CR> 
<LF> "TCP:1:MXINV=5,DURAL=0-1-0,TMOUT=15"<CR> 
<LF>;  
 

 

Note: After adding, editing or deleting an entry in the security view, the 
respective security entry will be updated in the corresponding text file 
available under the <Your Project>/agent/bin/conf directory.  
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17.3.2.4 Using Channel-Related Security View.  
 

Adding Channel-Related Security Parameter Values  
 

Values for the Channel-Related Security Parameters can be added or modified in the following 
two ways:  

1. From the TL1 Compiler Security Settings before code generation  
2. From the TL1 Browser using the commands related to User Security View. This can be 

done only during runtime.  
In this chapter we will be taking an example of adding a new Channel CRAFT to the Channel 
Security View along with the values for the Channel Security parameters  

 
1. From the TL1 Compiler 

 
Follow the steps given below to add the values for Channel Security View parameters.  

1. In the TL1Compiler, choose Project>>Settings from the Menu Bar or using the shortcut 
key CNTRL+SHIFT+S. A Dialog Box will appear with Settings tree on the left frame of the 
box.  

2. Choose the node Security from the Settings tree.  
3. Here enable Security Option. Now you can choose any of the five security views 

available. User Security is enabled by default  
4. Choose Channel Security from the Security View option. Now the new Channel 

Security entries and values can be added or modified from the table below the "Security 
View" option  

5. Click the Add button below the table to add a new entry to the Channel Security View. A 
"Security Settings" dialog box will appear, where you will have to enter the new 
Channel details as shown below.  

                 
 

6. After adding the new entry details as shown above click the OK button. The new entry for 
the Channel Security View will be added to the table as shown below. 

7. Now Generate and Compile the code for the loaded TCS and Start the TL1 Agent  
8. Now the new Channel namely "CRAFT" has been added to the Channel Security view.  

 

Note: The values of the parameters of an existing Channel can also 
be modified from this configuration table. 
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2. From the TL1 Browser 

 
New Channel and its details can also be added or the values of the parameters of the existing 
channel can be modified from the TL1 Browser. This can be done using the Commands related 
to Channel Security View available in the tl1security.tcs file. Following the steps be below.  

1. Start a Simple TL1 Agent at a specified port and connect to the Agent from the TL1 
Browser.  

2. Login as the administrator as explained in the Logging in and Logging out section. 
Only the Administrator has the authority to add a new Channel or modify the existing 
values of the channel parameters.  

3. To Add a new Channel "CRAFT" and its details to the Channel Security View, type the 
following input message in the input message block  
ENT-CID-SECU::CRAFT:4::priv2,MXINV=7,DURAL=00-03-00,TMOUT=23;  
ENT-CID-SECU can also be selected from the tl1security.tcs file tree.  

4. Now send the input message by selecting Operations >> Send from the Menu Bar or 
pressing the shortcut key CTRL+N.  

5. You will find the following message in the Response Message block in the TL1 
browser.  
 
Request Sent = ENT-CID-SECU::CRAFT:4::priv2,MXINV=7,DURAL=00-03-
00,TMOUT=23; 
Response Message Received From :localhost  
<CR>  
<LF><LF> Source 02-01-11 11:49:29<CR>  
<LF>M 4 COMPLD<CR>  
<LF>;  
 
The above response message means that you have successfully added a new channel 
"CRAFT" to the Channel Security View.  

Similarly all the other Channel Security Related commands such as ED-CID-SECU, DLT-CID-
SECU, CANC-CID-SECU and RTRV-CID-SECU can be used from the TL1 Browser.  
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17.4 Resource Access Control 
 

 
17.4.1 What is Resource Access Control  
17.4.2 Command-Related Security View  

17.4.2.1 Enabling Command-Related Security View  
17.4.2.2 Command Security-Related Parameters  
17.4.2.3 Command-Related Security View Commands  
17.4.2.4 Using Command Security View 

17.4.3 Operation-Related Security View  
17.4.3.1 Enabling Operation-Related Security View  
17.4.3.2 Operation-Related Security Parameters  
17.4.3.3 Operation-Related Security View Commands  
17.4.3.4 Using Operation-Related Security View  

17.4.4 Resource-Related Security View  
17.4.4.1 Enabling Resource-Related Security View  
17.4.4.2 Resource-Related Security Parameters  
17.4.4.3 Resource-Related Security View Commands 
7.4.4.4 Using Resource-Related Security View 

 
 
17.4.1 What Resource Access Control 
 
Resource Access Control provides the capability of denying access to the NE/NS resources in the 
absence of proper authorization (e.g., user privilege, channel privilege, etc.)  
 
The resource access control feature deals with restricting the usage of the NE/NS resources such as 
processes, commands, database, etc. on a "minimum privilege principle.  
 
Various levels of privileges (i.e., levels of access permissions) may be assigned to users, data entry 
devices, and NE/NS ports for restricting the usage of NE/NS resources. These levels may have to be 
determined on the basis of the type of process to be executed, the type of resource to be accessed, and 
the type of function such as Create, Retrieve, Update, or Delete  to be performed. The NE/NS provides 
features such that these privileges can be assigned in a way that limits access to only those levels that 
are needed to perform the job function. Following are such features.  

1. Command Control: This is accomplished by assigning command execution privileges to user-
IDs, data entry devices, input ports, etc. (Command Related Security View) These privileges 
determine the respective command sets that are authorized for them. For a given session, the 
NE/NS determines  the intersection of the authorized commands and allows execution of only 
those commands for the respective users during that session. 

2. Object Control: This deals with privileges which, for an object (e.g., a data file/table), specify the 
user-IDs, data entry devices, input ports, etc. that are authorized to access the said object. Object 
Control is achieved by using the Resource related Security View. 

3. Record Control: Record in a data table can be conceived of as a row in that table. Hence record 
control has a finer granularity than object control. Record control is especially relevant when there 
is control in services and networks. e.g.  accessing the same data tables (but different records) in 
the NE/NS. Record Control is achieved by using Operation Related security View. 

4. Field Control: Since a field within a certain record is an attribute of that record, a field can be 
conceived of as a column of a data table (i.e., part of an object) that the said record belongs to. 
As such, field control requires a finer granularity than object control. Field control is achieved by 
using Operation Related security View  

Commands that are available for Resource Access Control are explained in the following Security Views. 
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17.4.2 Command-Related Security View 
 
The command-related security view contains the security-related parameters associated with all 
operations-related commands.  
 
Using the Command related Security View Resource Access control is possible. Using this view the 
administrator can restrict certain commands to be available only to certain specific resource.  
 
When the Command Security view is selected, TL1 Compiler will create command view entries for all the 
commands in the loaded TCS file and also for all the built-in commands. 
 

17.4.2.1 Enabling Command Security View 
 

Follow the steps given below to enable Command Security View in TL1 Agent  
1. In the TL1Compiler, choose Project>>Settings from the MenuBar or using the shortcut 

key CNTRL+SHIFT+S.  A Dialog Box will appear with Settings tree on the left frame of 
the box. 

2. Choose the node Security from the Settings tree.   
3. Here enable the Security Option. Now you can choose any of the security views 

available. User Security is enabled by default   
4. Enable the Command Security Option  

 
Now you will find the Command Security listed in the Security View Table. You can 
modify the values of the Command Security View parameters from this table 

17.4.2.2 Command-Related Security View Parameters 
1. Command  (CMD): This parameter is the 'key' for each record in this view. Command 

Verb together with verb modifiers. 
2. Command Status (STATE): This is the State of the Security Mechanism. The state 

whether the command is functioning/InService (IS) or not functioning/OutOfService 
(OOS).  

3. Command Access Privilege (CAP): This parameter contains the set of privileges that 
the users have for various commands. Before executing a command, the NE/NS checks 
if at least one of these access privileges is contained within the intersection of UAP and  
CHAP. If not, the NE/NS refuses to execute the command. CAP will have be specified in 
levels of 1, 2 etc. Default privilege is priv1.  
 
If only User security and Command security are enabled then the access of the 
command is possible with the matching of UAP and CAP. If User, Channel and 
Command securities are enabled then  privileges of  UAP,CHAP and CAP should match 
for  the user to access a command.  

17.4.2.3 Command Related Security View Commands 
 

Following are the Command related Security view  commands that have been implemented in 
the TL1 Agent. These commands facilitate in Resource Access Control. 

1. Command for Entering Command Security Details  
 
This command is used by the Administrator to enter the Security Parameters associated 
with commands that are available in the TL1 Agent. Following is the Input format for the 
Command.  
ENT-CMD-SECU:<TID>:<AID>:<CTag>: <GB> :CAP; 
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The command verb along with verb modifier(s) are entered in the AID block. It may 
be a single command or a block of commands, where the block may include all 
commands. 
e.g.:-ENT-CMD-SECU::get-sm-msgda:11::1&2;  
The above input command example is used to enter the Security parameters  for the 
command get-sm-msgda  

2. Command for Editing Command Security Details  
 
This command is used by the administrator to Edit the Security Parameters associated 
with commands that are available in the TL1 Agent. Following is the Input format for the 
Command. 
ED-CMD-SECU:<TID>:<AID>:<CTag>:<GB>:CAP;  
The command verb along with verb-modifier(s) whose Security Parameters are to be 
modified are entered in the AID block. It may be a single command or a block of 
commands, where the block may include all commands.  
e.g. ED-CMD-SECU::get-sm-msgda:15::1&2&3;  
The above input command example is used to edit the Security parameters  for the 
command get-sm-msgda.  

3. Command for Retrieving Command Security Details  
This command is used by the administrator to retrieve the Security Parameters 
associated with any command. The Input format of the Command is as follows.  
RTRV-CMD-SECU:<TID>:<AID>:<CTag>: <GB> :;  
The command whose Command Security details are required is entered in the AID block. 
It may be a single command or a block of commands, where the block may include all 
commands. 
e.g. RTRV-CMD-SECU::get-sm-msgda:15::;  
The above input command example is used to retrieve the Command Security details of 
the command get-sm-msgda in the Command Security View. 

4. Command for Deleting Command Security Details  
This command is used by the administrator to delete the Security Parameters associated 
with any command. The Input format of the Command is as follows.  
DLT-CMD-SECU:<TID>:<AID>:<CTag>: <GB> :;  
The command verb along with verb modifier(s) which is to be deleted is entered in the 
AID block. It may be a single command or a block of commands, where the block may 
include all commands. 
 
All the above commands are Administrator commands. Only the root User can use the 
following commands. The default user name and Password for the administrator are 
"root" and "public" respectively.  
e.g. DLT-CMD-SECU::get-sm-msgda:15::;  
The above input command example is used to delete the command get-sm-msgda the 
from the Command Security View. 
 
All the above commands are Administrator commands. Only the root User can use the 
following commands. The default user name and Password for the administrator are 
"root" and "public" respectively.  

 

Note: After adding, editing or deleting an entry in the security view, the 
respective security entry will be updated in the corresponding text file 
available under the <Your Project>/agent/bin/conf directory.  
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17.4.2.4 Using Command Security View  
 

Adding Command-Related Security Parameter Values  
   

New command and the values of its parameters can be added to the Command-Related 
Security View in the following ways.  

1. From the TL1 Compiler Security Settings before code generation  
2. From the TL1 Browser /Craft Console using the commands related to Command 

Security View. This can be done only during runtime.  
 
In this chapter we will be taking an example of adding a new command GET-SM-MSG  to 
the Command Security View along with the values for the Command Security 
parameters.  

1. From the TL1 Compiler  
 
Follow the steps given below to add the values for Command Security View 
parameters. 

1. In the TL1Compiler, choose Project->Settings from the MenuBar or 
using the shortcut key CTRL+SHIFT+S. 
A Dialog Box will appear with Settings tree on the left frame of the box. 

2. Choose the node Security from the Settings tree. 
3. Here enable Security Option. Now you can choose any of the five 

security views available. User Security is enabled by default. 
4. Choose Command Security from the Security View Option. Now the 

new Command Security entries and values can be added or modified 
from the table below the "Security View" option. 

5. Click the Add button below the table to add a new entry to the Command 
Security View. A "Security Settings" dialog box will appear, where you 
will have to enter the new command details as shown below. 

 
6. After adding the new entry details as shown above click the OK button. 

The new entry for the Command Security View will be added to the table 
as shown below. 
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7. Now Generate and Compile the code for the loaded TCS and Start the 
TL1 Agent. 

8. Now the new Command "GET-SM-MSG" will be added to the Command 
Security View. 

Note: The values of the Command Access privilege 
and operating status of an existing Command can also 
be modified from this configuration table. 

2. From the TL1 Browser  
 
New Command and its details can also be added or the values of the parameters 
of the existing Command can be modified from the TL1 Browser. This can be 
done using the Commands related to Command Security View available in the 
tl1security.tcs file following the steps below.  

1. Start a Simple TL1 Agent at a specified port and connect to the Agent 
from the TL1 Browser.  

2. Login as the administrator as explained in the Logging in and 
Logging out section. Only the Administrator has the authority to add a 
new Command or modify the existing values of the channel parameters.  

3. To Add a new Command "GET-SM-MSG" and its details to the 
Command Security View, type the following input message in the input 
message block   
ENT-CMD-SECU ::GET-SM-MSG:2::priv2;  
ENT-CMD-SECU can also be selected from the tl1security.tcs file tree.   

4. Now send the input message  by selecting Operations >> Send  from the 
Menu Bar or pressing the shortcut key CTRL+N.  

5. You will find the following message in the Response  Message block in 
the TL1 browser. 
 
ENT-CMD-SECU ::GET-SM-MSG:2::priv2;  
Response Message Received From :localhost  
<CR>  
<LF><LF> Source 02-01-11 11:49:29<CR>  
<LF>M  2 COMPLD<CR>  
<LF>;  
 
The above response message means that you have successfully added 
a new Command to the Command Security View. 

Similarly all the other Command Security Related commands such as ED-CMD-SECU 
and DLT-CMD-SECU can be used from the TL1 Browser. 

 
17.4.3 Operation Security View 
 
The Operation-Related Security View specifies restrictions on the accessibility of records and fields of an 
operations-related database. For each Operation-Related View, there is a corresponding Security View. 
The object identifiers and the field headings of a Security View are the same as those of the 
corresponding Operation-Related View.  
 
Operations-Related Security View will have to be implemented by the user. For each restricted fields of 
the user implemented table a separate view will be created by the TL1 Agent.  
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17.4.3.1 Enabling Operation Security View 
 

Follow the steps given below to enable Operation Security View in TL1 Agent 
1. In the TL1Compiler, choose Project>>Settings from the MenuBar or using the shortcut 

key CNTRL+SHIFT+S. A Dialog Box will appear with Settings tree on the left frame of the 
box.  

2. Choose the node Security from the Settings tree.  
3. Here enable the Security Option. 

 
Now you can choose any of the security views available. User Security is enabled by 
default Enable the OperationSecurity Option 
 
Now you will find the Operation Security listed in the Security View Table. You can modify 
the values of the Command Security View parameters from this table. 

17.4.3.2 Operation Security Parameters 7 
1. Address Identifier (AID): Address Identifier is identical to the AID of the Operations View 

that this Security View corresponds to. This parameter is the key for each record in this 
view.  

2. Operation Status (STATE): This parameter determines whether the particular Operation 
is functioning (inservice) or not functioning (outofservice) 

3. Field Access Privilege (FAP): This parameter contains the set of privileges that the user 
has for a particular field . This is a position defined parameter. There are as many FAP 
entries as there are fields in the Operations View that this Security View corresponds to. 
Each FAP entry can have up to 25 access privileges. FAP will have to be specified in 
levels of 1, 2 etc. It will have specified levels of 'Keyword=Values'. 

4. Record Control Identifiers (RCI): Record Control Identifiers are application dependent. 
They may be CIDS that specify the user interface ports, channels etc that are authorized 
to access the AID in question. Alternatively, they could be UIDS, or a flag indicating some 
form of access restriction.  

17.4.3.3 Commands for Operation- Related Security View  
 

Following are the Operation-Related Security View commands that have been implemented in 
the TL1 Agent. These commands facilitates in Resource Access Control.  

 
Administrator Commands  
 
The following commands are administrator commands in Operation Security View. Only the root 
user can use the following commands. The default user name and password for the 
administrator are "root" and "public" respectively.  
 
1. Command for Entering Operation Related Security details  
 
This command can be used by the administrator to enter the Security Parameters associated 
with the fields of a records in a user implemented view (like for e.g., Line View, Trunk View). The 
view to be called upon is specified by a position-defined parameter designated as “a”  explained 
below.  
 
The Format of the Input Command is as follows  
 
ENT-SECU:<TID>:<AID>: <CTag>:<GB>:a,RCI:FAP ;  
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For a given View, Access Identifier (AID) is the object identifier of the record (or a block of 
records, where the block may include all records) in that view for which security-related data are 
being entered on a field-by-field basis.  
 
"a" is the position-defined parameter that specifies the view.  
RCI  is a position-defined list of Record Control Identifier(s) authorized to access the AID.  
FAP  is a keyword-defined parameter block that may contain any keyword that specifies any field 
(i.e., column) of the view specified by the parameter "a". The corresponding field access 
privilege is expressed as follows: 
<Keyword>=<field access privilege> where <field access privilege> is a list consisting of one or 
more field access -privileges assigned to the <keyword>.  
e.g. Request: ENT-SECU::AID1:6::adiskTable,TCP:adiskCapacity=2;  
 
It should be noted that while using the Tree View of the TL1 Browser for this command, only one 
field can be specified in the FAP. If you wish to enter  more than one field please  choose the 
List View option and enter the command.  
 
2. Command for Editing Operations Related Security Details.  
 
This command can be used by the administrator to edit the Security Parameters associated with 
the fields of a record(s) in a user implemented view (e.g., Line View, Trunk View). The view to be 
called upon is specified by a position-defined parameter designated as 'a' in the syntax below.  
 
The Format of the Input Command is as follows 
 
ED-SECU:<TID>:<AID>:<CTag>:<GB>:a,RCI:FAP; 
 
For a given View, Access Identifier (AID) is the object identifier of the record (or a block of 
records, where the block may include all records) in that view for which security-related data are 
being entered on a field-by-field basis.  
"a" is the position-defined parameter that specifies the view.  
 
RCI  is a position-defined list of Record Control Identifier(s) authorized to access the AID.  
 
FAP  is a keyword-defined parameter block that may contain any keyword that specifies any field 
(i.e., column) of the view specified by the parameter "a". The corresponding field access 
privilege is expressed as follows: 
<Keyword>=<field access privilege> where <field access privilege> is a list consisting of one or 
more field access -privileges assigned to the <keyword>.  
 
e.g. Request: ED-SECU::AID1:7::adiskTable,TCP&Craft:adiskCapacity=1,adiskUsed=1&2;  
 
3. Command for Deleting Operations Related Security Parameters.  
 
This command can be used by the administrator to delete any Security Parameters associated 
with the fields of a record(s) in a user implemented view (e.g., Line View, Trunk View). The view 
to be called upon is specified by a position-defined parameter designated as 'a'  in the syntax 
below.  
 
The Format of the Input Command is as follows 
 
DLT-SECU :<TID>:<AID>:<CTag>:<GB>:a;  
 
For a given View, Access Identifier (AID) is the object identifier of the record (or a block of 
records, where the block may include all records) in that view for which security-related data are 
being entered on a field-by-field basis.  
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"a" is the position-defined parameter that specifies the view.  
 
e.g. Request: DLT-SECU::AID1:10:adiskTable:;  
 
User Commands  
 
Following command can be used by all users and not just the administrator.  
 
4. Command for Retrieving Operations Related Security Parameters.  
 
This command can be used by any user to retrieve the Security Parameters details associated 
with the fields of a record(s) in a user implemented view (e.g., Line View, Trunk View). The view 
to be called upon is specified by a position-defined parameter designated as 'a' in the syntax 
given below. 
 
The Format of the Input Command is as follows  
RTRV-SECU :<TID>:<CID>:<CTag>:a;  
For a given View, Access Identifier (AID) is the object identifier of the record (or a block of 
records, where the block may include all records) in that view for which security-related data are 
being entered on a field-by-field basis. 
"a" is the position-defined parameter that specifies the view.  
e.g. Request: RTRV-SECU::AID1:9:adiskTable:;  
 

 

Note:  
1. After adding, editing or deleting an entry in the security view, 

the respective security entry will be updated in the 
corresponding text file available under the <Your 
Project>/agent/bin/conf directory. 

2. RTRV-RSC-SECU and RTRV-SECU can be accessed by the 
user only if the command security view is not enabled. When 
the command security view is enabled, the accessing of any 
command by the user will be with respect to the privilege of 
the command and the user 

 
17.4.3.4 Using Operation Related Security View  

 
An example is available in the <Agent Toolkit 
Home>/examples/tl1/resourcesecuritydirectory, which explains  how the operations 
parameter- related security can be used in the application. The following Readme.html file 
explains the steps involved in using the Resource Related Security View.  
 
Readme.html 
 
The instrumented handler files and the src are available in the <Agent Toolkit 
Home>/examples/tl1/operationsecurity/handler 
and <Agent Toolkit 
Home>/examples/tl1/operationsecurity/src/com/mycompany/mypackage 
directories respectively. Details about running the example are available in the 
Readme.html file mentioned above.  
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17.4.4 Resource-Related Security View 
 
The Resource-Related Security View contains the Security-Related parameters associated with all 
operations-related resources, such as executable programs etc.. For each of these commands, the AID is 
the Resource whose attributes are the State and the RAP.  
 
Using the Resource related Security View a particular NE/NS (resource) can be set with restrictions like 
allowing particular user/channel/command/ from accessing the Resource. Also the operations that can be 
performed on a particular resource can be restricted using the Resource-Related Security View.  
 

17.4.4.1 Enabling Resource Security View 
 

Follow the steps given below to enable Resource Security View in TL1 Agent 
1. In the TL1Compiler, choose Project>>Settings from the MenuBar or using the shortcut 

key CTRL+SHIFT+S.  A Dialog Box will appear with Settings tree on the left frame of the 
box. 

2. Choose the node Security from the Settings tree.  
3. Here enable the Enable Security Option. 
4. Now you can choose any of the security views available. User Security is enabled by 

default  
5. Enable the Resource Security Option  

Now you will find the Resource Security listed in the Security View Table. You can modify 
the values of the Command Security View parameters from this table. 

17.4.4.2 Resource Security Parameters 
1. Access Identifier (AID): This is the Resource that  is to be fetched from the respective 

Network Element.  
2. Resource Status (STATE): This parameter determines if the particular Resource is 

available (inservice) or not available (outofservice)  
3. Resource Access Privilege (RAP): This parameter contains the set of privileges that 

the user of a particular channel has. The privileges include list of commands, ports etc.  

17.4.4.3 Resource-Related Security View Commands. 
 
The Resource-Related Security View contains the Security-Related parameters associated with 
all 0perations-related resources, such as executable programs etc. For each of these 
commands, the AID is the Resource whose attributes are the State and the RAP.  
 
Following are Resource Security View related commands that have been implemented in the 
TL1 Agent. These commands facilitate in Resource Access Control.  
 
Administrator Commands  
 
The following commands are administrator commands in Resource Security View. Only the root 
user can use the following commands. The default user name and password for the 
administrator are "root" and "public" respectively. 
 
1. Command for Entering New Security Parameters  
 
The following command can be used by the administrator  to enter the Security Parameters 
associated with resources, such as executable programs. 
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The Format of the Input Command is as follows  
 
ENT-RSC-SECU:<TID>:<AID>: <CTag>:<GB>:RAP;  
 
AID is the resource concerned. It maybe a single resource or a block of resources, where the 
block may include all resources. Resource Access Privelege (RAP) is entered in the MPB.  
e.g. Request: ENT-RSC-SECU::device1:23::2;  
 
2. Command for Editing Resource Related Security Details.  
 
The following command can be used by the administrator to edit the Security Parameters 
associated with resources, such as executable programs. 
The Format of the Input Command is as follows  
 
ED-RSC-SECU:<TID>:<AID>:<CTag>:<GB>:RAP;  
 
AID is the resource concerned. It maybe a single resource or a block of resources, where the 
block may include all resources. Resource Access Privelege (RAP) is entered in the MPB.  
 
e.g. Request: ED-RSC-SECU::device1:23::1&2;  
 
3. Command for Deleting Resource Related Security Parameters  
 
Using the following command, the administrator can delete the Security Parameters associated 
with NE/NS resources (such as executable programs) that affect the NE/NS operations.  
 
DLT-RSC-SECU :<TID>:<AID>:<CTag>:<GB>:;  
 
AID is the resource concerned. It maybe a single resource or a block of resources, where the 
block may include all resources.  
 
e.g. Request: DLT-RSC-SECU::device1:23::;  
 
The above example will delete the resource device1 from the Resource Security View.  
 
User Commands  
 
Following command can be used by all users and not just the administrator.  
 
4. Command for Retrieving Resource Related Security Parameters  
 
Using the following command, the user can retrieve the Security Parameters associated with 
NE/NS resources (such as executable programs) that affect the NE/NS operations.  
 
RTRV-RSC-SECU :<TID>:<AID>:<CTag>::;  
 
AID is the resource concerned. It maybe a single resource or a block of resources, where the 
block may include all resources.  
 
e.g. Request: RTRV-RSC-SECU::device1:3::;  
 
The above example will retrieve all the details of the resource device1 from the resource related 
security view as shown in the response message below. 
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Request Sent = RTRV-RSC-SECU::device1:3::  
Response Message Received From :localhost  
<CR>  
<LF><LF> Source 02-02-14 14:28:16<CR>   
<LF>M  2 RTRV<CR>   
<LF>   "device1:2"lt;CR>   
<LF>;  

 

 

Note:  
1. After adding, editing or deleting an entry in the 

security view, the respective security entry will be 
updated in the corresponding text file available under 
the <Your Project>/agent/bin/conf directory.  

2. RTRV-RSC-SECU and RTRV-SECU can be accessed 
by the user only if the command security view is not 
enabled. When the command security view is 
enabled, the accessing of any command by the user 
will be with respect to the privilege of the command 
and the user  

 
17.4.4.4 Using Resource Related Security View. 

 
An example is available in the <Agent Toolkit Home>/examples/tl1/resourcesecurity 
directory, which explains  how the resource security can be used in the application. The 
following Readme.html file explains the steps involved in using the Resource Related Security 
View. 
 
Readme.html  
 
The instrumented handler files and the src are available in the <Agent Toolkit 
Home>/examples/tl1/resourcesecurity/handler and <Agent Toolkit 
Home>/examples/tl1/resourcesecurity/src/com/mycompany/mypackage directories 
respectively. Details about running the example are available in the Readme.html file 
mentioned above. 
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17.5 Security Log 
 

 
17.5.1 What is Security Log?  
17.5.2 Events Recorded by the Security Log  
17.5.3 Record  Format of Security Log  
17.5.4 Configuring Size of  Security Log File  
17.5.5 Commands for Security Log Feature  
17.5.6 Autonomous Messages for Security Log 

 
 
17.5.1 What is Security Log?  
 
Security log provides tools to establish an audit trail. If a security breach is suspected, an audit trail may 
be used to investigate whether/how the breach has occurred. 
 
The security log feature provides adequate capabilities to investigate unauthorized activities after they 
occur so that proper remedial action can be taken. This feature supports to generate security logs and  
reports that help to establish audit trails.  
 
The security log has a circular recording mechanism (i.e., oldest record overwritten by newest when the 
log file is full), and the administrator  has the capability to retrieve, print, copy, and upload the security log 
(typically to some OS or some other facility for long-term storage).  
 
17.5.2 Events Recorded by the Security Log  
 
The Security log records the following information or events  

1. It will record invalid user authentication attempts and the alarms/alerts generated due to the 
invalid authentication attempts - EIUA 

2. It will record any unauthorized attempt to access resources, data, transactions, and initiate any 
process. - EURA 

3. It will record the details of the changes made in a user's security profiles and attributes. - EUSP 
4. It will record the details of changes made in security profiles and attributes associated with a 

channel or port. - ECSP 
5. It will record the details of changes made in access rights associated with resources (i.e., 

privileges required of a user and a channel/port to access a resource) - ERSP 
6. It will record the details of changes made in the NE/NS security configuration - ESCC 
7. It will record creation and modification of NE/NS resources performed via standard operations 

and maintenance procedures. (This does not address creations and modifications carried offline.) 
- ECMR 

17.5.3 Record Format of Security Log 
 
For each recorded event, the record in the security log includes at least the following 

1. Date and time of event  
2. User identification including associated terminal, port, network address, or communication device 
3. Type of event 
4. Names of resources accessed 
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5. Success or failure of the event. 
The Security Log record maintains a circular buffer for the log messages. If the number of records is 
greater than UPSLG , an autonomous message will be sent to administrator. 
 
17.5.4 Configuring Size of  Security Log File  
 
Follow the steps given below to configure the size of the Security Log  

1. In the TL1Compiler, choose Project>>Settings from the MenuBar or using the shortcut key 
CNTRL+SHIFT+S.  

2. A Dialog Box will appear with Settings tree on the left frame of the box.  
3. Choose the node Security from the Settings tree.  

 
Here you will find the option "Log File Size" using which you can modify the size in Number of 
Records of the Security Log File. The default size is 60 Records 

17.5.5 Commands for Security Log Feature 
 
The following input messages are implemented for the security feature.  

1. ALW-LOG-SECU : This command can be used by the administrator to allow or permit the NE/NS 
to resume recording, in the security log, the events that have been inhibited using the INH-LOG-
SECU command.  
e.g. Request: ALW-LOG-SECU:::1::EIUA;  

2. INH-LOG-SECU: This command can be used by the administrator to inhibit the NE/NS from 
recording specified events in the security log. The events specified herein must be from 
LOGEVENT, i.e., the list of events that are normally recorded in the security log. To annul this 
inhibition command message and reinstate the normal condition, the command ALLOW-LOG-
SECURITY can be used.  
e.g. Request: INH-LOG-SECU:::1::EIUA;  

3. RTRV-ATTR-SECULOG:This command is used by an appropriate administrator to retrieve the 
following attributes associated with the security log:  
i. The list of events that, upon their occurrence, are to be recorded in the securitylog (i.e., events 
that are specified for logging, if they occur) 
ii.The WARN message 
iii.The value of UPSLG  
 
e.g. Request: RTRV-ATTR-SECULOG:::1:;  
e.g. Response for the request  

Source 02-01-15 14:09:57  
M  1 COMPLD  
":60,NOTICE: This is a private computer system.  
Unauthorised access or use may lead to prosecution\",\"ECSP ERSP 
ECMR EIUA EUSP ESCC 
EURA\"" 
; 

4. RTRV-AUDIT-SECULOG: This command can be used by the administrator to selectively retrieve 
various records from the security log (primarily, for audit purposes).  
e.g. Request: RTRV-AUDIT-SECULOG:::4::CID=TCP;  
e.g. Response for the request  

deviranir 2002-08-06 18:04:17 
M 4 COMPLD 
":\"2002-8-6 15:59:23\":LOGEVENT=EIUA,STATUS=NO,CID=TCP,UID=root" 
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":\"2002-8-6 15:59:24\":LOGEVENT=EIUA,STATUS=NO,CID=TCP,UID=root" 
":\"2002-8-6 15:59:24\":LOGEVENT=EIUA,STATUS=NO,CID=TCP,UID=root" 
; 

   
RSC, UID and LOGEVENT are the other parameters of the MPB of this command. They can be 
specified in any order. 

5. SET-ATTR-SECULOG:This command can be used by the administrator to set the attributes 
associated with security-related alarms (e.g., severity of alarm, alarm type, text of the alarm 
message, type of notification, and routing details).  
e.g Requests:  
i.  SET-ATTR-SECULOG:::1::UPSLG=5;  
ii. SET-ATTR-SECULOG:::1::WARN="Unauthorized access or use may lead to prosecution";  

17.5.6 Autonomous Messages for Security Log 
 
Following are the Security Log related Autonomous Messages that are generated by the TL1 Agent. 
These autonomous messages are sent only to the Administrator users.  

1. Security log overflow is 90 percent full: This Autonomous Message will be sent when the 
security log file is 90 percent of its size full. An example is shown below.  

  Source 02-01-15 14:30:59  
** 1 REPT ALM SECU  
"SECURITY LOG:CR,LOGBUFR90-SECULOG" ; 

2. Security log overflow is full: This Autonomous Message will be sent when the security log file is 
completely full. An example is shown below. 

Source 02-01-15 14:28:09  
** 2 REPT ALM SECU  
"SECURITY LOG:CR,LOGBUFROVFL-SECULOG"; 

 

 

Note: When the Security Log file is full, the record entries in the beginning will get 
overwritten. 
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17.6 Autonomous Messages 
 

 
17.6.1 What are Autonomous Messages? 
17.6.2 Security Related Events to send Autonomous Messages 

 
 
17.6.1 What are Autonomous Messages? 
 
Autonomous messages are unsolicited messages emanating from the Agent to notify the client or the 
manager of some event that might be of importance.  
 
17.6.2 Security Related Events to send Autonomous Messages  
 
In addition to the Autonomous Messages generated for other general events, the  TL1 Agent of the Agent 
Toolkit Java Edition, supports to generate Autonomous messages for the following Security related 
events.  

1. Cancel Session (TMOUT) 
2. Reporting Alarm related information to the  NE/NS Security. 
3. Reporting events related to the NE/NS Session  

When any of the above events occur, the Agent sends Autonomous Messages to the appropriate 
Managers that are connected to the Agent.  
 

17.6.2.1 Cancel Session 
 

This is an Autonomous Message transmitted by the NE/NS to the appropriate manager 
connected when a session established by the said user is terminated because of “timeout”, i.e., 
no messages were exchanged for an interval equal to TMOUT. 

 
Message Code: CANC 

 
Message format:  
 

<cr><lf><lf>  
^^^<SID>^<YY-MM-DD>^<HH-MM-SS> <cr> <lf > 
A^^<ATAG>^CANC<cr><lf>  
<UID>> <cr><lf> ; 

 
Here <SID> is the source (NE/NS) identifier, and UID refers to the User-ID of the user whose 
session is terminated due to timeout.  

 
17.6.2.2 Reporting Alarm related information to the  NE/NS Security. 

 
This is an alarm message transmitted by the NE/NS in “real time” to the administrator indicating 
the occurrence of an alarmed event related to NE/NS security.  

 
Following alarm events are included in this category: 

1. Security Log overflow/overwrite is imminent : This message is sent when earlier log 
entries are about to be overwritten by new log entries unless the security log is copied 
over somewhere else, e.g., the Switching Control Center System [SCCS], for long-
timestorage.  
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2. Intrusion attempt is suspected : This message is sent when successive login attempts 
are being made with invalid combinations of UID, PID, and CID , where the number of 
successive illegal attempts has exceeded MXINV  

3. User-ID needs to be disabled because of non-use: This message is sent when the said 
UID has never been used for session initiation over the UOUT period 
Message Code : REPT ALM SECU  
Message Format  
 
All parameter blocks are position defined. 

<cr><lf><lf>  
^^^<SID>^<YY-MM-DD>^<HH-MM-SS> <cr> <lf > 
A^B^REPT^ALM^SECU <cr> <lf>  
[^^^"c:d,e" <cr><lf>] . . . 
^^^"c:d,e" <cr><lf>;  

 
Here SID is the source (NE/NS) identifier.  

 
17.6.2.3 Reporting events related to the NE/NS Session 

 
This is an Autonomous Message transmitted by the NE/NS to the appropriate manager 
connected indicating the occurrence of Non-Alarmed Event related to establishing a session with 
the NE/NS  (i.e. Login). 

 
The following Events are included in this category  

1. If the password of a user is about to expire or has expired due to aging then the user gets 
this Autonomous message containing the said information. If there is a grace period over 
which the existing password can be continued to be used, the user receives that 
information also. Upon receiving this message, the user is required to contact the 
administrator who will change the password using the ED-USER-SECU or ED-PID 
commands.  

2. This Autonomous Message also sent when a request is made to establish a session with 
the NE/NS. This will contain an advisory warning regarding unauthorized entry and its 
consequences.  
 
Message Code: REPT EVT SESSION 
Message format:  

<cr><lf><lf>  
^^^<SID>^<YY-MM-DD>^<HH-MM-SS> <cr> <lf > 
A^^a^REPT^ALM^SECU <cr> <lf>  
^^^"b:c,[d]" <cr><lf>  
^^^/*<WARN>*/ <cr> <lf>   
;  

 
Here <SID> is the source (NE/NS) identifier.  
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18.0 Transport Provider Interface 
 

 
18.1 Overview of Transport Provider Interface  
18.2 The Transport Provider Interface Advantage  
18.3 Steps Involved in Plugging in Your Own Protocol 
18.4 Running the Example  

 
 
18.1 Overview of Transport Provider Interface  
 
TL1 Agent of the AdventNet Agent Toolkit Java Edition provides TCP/IP as a default protocol 
implementation for communication between manager and an agent. Sometimes, situations may arise 
when developers may want to implement other protocols of communication such as IPX, HTTP, UDP, 
Serial port etc between the TL1 Manager and the TL1 device. The Transport Provider Interface which 
addresses the above problem.  
 
The Transport Provider Interface allows the user to plug-in their own transport protocol, thereby allowing 
developers to implement any protocol of their choice for TL1 communication.  
 
18.2 The Transport Provider Interface Advantage  
 
The TL1 Transport Provider is responsible for all communication between the TL1 Manager and Agent 
and uses the configured protocol to do so. So, it essentially acts as a bridge between the TL1 Agent and 
the underlying transport protocol used.  
 
The advantage of using this approach is that the TL1 Agent need not be aware of the underlying protocol 
used and the user can virtually run TL1 over anything. For using a particular transport protocol, the user 
has to implement that protocol and plug-in (or register) with the TL1 Transport Provider.  
 
18.3 Steps Involved in Plugging in your own Protocol  
 
The following are steps involved in plugging-in your own Transport Protocol using the Transport Provider 
Framework.  

1. Implementing TL1ServerTransportProvider Interface for server side implementation.  
 
This interface has the following methods: 
i. open() 
Initializes the Transport session over which the data is sent/received.  
 
ii. start()  
This interface method should be used for creating instances of client session (TL1Session) with 
their corresponding TL1TransportProvider framework and it should be updated in 
TL1ServerSession's addTL1Session(..) method.  
 
iii. close()  
Closes the transport interface after communication is over.  
 
Please refer Java Docs for TL1ServerTransportProvider interface details. 

2. Implementing TL1TransportProvider interface for providing a transport connection between the 
TL1 Manager and TL1 Agent.  
 
This interface has the following methods : 
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i. open() - Opens the session over which the data is sent/received  
ii. read() - Receive data from the peer over the transport interface.  
iii. write() - Send data to the server over the TCP server socket interface.  
iv. close() - Closes the transport interface after communication is over.  
 
Please refer Java Docs for TL1TransportProvider interface details. 

Instantiating and starting the TL1 API Thread  
 
We have to instantiate and start the TL1API thread that monitors all the TL1 sessions registered to it. To 
communicate with TL1 entities, we need to instantiate the TL1ServerSession class. The 
TL1ServerSession class is used to instantiate TL1Session for communicating with other TL1 Manager. 
The following is a sample code snippet for plugging-in TCP transport provider. 
 

TL1API api = new TL1API(); 
TL1ServerSession server = null;  
server = new TL1ServerSession(api);  
/* Setting transport provider name */ 
server.setSessionClassifier("TCP");  
/** 
*TL1Client interface needs to be implemented to receive and process 
the TL1Message from the TL1Agent.This is mainly used in 
asynchronous mode of message transfer. The TL1Session invokes the 
callback(...) method upon succesfully receiving the TL1Message from 
the TL1Agent. So instance of TL1Agent is registered with TL1Sesion 
for callback. 
*/ 
server.addTL1Client(tl1Agent);  
TcpServerTransportImpl serverTransportImpl = new 
TcpServerTransportImpl(); 
server.setTL1ServerTransportProvider(serverTransportImpl);  
/* Creating paramter hashtable, this hashtable will be used in 
opening server session */ 
Hashtable parameters = new Hashtable(); 
parameters.put("PORT","9999");  
/* Opens server session using the parameters */ 
server.open(parameters);  
/* Starts server session, this will create TL1Session once accepts 
client's connection request. */ 
server.start(); 

 
A sample plugging example for plugging in TCP protocol is available in the <Agent Toolkit 
Home>/examples/tl1/transport directory. Also the Craft Interface support in the TL1 Agent is made 
possible through the Transport Provider framework.  
 
18.4 Running the Example 
 
An example is available in the <Agent Toolkit Home>/examples/tl1/transport directory, which explains 
how you can plug-in your own transport protocol. The following Readme.html file explains the steps 
involved in using TCP as the transport communication 
 
Readme.html 
 
The implementations involved in plugging-in TCP as Transport Protocol, by using Transport Provider 
Framework, have already been done and the implemented files are available in the <Agent Toolkit 
Home>/examples/tl1/transport/src directory. Details about running the example are available in the 
Readme.html file mentioned above.  
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19.0 Building Multi-Protocol Agent with TL1 Support - TL1 
Adaptor 
 
The AdventNet Agent Toolkit supports Multi-Protocol agent development. The Agent developed can be 
accessed by SNMP, HTTP, TL1, RMI, CORBA and HTML adaptors. The TL1Adaptor class in 
com.adventnet.adaptors.tl1 package acts as adaptor for TL1 protocol on JMX stands.  
 
As per the JMX architecture, an agent created and registered in an MBean server is accessible in 
adaptors like SNMP, CORBA, RMI, CORBA, HTML and HTTP. The instrumentation done for any specific 
function, is common for all, though utilized in various protocol adaptors. Apart from an enhanced version 
of the Standalone TL1Agents, the Common Instrumentation also provides support for the TL1 Protocol.  
 
The agent can be queried from the TL1 Browser using the command codes specifically designed for this 
purpose.  The Access Identifier specifies the MIB name, group name and the node name separated by 
hyphen. The Message Payload block contains the message - Instance, Value to be set etc. 
 
Please refer the following topics available in Building Multi-Protocol Agents section to learn about the 
steps involved in creating the Multiprotocol agent with TL1 suport using JMX Compiler and testing the 
same using TL1 Browser. 

• Creating the Simple Multi-Protocol Agent using JMX Compiler 

• Configuring the Multi-Protocol Agent 

• Testing the Multi-Protocol Agent 
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20.0 Running Agent on Multiple TCP Ports 
 

 
20.1 Running Agent on Multiple TCP Ports - An Overview  
20.2 Configuring the Agent to Run on Multiple Ports  

 
 
20.1 Running Agent on Multiple TCP Ports - An Overview 
 
By default, the TL1 Agent gets started in a single port, 9099.  However, you can start the Agent on 
multiple ports simultaneously. The TL1 Agent can be configured to be run on multiple ports very easily.  
 
20.2 Configuring the Agent to Run on Multiple Ports  
 
For configuring the TL1 Agent to run on multiple ports, follow the steps given below. 

1. Generated Code for any TCS. 
2. Edit AdventNetTL1Agent.java 
3. Copy the following piece of code in the file. 

tl1Agent.setPorts(new int [ ] {9080, 9081, 9082, 9083}); 
This code should be added in initialize() method in AdventNetTL1Agent.java 

4. Compile the Agent and start the Agent. 
Youwill find the TL1 Agent started on all the above specified ports and also on port 9099. 

Multiple managers can connect to the same agent at different ports. The above feature is available in 
both standalone and multiprotocol TL1 Agents.  
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21.0 Packaging the TL1 Agent 
 
21.1 Overview 
 
Once the TL1 Agent is deployed, it is ready for packaging. Please follow the steps given in this section to 
know how to Package a TL1 Agent.  
 
To package a TL1 Agent, the following jars under <Agent Toolkit Home>/jars directory are required.  

• The compiled class files generated by the TL1 Compiler in the output (bin) directory  

• AdventNetTL1.jar  

• AdventNetTL1Agent.jar 

• AdventNetAgentUtilities.jar  

• AdventNetAgentRuntimeUtilities.jar  

• AdventNetLogging.jar 

Running the Agent in Any Environment 
 
The Agent packaged and deployed can be run provided the above said jars are available in <Agent 
Toolkit Home>/jars directory. To run the Agent in any environment, these jars need to be placed under 
the specified Agent's directory. For this purpose, a Package Agent option is provided using which all the 
jars are copied to the Agent directory. To enable the same, 

1. Select Build menu from the menu bar of TL1 Compiler UI.  
2. Click the "Package Agent" option 
3. The required jars for running the agent gets copied from <Agent Toolkit Home>/jars directory to 

the <Agent Toolkit Home>/tl1projects/projectName/agent/bin/jars directory. 
4. A TCS folder will be created under <Agent Toolkit Home>/tl1projects/projectName and copies 

the TCS file used in the project. 
5. An external files folder under will be created under <Agent Toolkit 

Home>/tl1projects/projectName and copies any external files used in the project. 
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22.0 TL1 FAQs 
 
Questions 
 

 
1. What is TL1? 
2. Why do I get "AUTHENTICATION FAILED" from Agent for the Input Message "AUD-

EQPT:::1::;"? 
3. I get "out of environment space.." error when I try to start the example applications batch files in 

Windows. What should I do ? 
4. Does the TL1 agent provide security as per TR 835 and GR815 standards?  
5. What is Craft Interface? Is Craft Interface support available in all OS? 
6. What is Delayed Activation ?  
7. What is an autonomous message? 
8. Is it true that this code is generated each time I compile a TCS file?  
9. Is there any provision to extend the custom code after receiving the request and before sending 

the response? 
 

 
1.What is TL1?  
 
Transaction Language 1 (TL-1) is an ASCII or man - machine management protocol used for managing 
Telecommunication networks.  
 
2. Why do I get "AUTHENTICATION FAILED" from Agent for the Input Message "AUD-EQPT:::1::;?  
 
The login message has to be given before any Input Message is given. Without the login message the 
Agent will not generate any response for any Input Message.  
 
The login message accepted by some TL1Agents is in the format given below.  
"ACT-USER::<username>:::<password>;"  
 
3. I get "out of environment space.." error when I try to start the example applications batch files 
in Windows. What should I do ?  
 
This has been a problem with the Windows' environment variable settings. To overcome this , you have to 
modify the properties of your DOS prompt. You have to do a right click on the title bar of the DOS prompt 
window, select properties, choose memory tab, in that increase the value of the initial environment field 
(preferably 4096).  
 
4. Does the TL1 agent provide security as per TR 835 and GR815 standards?  
 
Yes Security Features in TL1 Agent has been provided which conforms to GR-815-CORE and TR-835 
standards. 
 
5.  What is Craft Interface? Is Craft Interface support available in all OS?  
 
Craft interface is a local interface to the agent. It receives input message from user on console and  
passes it to TL1 engine. Craft Interface support is available in all OS.  
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6.  What is Delayed Activation ?  
 
Delay Activation is one of the features available in TL1. Delay Activation is a function hereby an input 
message may be stored in a Message Pending buffer at the NE for final execution at some later time, 
either automatically or by a subsequent message from the OS.  
 
7. What is an autonomous message?  
 
An Autonomous message is a message that is sent from the NE to the appropriate OS without having an 
explicit input message associated with it. 
 
Typical scenarios where autonomous messages are used include :  

• Reporting of alarmed or non-alarmed trouble events. 

• Reporting of scheduled diagnostic tests in the NE. 

• Reporting of Performance Monitoring data. 

• Reporting of a change in the NE's database. 

• Periodic reporting of selected NE conditions. 
 
8 .Is it true that this code is generated each time I compile a TCS file?  
 
No. Code will be generated only when you do code generation for the loaded TCS file and not while 
compilation. Source Code can be generated once and instrumentation & compilation can be done any 
number of times without having to regenerate the code. 
 
9. Is there any provision to extend the custom code after receiving the request and before sending 
the response? 
 
Yes. It can be enhanced by added an interface called UserRequestHandler to the API .It has the following 
methods: 

• validateTL1Request - takes TL1AgentRequestInfo as a parameter 

• validateTL1Response - takes TL1AgentResponseInfo as a parameter 
The following procedure has to be followed to add Custom Code: 

• Write a class which extends the above interface UserRequestHandler.  

• Call the method setUserRequestHandler of TL1Agent in the generated main file. The following 
are the code snippet: 
  

com.adventnet.agent.tl1.UserRequestHandler validate = new 
       com.test.TestImplementer(tl1Agent); 
       tl1Agent.setUserRequestHandler(validate); 
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23.0 Troubleshooting Guide 
 
This section gives the list of common error messages that may be received from the TL1Agent both in 
Standalone TL1 Agents and Multi-Protocol TL1 Agents, their possible causes and solutions.  
 
"Invalid Target Identifier" 
 
Reason: The Target ID mentioned in the Input Message is an invalid one. This can occur in both 
Standalone and Multi-Protocol agents.  
 
Solution: Send the correct TargetID or ignore the TargetID. By default, the TargetID is the machine 
name. It can also be set by the method setTargetId(String) provided in  AdventNetTL1Agent.java (or 
AgentName specified in the Compiler Code Generation Settings). 
 

 
 
"Illegal Command Code" 
 
Reason: Command specified in the Command Code part is not registered with the command registry. 
This can occur in both Standalone and Multi-Protocol agents.  
 
Solution: Check whether the specified Command is valid and registered. 
 

 
 
"Block Missing" 
 
Reason: One or more blocks are missing in the Input Message. This can occur in both Standalone and 
Multi-Protocol agents.  
 
Solution: Check the Input Message.  
 

 
 
"Invalid Command" 
 
One of the following has occurred  
 
Reason 1: C-Tag is missing 
 
If C-Tag is not specified in the field mentioned for it in the TL1Browser, the Browser itself sends the 
message with a C-Tag. If the message is sent with the option "Receive as String" in the settings, the 
browser does not set the C-Tag if not specified. This can occur in both Standalone and Multiprotocol 
agents.  
 
Solution: Check the Input Message for proper C-Tag.  
 
Reason 2: Error in doAction() Method 
Error has occurred in the doAction() method and has not returned a TL1AgentResponseInfo object. This 
can occur in both Standalone and Multi-Protocol agents.  
 
Solution: Check the doAction() method for any exceptions.  
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"Authentication Failed" 
 
Reason: The Authentication is enabled and either the login code sent is wrong or the user name and/or 
the  password are wrong. This can happen even when the user is logged out and tries to access the NE 
without Logging in again. This can occur in both Standalone and Multiprotocol agents.  
 
Solution: Give proper Login Code (Auth Code) with valid user name and password. 
 

 
 
"Data Missing" 
 
Reason: Some data is missing in the Message Payload block of the Input Message. This can occur in 
Standalone Agents as well as Multi-Protocol agents for SET, CREATE, or DELETE requests.  
 
Solution: Give information in the Message Payload block if necessary.  
 

 
 
"Invalid Access Identifier" 
 
Reason: The Access Identifier value sent in the Input Message is not valid according to the defined 
syntax. This can occur in both Standalone and Multi-Protocol agents.  
 
Solution: Give proper Login Code (Auth Code) with valid user name and password. Also, correct AID 
should be specified in the Input message to be sent to the TL1 Agent 
 

 
 
No Such Object" 
 
Reason: The data specified in the AccessID part is not found in the Command Code Registry. This can 
occur in both Multi-Protocol and Standalone TL1 Agents.  
 
Solution: In MPA,  Check whether the scalar or table queried is registered with the MBean Server. In 
Standalone TL1 Agents, check whether the value/entry queried is present in the respective registry. e.g. 
Check UserSecurity.txt if an UID entry is not present.  
 

 
 
"Read Only" 
 
Reason: The attribute for which a SET or a CREATE is sent is a Read only attribute. This can occur in 
Multi-Protocol agents.  
 
Solution: No solution. Cannot perform a SET for a Read only attribute. 
 

 
 
"Parameter Extra" 
Reason: This occurs if a GETALL is done with extra parameters in the Message Payload Block. This can 
occur in both Multi-Protocol and Standalone TL1 Agents.  
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Solution: Check for the number of parameters in the Message Payload block. An example in Standalone 
TL1 Agents is in CANC-USER, when the MPB is specified. Here also check for the number of parameters 
in the Message Payload block.  
 

 
 
"Specified Object Entity does not exist" 
 
Reason: This error occurs if a GETALL is done on a Table where the index / startindex mentioned in the 
Message Payload block is above the actual number of rows present in the table. This can occur in both 
Standalone and Multi-Protocol agents.  
 
Solution: Check for the parameters in the Message Payload block.  
 

 
 
"Data not valid" 
 
Reason: The value specified in the Message Payload block is not a valid one. This can occur in both 
Standalone and Multi-Protocol agents. 
 
Solution: Check for the parameters in the Message Payload block. If the Agent is Multi-Protocol, also 
check for the type of the attribute and the value sent.  
 

 
 
"Index is Missing" 
 
Reason: The index is not specified for a GET for a table, or a SET for a table or a DELETE for a table. 
This can occur in Multi-Protocol agents. 
 
Solution: Provide the index values in the Message Payload block.  
 

 
 
"Access Not Supported" 
 
Reason: The MBean for which a request was sent is not accessible. This can occur in both Standalone 
and Multi-Protocol agents. Another reason is if the user has no privileges in executing a command when 
command security is enabled. 
Solution: The attribute is not accessible.  
 

 
 
"Invalid external index" 
 
Reason: The Table's external index queried is invalid / does not exist. This can occur in Multi-protocol 
agents.  
 
Solution: Give a valid external index. 
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"Row already exists" 
 
Reason: This occurs when trying to CREATE a row, which already exists with the same instance. This 
can occur in Multi-Protocol agents.  
 
Solution: Create a row with a different instance (index). 
 

 
 
"Invalid Index" 
Reason: The specified index for the table is invalid, i.e., its given type, or it does not exist. This can occur 
in Multi protocol agents. 
 
Solution: Create a row with a valid index.  
 

 
 
"Already logged in"  
 
Reason: This may occur when a user is already logged in and trying to log in again with the same or 
different user name. This can occur in both Standalone and Multi-Protocol agents. 
 
Solution: Log out and then log in.  
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24.0 TL1 Agent Tutorial 
 

 
1.0 Introduction 
2.0 Objective of the Tutorial 
3.0 Application Notes 
4.0 Defining the TCS File 

4.1 Creating New TCS File 
4.2 Creating Input Message "GET-SYSTEM" 
4.3 Creating Input Message "GET-SYSTEN-JAVAINFO" 
4.4 Creating Input Message "GET-SYSTEM-MEM" 
4.5 Creating Autonomous Message "ALM-FREEMEM" 

5.0 Generating Code for the TCS 
6.0 Compiling the Generated Code 
7.0 Starting the Agent 
8.0 Testing the Agent 
9.0 Instrumenting the Agent 
10.0 Testing the Instrumented Agent 

 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 
Transactional Language 1 (TL1), is the dominant network management protocol used for managing 
Telecommunication Networks. Using the tools packaged with AdventNet Agent Toolkit, it is possible to 
develop 'Standalone TL1 Agents' and 'Multi-Protocol agents with support to TL1 adaptors'. Multi-
Protocol agents developed provide common instrumentation for all protocol adaptors. 
 
2.0 Objective of the Tutorial 
 
This tutorial concentrates on the development of a Standalone TL1 Agent. It explains the steps involved 
in developing the TL1 Agent. After going through the steps given in the sections followed you will be able 
to, 

• Define a TCS (TL1 Command Set) file using the TL1Message Builder tool. This is the Input 
Message, in XML file format, required for creating a TL1 Agent. 

• Generate code for the TCS  file using the TL1 Compiler tool. 

• Compile the generated code using TL1 Compiler tool. 

• Test the agent created with the TL1 Browser tool (for default values) and 

• Instrument the TL1 Agent for actual values. 

3.0 Application Notes 
 
Transaction Language 1 (TL1) is defined for OS/NE (machine-to-machine) interfaces. TL1 corresponds to 
the User System Language (USL), which is the language for human-to-machine interactions. Operations 
functions such as surveillance, memory administration, need to be performed between an OS and a NE. 
TL1 Agents are widely used to manage NE's (Network Elements) residing in a device. 
 
Let us take the following scenario for our tutorial. 
 
Say, you want to get some details from a system.  You may need to get the memory related information 
and java related information like "Java_Home" etc., from the system. These details will be queried from 
the OS (Manager) to the NE. (system) The agent, upon receiving the request, will get the appropriate 
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details from the system and send those details to the OS, as a response. The Manager can also query for 
all the equipments for which the agent has to send the details of all the equipments in a single response. 
 
Basically, you have to do a "GET" on the system. As you must be aware, going through the basics of TL1, 
"GET"  is a verb defined in the Command Code of the Input message in the TCS file. 
 
In addition to getting the  system details, you may also want to send an alarm to the OS, when the free 
memory is being viewed. Autonomous messages (similar to trap in SNMP) can be sent from the agent to 
the manager when any change occurs in the NE or when anything has to be reported to the OS. 
 
Let us see how the response and autonomous messages are sent and the target of developing a tl1 
agent is achieved in the following sections. 
 
4.0 Defining the TCS File 
 
TL1 Command Set file contains input message ,output message, and autonomous message definitions, 
which are to be implemented in the agent for managing an NE. The input message and the autonomous 
message definitions  are  strored in XML format in TCS file. 
 
Defining a TL1 Command Set (TCS) file is the first step toward building a TL1 Agent. The TCS is the 
source for TL1Compiler for generating code for the TL1 Agent for instrumentation, and also the TCS file  
will be used in TL1Browser to query  the agent. TCS file can be created using the TL1 MessageBuilder 
provided with the toolkit. TL1 Message builder helps to define input message, output message,  and 
autonomous message as per GR831 specification.  
 
In this section, you will learn how to create a TCS file. The TCS file contains the following Commands 

1. GET-SYSTEM 
2. GET-SYSTEM-JAVAINFO 
3. GET-SYSTEM-MEM 
4. ALM-FREEMEM 

The first three commands are Input Message type commands and the fourth command is an Autonomous 
Message  type command. 
 

4.1 Creating a New TCS File in TL1 Message Builder 
 

Follow the steps given below to create a new file in the TL1 MessageBuilder. 
1. Open the TL1 MessageBuilder from the <Agent Toolkit Home>/bin directory using the 

TL1MessageBuilder.bat/sh file. You can also open it from the Launcher. 
2. Choose New option from the File Menu. 
3. Choose Command Set Editor from the dialog box. 
4. Enter the filename as "systeminfo" and the name of the directory where you would 

like to save the TCS file and select OK. 
Now, you will see the Parent Node (systeminfo) added under the TL1 Tree in the left frame. 

 
Now, you can start adding the commands for the TCS file as explained in the following sections.  

 
4.2 Creating Input Message "GET-SYSTEM" 

 
The syntax of the command is as follows:  

 
Syntax: GET-SYSTEM:<TID>:<AID>:<CTag>:<General Block>:<MPB>;  
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Refer to TL1 basics for details about the  input message syntax.  

 
Here GET-SYSTEM is the command code. GET is the Verb and SYSTEM is the Modifier1 in the 
command code. The following sections will teach you to add the above command and its 
parameters in the  TCS  file using the TL1 MessageBuilder.  

 
Adding the Verb "GET" 

 
Verb identifies the action to be taken at the NE on receiving a TL-1 message from an OS. To 
add the Verb "GET" for the input message, follow the steps given below. 

1. Select the Parent Node (systeminfo) under the TL1 Tree in the left frame of the tool. 
2. Right-click and choose the Add Verb Option. 
3. The wizard interface for verb will be opened on the right frame. Enter the following 

details: 
o Message Type : Input Message 
o Verb : In this example, the action to be taken by the input command is getting the 

details from the specified system. Hence we can give the verb name as "GET". 
o Command Code : Select NO in the Command Code option. In this command, 

GET-SYSTEM is the command code; hence, Command Code for the verb GET 
alone is selected as NO. 

After entering the above details, click the OK button. Now the Verb will be added successfully to 
the TCS file tree. 
 

 

Note: For this Command,  we shall define AID, MPB, Response Block, 
and Description in Modifier1. They need to be defined only when 
Command Code option is selected as Yes. 

 
Adding Modifier1 "SYSTEM" 

 
The first Modifier identifies where the action is to be applied in the NE. To add the Modifier1 
"SYSTEM" for the input message, follow the steps given below. SYSTEM is the device from 
which the system details are to be obtained and sent to the TL1 Manager. 

1. Right-click on the VERB "GET" in the TC S file tree for which Modifier1 has to be added. 
2. Choose "Add Modifier1" from the pop-up menu. The wizard interface for Modifier1 

opens in the right frame. 
3. Enter the following details : 

o Modifier : Because we will be getting the system details from the device, let us 
name the Modifier2 as "SYSTEM". 

o Command Code : Select YES in the Command Code option. 
o Inherit Option : Select NO as the Inherit option, because there are no details 

from the Verb that is needed to be inherited by the modifier1. 
o Description : Add the required description in this block. For example, add the 

below text in the block "This command retrieves the general system information 
namely OS Name, OS Version, User Name, and JavaHome". 

Adding AID, MPB, and Response Block for the input message are dealt with in the next three 
sections. 
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Adding Staging Parameter Block 
 

Access Identifier Block(AID): AID is used  to  uniquely identify  the entity, within the target NE, 
to be acted upon by the input message to the NE. 

 
Follow the steps given below to add the parameter "System1" in the AID Block. 

1. Click the "...." button next to the AID Block. 
2. Enter the first parameter Name of the Response Block as "system1". 
3. Choose parameter Type as "String". 
4. Choose Separator as "  ". 
5. After entering the above details, click the "Add" button. You will find the new parameter 

added to the AID Block. 
6. Click the OK button to finish adding the AID block. 

Adding Response Block 
 

When GET-SYSTEM command is sent to the TL1 Agent, the Agent must respond with the 
system details for the device given in the AID block. Hence, the response block has to be 
defined. The response block has the following information. 

• OS Name  

• OS Version  

• JAVA INFO  
USER NAME Following are the steps involved in adding the Response Block 

1. Click the "..." button next to the Response block. 
2. Choose response type as Quote and click on Add Block. 
3. Enter the first name parameter Name of the Response Block as "OS NAME". 
4. Choose paramter Type as "String". 
5. Select EQ VAL as "True". If true is selected, the response will be displayed in 

Name=Value format. 
6. Choose Delimiter as "," . This will enable more parameters to be added to the Response 

Block. 
7. Click the "Add" button. 
8. Enter the next parameter of the Response Block as "OS_VERSION" as follow the steps 

4 to 7. 
You will find the new parameters with response type as quote added to the Response Block. 

 
The other parameters with different response types can also be added easily to the Response 
Block in a similar manner. 
 
After entering all the above explained details for Verb and Modifier1,  the OK button. The new 
command code will be created successfully in the TCS file. 

 
4.3 Creating Input Message "GET-SYSTEM-JAVAINFO" 

 
The syntax of the command is as follows:  

 
Syntax: GET-SYSTEM-JAVAINFO:<TID>:<AID>:<CTag>:<GB>:<MPB>;  
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Refer to TL1 basics for details about the  input message syntax. 
 

Here GET-SYSTEM-JAVAINFO is the command code. GET is the Verb, SYSTEM is the 
Modifier1, and JAVAINFO is the Modifier2 in the command code. The following sections will 
teach you to add the above command and its parameters in the  TCS  file using the TL1 
MessageBuilder.  

 
Adding the Verb "GET" 

 
The verb GET and its details are already added in the previous section (section 4.2.1).  

 
Adding Modifier1 "SYSTEM" 

 
The Modifier "SYSTEM" and its details are already added in the previous section (section 4.2.2).  

 
Adding Modifier2 "JAVAINFO" 

 
The second modifier may be used to further define the identity of the object upon which the 
action is to be taken. Modifier JAVAINFO is the actual information that is to be retrieved from the 
system. To add the Modifier2 "JAVAINFO" for the input message, follow the steps given below. 

1. Right-click on the Modifier1 "SYSTEM" in the TCS file tree for which Modifier2 has to be 
added. 

2. Choose "Add Modifier2" from the pop-up menu. The wizard interface for Modifier1 opens 
in the right frame. 

3. Enter the following details: 
o Modifier : Because we will be retrieving the Java related information from the 

system specified, let us name the Modifier2 as "JAVAINFO". 
o Command Code : Select YES in the Command Code option. 
o Inherit Option : Select NO as the Inherit option, because there are no details 

from the Modifier1 that is needed to be inherited by the Modifier2. 
o Description : Add the required description in this block. For example, add the 

below text in the block "This command returns information about JAVA and JVM:. 
Adding AID, MPB, and  Response Block for the input message are dealt with in the next three 
sections. 

 
Adding Staging Parameter Block  

 
Access Identifier Block(AID): AID is used  to  uniquely identify the entity, within the target NE, 
to be acted upon by the input message to the NE.  

 
Follow the steps given below to add the parameter "System1" in the AID Block. 

1. Click the "..." button next to the AID Block. 
2. Enter the first parameter Name of the Response Block as "System1". 
3. Choose parameter Type as "String". 
4. Choose Separator as " ". 
5. After entering the above details, click the "Add" button. You will find the new parameter 

added to the AID Block. 
6. Click the OK button to finish adding the AID block. 
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Adding Response Block 
 

When GET-SYSTEM-JAVAINFO command is sent to the TL1 Agent, the Agent must respond 
with the system details for the device given in the AID block. Hence, the response block has to 
be defined. The response block has the following information.  

• JAVA HOME 

• JVM NAME 

• JVM INFO 

• USER NAME 
Following are the steps involved in adding the Response Block  

1. Click the "..." button next to the Response block. 
2. Choose response type as UNQUOTE and click on Add Block. 
3. Enter the first parameter Name of the Response Block as "JAVA_HOME". 
4. Choose parameter Type as "String". 
5. Select EQ_VAL as "True". If true is selected, the response will be displayed in 

Name=Value format. 
6. Choose Delimiter as ",". This will enable more parameters to be added to the Response 

Block. 
7. Click the "Add" button. 
8. Enter the next parameter of the Response Block as "JVM_NAME" and follow the steps 4 

to 7. 
You will find the new parameters with response type as unquote added to the Response Block. 
The other parameters can also be added to the Response Block in a similar manner. 

 
After entering all the above explained details for the Verb, Modifier1, and Modifier2, click the OK 
button. The new command code will be created successfully in the TCS file. 

 
4.4 Creating Input Message "GET-SYSTEM-MEM" 

 
The syntax of the command is as follows:  

 
Syntax: GET-SYSTEM-MEM:<TID>:<MEMORY>:<CTag>:<GB>:<MPB>;  

 
Refer to TL1 basics for details about the  input message syntax.  

 
Here GET-SYSTEM-MEM is the command code. GET is the Verb, SYSTEM is the Modifier1, 
and MEM is the Modifier2 in the command code. The following sections will teach you to add the 
above command and its parameters in the  TCS  file using the TL1 MessageBuilder.  

 
Adding the Verb "GET" 

 
The verb GET and its details are already added in the previous section (section 4.2.1). 

 
Adding Modifier1 "SYSTEM" 

 
The Modifier "SYSTEM" and its details are already added in the previous section (section 4.2.2). 
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Adding Modifier2 "MEM" 
 

The second modifier may be used to further define the identity of the object upon which the 
action is to be taken. Modifier MEM is the actual memory detail that is to be retrieved from the 
system. To add the Modifier2 quot;JAVAINFO" for the input message, follow the steps given 
below. 

1. Right-click the Modifier1 "SYSTEM' in the TCS file free for which Modifier2 has to be 
added. 

2. Choose "Add Modifier2" from the pop-up menu. The wizard interface for Modifier1 
opens in the right frame. 

3. Enter the following details : 
o Modifier : Because we will be retrieving the memory information from the system 

specified, let us name the Modifier2 as "MEM". 
o Command Code : Select YES in the Command Code option, 
o Inherit Option : Select NO as the Inherit option, because there are no details 

from the Modifier1 that is needed to be inherited by the Modifier2. 
o Description : Add the required description in this block. For example, add the 

below text in the block "This command returns the memory status". 
Adding AID, MPB, and  Response Block   for the input message are dealt with in the next three 
sections. 

 
Adding Staging Parameter Block  

 
Access Identifier Block(AID): AID is used  to  uniquely identify  the entity, within the target NE, 
to be acted upon by the input message to the NE. In this tutorial the memory to be retrieved can 
be Free Memory or Total Memory. Hence the AID values can be Free and Total  

 
Follow the steps given below to add the parameter "MEMORY " in the AID Block. 

1. Click the "..." button next to the AID Block. 
2. Enter the first parameter Name of the Response Block as "MEMORY DEVICE". 
3. Choose parameter Type as "String". 
4. Choose Separator as " ". 
5. After entering the above details, click the "Add" button. You will find the new parameter 

added to the AID Block.  
6. Click the OK button to finish adding the AID block.  

Adding Response Block 
 

When GET-SYSTEM-MEMORY command is sent to the TL1 Agent, the Agent must respond 
with the memory in bytes for the memory device given in the AID block. Hence, the response 
block has to be defined. The response block has the following information. 

• MEMORY IN BYTES 
Following are the steps involved in adding the Response Block. 

1. Click the "..." button next to the Response block. 
2. Choose response type as UNQUOTE and click on  Add Block. 
3. Enter the first parameter Name of the Response Block as "MEMORY_IN_BYTES".  
4. Choose parameter Type as "String". 
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5. Select EQ_VAL as "True". If true is selected, the response will be displayed in 
Name=Value format.  

6. Choose Delimiter as ",". This will enable more parameters to be added to the Response 
Block. 

7. Click the "Add" button. 
You will find the new parameters with response type as unquote added to the Response Block. 

 
After entering all the above explained details for the Verb, Modifier1, and Modifier2, click the OK 
button. The new command code will be created successfully in the TCS file. 

 
4.5 Creating the Autonomous Message "ALM-FREEMEM" 

 
This section explains how to add an Autonomous Message to the TCS file. Here an alarm 
message will be sent by the NE/NS to the Agent, when GET-SYSTEM-MEM command is 
executed with "Free" as the AID. That is the Agent will send a Autonomous Message when free 
memory in the system is viewed.  

 
Here, ALM-FREEMEM is the command code. ALM is the Verb indicating that an Alarm is being 
sent, and FREEMEM is the Modifier2 in the command code that stands for free memory. The 
following sections will teach you to add the above command and its parameters in the TCS  file 
using the TL1 MessageBuilder.  

 
Adding the Verb "ALM" 

 
To add the Verb "ALM" for the Autonomous Message, follow the steps given below. 

1. Select the Parent Node (systeminfo) under the TL1 Tree in the left frame of the tool. 
2. Right-click and choose the Add Verb Option. The wizard interface for verb will be opened 

on the right frame.  
3. Enter the following details:  

o Message Type : "Autonomous Message"  
o Verb : In this example, the action to be taken by the Autonomous message is to 

send an alarm message. Hence, give the verb name as "ALM".  
o Command Code: Select NO in the Command Code option. In this command, 

ALM-FREEMEM is the command code; hence, Command Code for the verb 
"ALM" alone is selected as NO.  

After entering the above details, click the OK button. Now, the Verb will be added successfully to 
the TCS file tree. 
 

 

Note: For  this Command,  we shall define the Response Block and 
description in Modifier1. Response Block is to be defined only when 
Command Code option is selected as Yes 

 
After entering all the above explained details for Verb and Modifier1click the OK button. The new 
command code will be created successfully in the TCS file.  

 
Saving and Viewing the Created TCS File  

 
After adding the commands: Input messages and one Autonomous message, save the file using 
the File>>Save option in the Menu Bar or press CNTRL+S. The TCS file systeminfo.tcs is now 
created and can be used in the TL1 Compiler for code generation and compilation as explained 
in the following topics.  
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5.0 Generating Code for the TCS File 
 
After creating the TCS file, which is the input for building the TL1 Agent, the next step is generating the 
code for the TCS file created. 
 

Creating a New Project and Loading the TCS. 
 

Follow the steps given below to create a new project for a standalone TL1 Agent. 
1. Launch the TL1 Compiler by executing the TL1Compiler.sh/bat file under the <Agent 

Toolkit Home>/bin directory. 
2. File>>New Project option from the File Menu or using the shortcut key CTRL+SHIFT+N  
3. Enter the details of the Workspace, Project Name, and the directory of the project in 

the Project Settings Dialog Box. 
4. Click OK after entering the details. 

A new project is now created. 
 

Follow the steps given below to load a TCS for the project created above. 
1. Choose TCS>>Load TCS File from the Menu Bar. 
2. Choose the systeminfo.tcs file that that you created in the previous section or choose 

the already defined file from the  file from the <Agent Toolkit 
Home>/examples/tl1/tutorial/agent/tcs directory. 

3. Click the Load TCS button after selecting the TCS file. 
The TCS file will be loaded to the TL1 Compiler. You can view the TCS file tree in the TCS 
View of the Workspace panel. 

 
Generating Code  

 
Please follow the steps given below to generate the code for any  loaded TCS. Before following 
the steps given below, load the systeminfo.tcs  with the default project settings.  

1. After loading the TCS file, generate the code by choosing the Build -> Generate Source 
option in the Menu Bar or using the Ctrl+G shortcut key. You can also use the Generate 
Source icon from the Toolbar.  
 
This generates the stub files in the destination project directory. 
 
The status of code generation can be seen in the bottom most part of the tool. The 
message "Code generation succeeded" means that the code has been generated 
successfully without any errors. If the message "Code generation failed" is received, it 
means that some errors have occurred during code generation. Refer to trouble shooting 
section for more details. 
 
The generated files can be viewed in the FileView tab. 

6.0 Compiling the Generated Code 
 
After generating the code for the TCS file(s), the next stage in agent development is compiling the source 
code.  This section shows how to compile the source code without any instrumentation. You can compile 
your project either from the UI or from the Command prompt as explained in the following sections. 
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Compiling the Code from the TL1 Compiler UI  
 

Follow the steps given below to compile the generated code using the TL1 Compiler UI. 
1. After generating the source code, compile the code by choosing the Build --> Generate 

Source from the File Menu or click Compile source icon in the toolbar. You can also use 
the  CTRL + C shortcut key to compile the project. 
 
This compiles the source files and puts them in the <Agent Toolkit 
Home>/tl1projects/projectname directory. 
 
On successful compilation, the status "Compilation Succeeded" can be seen in the 
bottom most part of the tool.  

Compiling the Code from the Command Line.  
 

You can also compile the source from the command prompt. Please follow the steps given below 
to compile the source files from the command prompt. 

1. Open a command prompt/ terminal. 
2. Go to the <Agent Toolkit Home>/tl1projects/projectname directory. 
3. Execute the following  command 

javac -d agent\bin agent\src\*.java 
 
The above command will compile all the files under agent/src directory and if the 
compilation is successful, the compiled class files can be found under <Agent Toolkit 
Home>/tl1projects/projectname/agent/bin directory.  
 
Now all the files have been compiled and the Agent can be started.  

7.0 Starting the Agent 
 
After successfully compiling the Agent, you can start the Agent either from the TL1 Compiler UI or from 
the Command prompt as explained in the following sections.  
 

Starting from the TL1 Compiler UI  
 

You can start and stop the Agent from the TL1 Compiler UI by clicking the Build >> Start Agent 
andBuild>> Stop Agent option in the menu bar.  

 
Starting from the Command Line  

 
Follow the steps given below to start and stop the Agent from the command prompt. 

1. Open a command prompt/ terminal. 
2. Go to the <Agent Toolkit Home>/tl1projects/projectname/agent/bin directory where 

the compiled files are available. 
3. Execute the Run.bat/Run.sh command 

 
You will find the following details at the end of the execution of the above command  
TL1 Server started on 9099 
Registering Commands... 
Registration Done. 

This means that the Agent has been successfully started on port 9099. 
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8.0 Testing the Agent 
 
Follow the steps given below to test the Agent created in the previous chapter. It is assumed that a 
Standalone TL1 Agent created using systeminfo.tcs file is running on port 9099. 

1. Start the TL1 Browser Application using the TL1Browser.bat or TL1Browser.sh file from the 
<Agent Toolkit Home>/tl1projects/projectname/bin directory. It can also be started from the 
launcher. 

2. Load the systeminfo.tcs and tl1security.tcs files using the File>>Load option in the menu bar. 
3. Choose Operations>>Connect option in the MenuBar.  
4. Enter the Host Name and Port Number where the agent is running in the dialog box that appears. 
5. Click OK. Now you will be connected to the Agent. 
6. Authenticate into the TL1 Agent by sending the Input command "ACT-USER::root:1::public;" by 

choosing Operations>>Send in the menu bar or using the shortcut key CTRL+N. 
 
The Agent will respond by sending the following Autonomous Message. This means that you 
have successfully authenticated into the TL1 Agent. 
 
Autonomous Message Received From :localhost 
<CR> 
<LF><LF>   system 2002-04-11 12:22:25<CR> 
<LF> ** 1 REPT EVT SESSION<CR> 
<LF>   "system:NO"<CR> 
<LF>   /*NOTICE:This is a private computer system. <LF>  Unauthorised access or use 
may lead to prosecution*/<CR> 
<LF>;  

7. Now expand the TCS tree of systeminfo.tcs file. 
8. Choose the command code GET-SYSTEM-JAVAINFO 
9. Send the message by choosing Operations>>Send in the menu bar or using the shortcut key 

CTRL+N. 
 
The Agent will respond with some default dummy values as shown in the response message 
below.   
 
Response Message Received From :localhost 
<CR> 
<LF><LF> rajeshm 2002-06-07 22:13:29<CR> 
<LF>M 3 COMPLD<CR> 
<LF> not_initialized,not_initialized,not_initialized<CR> 
<LF>; 
 
This means that your Agent works! 

9.0 Instrumenting the Agent 
 
Instrumentation involves the modification of source codes generated or adding of user codes to the 
generated code to make the Agent respond with the desired values. 
 
Following files are instrumented to make the TL1 Agent respond desirably. Please note that no 
instrumentation is required in the AdventNetTL1Agent.java file in this example.  

1. GET_SYSTEM.java is instrumented to send the system information like the OS Name, OS 
version, System Info, and User Name to the manager. 
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Following code snippet shows the user code required for instrumenting the file. 
 

/* Implementation for QUOTED type */ 
defaultRespValues = new Object[2]; 
defaultRespValues[0] = System.getProperty("os.name"); 
>defaultRespValues[1] = System.getProperty("os.version"); 
 
>/* Implementation for UNQUOTED type */ 
defaultRespValues = new Object[1]; 
defaultRespValues[0] = System.getProperty("user.name"); 
 
/* Implementation for COMMENT */ 
defaultRespValues = new Object[1]; 
defaultRespValues[0] = "These information are taken from the 
machine where agent runs "; 

 
The above code snippet shows the instrumentation required in the GET_SYSTEM.java file, for all the 
response blocks namely, quoted type, unquoted type, and comment  in the response message.  

2. GET_SYSTEM_JAVAINFO.java is instrumented to send the Java related Information like Java 
Home, JVM Name, User Name, and JVM Info to the manager.  

Following code snippet shows the user code required for instrumenting the file. 
 

/* Instrumentation */ 
 
defaultRespValues = new Object[3]; 
defaultRespValues[0] = System.getProperty("java.home"); 
defaultRespValues[1] = System.getProperty("java.vm.name"); 
defaultRespValues[2] = System.getProperty("java.vm.info"); 

3. GET_SYSTEM_MEM.java is instrumented to send the amount of free or total memory available, 
depending on the AID, to the manager. 

Following code snippets shows the user code required for instrumenting the file. 
 

/** Instrumentation */ 
 

else{ 
throw new TL1AgentException("Access id missing ",TL1Errors.IIAC); 
} 
String memoryToBeViewed = aid.get(0).toString(); 
if(!(memoryToBeViewed.equalsIgnoreCase("Free")) && 
!(memoryToBeViewed.equalsIgnoreCase("Total"))){ 
throw new TL1AgentException("No such object ",TL1Errors.ANSO); 
} 

 
 
The above instrumentation is done to check for AID that can be passed in the command. The code 
checks if the AID is Free or Total. If the AIDis not any of the two, it will throw an error "Invalid Access 
Identifier" 
 
The following code snippet shows the instrumentation required for calling the autonomous message 
ALM-FREEMEM when the free memory is viewed i.e., when Free is passed as the AID in the command 
GET-SYSTEM-MEM. 
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defaultRespValues = new Object[1]; 
Runtime rt = Runtime.getRuntime(); 
if(memoryToBeViewed.equalsIgnoreCase("Total")){ 
defaultRespValues[0] = new Long(rt.totalMemory()); 
} 
else{ 
defaultRespValues[0] = new Long(rt.freeMemory()); 
String alert = "Free memory of the system is beeing viewed"; 
mainAgent.getALM_FREEMEM().sendAutonomous(alert); 
} 

4. ALM_FREEMEM.java is instrumented to send an Autonomous Message to the manager when 
the Free Memory is viewed.  

Following code snippet shows the instrumentation required in the file 
 
The method When public void sendAutonomous(String alert) gets the string autonomous message 
string from the GET_SYSTEM_MEM.java this string is sent to the manager with the autonomous 
message. 
 

defValues = new Object[1]; 
defValues[0] = alert; 
line = TL1MessageFormatter.createTL1Line 
(keys,defValues,delimiters,lineType,nameEqValue); 
responseVector.add(line); 

 
The instrumented source files are available in the <Agent Toolkit Home>/examples /tl1/ tutorial 
/agent/src directory. You can either add the above codes in the respective files or overwrite the agent 
directory under <Your Project> directory with the agent directory under the <Agent Toolkit 
Home>/examples/tl1/tutorial.  
 
After instrumenting the source files, re-compile the TL1 Agent source and then start the Agent. The 
Instrumented TL1 Agent will now be started. 
 
10.0 Testing the Instrumented Agent 
 
After starting the Instrumented Agent, you can test the Agent by following the steps given below. 

1. Start the TL1 Browser Application using the TL1Browser.bat or TL1Browser.sh file from the 
<Agent Toolkit Home>/bin directory. It can also be started from the launcher. 

2. Load the systeminfo.tcs and tl1security.tcs files using the File>>Load option in the menu bar. 
3. Choose Operations>>Connect option in the MenuBar. 
4. Enter the Host Name (localhost) and Port Number (9099)where the agent is running in the dialog 

box that appears. 
5. Click OK. Now you will be connected to the Agent. 
6. Authenticate into the TL1 Agent by sending the Input command "ACT-USER::root:1::public;" by 

choosing Operations>>Send in the menu bar or using the shortcut key CTRL+N. 
 
The Agent will respond by sending the following Autonomous Message. This means that you 
have successfully authenticated into the TL1 Agent. 
 
Autonomous Message Received From :localhost 
<CR> 
<LF><LF>   system 2002-04-11 12:22:25<CR> 
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<LF> ** 1 REPT EVT SESSION<CR> 
<LF>   "system:NO"<CR> 
<LF>   /*NOTICE:This is a private computer system. <LF>  Unauthorised access or use 
may lead to prosecution*/<CR> 
<LF>;  

7. Now expand the TCS tree of systeminfo.tcs file. 
8. Choose the command code GET-SYSTEM-MEM and send the command with free as the AID. 
9. Send the message by choosing Operations>>Send in the menu bar or using the shortcut key 

CTRL+N. 
 
The Agent will respond with the response message shown below.   
 
Response Message Received From :localhost 
<CR> 
<LF><LF> rajeshm 2002-06-08 14:49:15<CR> 
<LF>M 4 COMPLD<CR> 
<LF> MEMORY_IN_BYTES=1310296<CR> 
<LF>;  
 
The above response can be seen in the Response Block.  
 
Also, since we have instrumented the Agent to send an Autonomous message when free memory 
is viewed, the Agent will send the following Autonomous Message when the above command is 
executed. 
 
Autonomous Message Received From :localhost 
<CR> 
<LF><LF> rajeshm 2002-06-08 14:49:15<CR> 
<LF>*C 2 REPT<CR> 
<LF> /*Free memory of the system is being viewed*/<CR> 
<LF>; 
 
The above Autonomous Message can be viewed in the Autonomous Message Block. 
 
The Response Message and the Autonomous Message shown above shows how an Agent can 
be instrumented to respond with actual values desired by the user.  
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